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Columbia yesterday (Sunday) kicked off a nationwide poster campalgn to promote Kula Shaker's forthcoming and long-awaited new single, Sound Of Drums. The track, currently receivlng alrplay on Radio One and Virgin, Is due out on Aprll 20. The média campaign will later extend to full-page ads In the music press in the week of release. "We're pulling out ail the stops to ensure Sound Of Drums is a success and have already had an encouraging response from retailers," says Columbia product manager Jo Cavanagh. The single will be followed by the second Kula Shaker album, provlslonally titled Strange Folk, in the autumn. 
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fono gives you the 
essential data you need 
every week to stay 
ahead in Europe 

fono is the new magazine that gives you an exclusive 
insight into the hits that are happening in Europe. 

THE ONLY TRUE DATA SOURCE 
Read fono every week and you'll get unique data on the 
output of more than 500 stations across 15 European states. ; 
And these stations are monitored 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week ensuring the data is as accurate as can be. 
The statistics are exclusive to fono; you won't find such a comprehensive service anywhere else. A subscription to fono 
is the only way you'll be able to get this vital information ail | 
the time. 

TRACKING HITS AS THEY HAPPEN 
fono takes its exclusive data and adds to it the best anajysis 
and the most insightful news, fono is your key to unlocking 

e secrets of the European music market, tracking songs as the : 
they cross over from territory to territory. 
fono doesn't just report on the market. It interrogates the 
charts and predicts the hits and hitmakers that are set for 
success in other countries. 
And because we have standardised airplay data, it is 
comparable between markets. You won't need to make 
guesses to allow for différent Systems, 
fono offers a new benchmark for the European music 
industry. The charts and data we print are rock-solid, setting a 
new standard for the European music industry. 

DEFINITIVE COUNTRY CHARTS 
fono gives you detailed charts for each territory, revealing the 
essential facts: 

• position (this week, last week, prior weeks) 
• status (up or down since last week's chart) 
• song title, artist, record company 
• total number of plays for week, increase in plays 
• total audience, audience percentage change 

As part of the unioue fono service, we also work out record 
company market snares and the origin of repertoire. The combined effect of ail this data and analysis is to give you 
the broadest possible overview of European music. 

NOW TURN TO THE BACK TO 
DISCOVER HOW YOU CAN RECEIVE 
FOUR ISSUES FREE OF CHARGE... 



FOR EVERYONE IN THE BUSINESS OF MUSIC 

Lottery poil votes 

Imauni for May 9 
By Robert Ashton and Tracey Snell British hopes for scoi at Eurovision rest on Imaani, after the singer scooped 70,000 votes to win the The Great British Song Contest (GBSC). More than 250,000 members of the public voted in the poil - 25% up on last year. The resuit was announced on Saturday's National Lottery Live TV show. The winning song Where Are You? was written by-_S£2jL Englisir, who co-wrote Barry TTrtîïïgft's Mandy, and Phil Manikiza and Simon Stirling, who write for OTT. Imaani will now go on to represent the UK at the Eurovision final in Birmingham on May 9. "I think we have a Eurovision winner," déclarés GBSC muslc executive Jonathan King. "My one worry was that [Where Are You?) wouldn't be instant enough for 

Tracey Connolly, marketing director of EM1, which has released Where Are You? says 
"initially the project is Eurovision," she says, 'but she is a very talented young lady and 

■up Alberta, who performed Don't It Make You Feel So Good (on RCA), clocking hird placed Sapphire with ITI Never Be Lonely Again (on Eternal) scoring 65,712. So far ail four finalists have been released exclusiveiy to yet to make 

tial," says King. RCA A&R consultant Simon Cowell, who had two songs in the contest, says he has iined up TV slots for both Alberta and The Collective to run beyond Saturday's resuit. 

HMV scales down Direct 
HMV is scaling down Its HMV Direct home shopping service, HMV Direct, and merging it with 
mail order department. The subséquent closure of HMV Direct's Ruislip HQ - just two weeks after EMI soid HMV to the newiy-formed joint venture HMV Media Group - could also spell redundancy for the catalogue opérations director and général manager Glen Ward (pictured) and around 20 of the compapy's 41 employées. 

The move, following an annual review of HMV's business, sees west end divisional manager David Thomson take charge of the newly-structured opération at the retailer's flagship store. HMV Direct was launched in 1996 to offer customers 200,000 titles over the phone. 

Ministers meet 
McGee lobby 

Two senior government ministers heard last week that their Welfare To Work initiatives will have a négative impact on the music business when they met an industry délégation headed by Création boss Alan McGee. Employment mlnlster Andrew Smith and culture secretary Chris Smith agreed to meet 

New 

IMF ( over and Planet 24 managing rector Waheed Alii after they :pressed mlsglvings that the " ;al will strangle creatlvity by forcing musiclans into employment or éducation. Création spokesman Andy Saunders, who was also at Thursday's meeting at the Department of Education and Employment, says it was very positive. "We're not counting s. There ; of complex resolved, but It snow; taking us seriously," hi There will be anothe of the group In April. 

e still a lot 

Columbla yesterday (Sunday) klcked off a nationwide poster campaign to promote Kula Shaker's forthcomlng and long-awalted new single, Sound Of Drums. The track, currently receiving airplay on Radio One and Virgin, Is due out on April 20. The média campaign will later extend to full-page ads In the muslc press in the week of release. "We're pulling out ail the stops to ensure Sound Of Drums is a success and have already had an encouraging response from retailers," says Columbla product manager Jo Cavanagh. The single will be followed by the second Kula Shaker album, provisionally titled Strange Folk, In the autumn. 
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Blaxill and C4 spearhead 

télévision boost for music 
by Tracey Snell Music is furtber increasing its pro- file on TV with Channel Four giving the go-ahead to a new weekly chat show and Granada Media Group gearing up for more music pro- grammes. Granada's move follows the appointment of Rio Blaxill to the newly-created post of head of 
producer of music and entertain- ment development for Granada 
after he quit Independiente, w he was A&R director for 12 mor Blaxill, whose background is de rooted in TV and radio - he 1s i ited with rejuvenating TOTP ar the creator of LWT's Friday Ni AH Wright - says his job is to I Granada's profile in music. "There is going to be more commitment from ITV to pu 

music on telly. It will be looking t( Granada Media to provide ideas,' says Blaxill, 35. Blaxill will report to Yorkshire T\ 

LWT). He will pitch programmes to the ITV network via the group. Andréa Wonfor, joint MD of Granada Productions, says Blaxiil's appointment is part of a greater commitment to music programming by the group, which has produced such groundbreaking shows in the past as The Tube (made by Tyne Tees for Channel Four). "We have a rich Sixties, and Eighties music 
got going again," says Wonfor. Blaxill declined to reveal the pro- posais he is working on but says he believes TV is currently lacking a music programme specifically showcasing new talent. "[Music 

Meanwhile, Channel Four h 

given the green light to the Jo Whiley show, which starts a 10- week run from Wednesday April 15. The 45-minute programme will go out at llpm and be repeated late on Fridays. Whiley will be accompa- nied in the studio by three guests, who will chat about the week in pop and discuss new releases and videos. There will also be one or two live performances a week. The first show features Massive Attack and Garbage's Shlrley Manson, Graham Smith, commissioning editor for entertainment at Channel Four, hopes the show, which is being produced by At It Prod- uctions, will attract more than 
ns at Universal, welcomed the îhows. 'Rie and Jo are both 
or breaking new acts is really 

PolyGram Classics and Jazz has cllnched a multl-label Worldwide 
soundtrack music by legendary film composer John Barry. In the first deal of its type to be agreed by Barry, PolyGram has acquired the rlghts to hls next three non-film projects, with the option to release further record- ings. Worldwide président of PolyGram Classics and Jazz Chris Roberts (plctured with Barry, far right), who struck the deal, says, "This collaboration will allow John to pursue other 

The Beyondness Of Things, under the deal on April 14. MW Classlcal Talent Extra pl3 

Three lose Jobs 
in Création cuts 

n e w s f / / e SIX AXED AT EMI CLASSICS Six staff have been made redondant from EMI Classics followlng the merger of its UK and international marketing divisions. The lay-offs Involve two 
International at Baker Street. Président of EMI Classics Worldwide Richard Lyttelton says the move is deslgned to elimlnate duplication and is not an effective closure of EMI Classics' UK marketing division. The newly-merged division will be based at Baker Street, with 50 staff. No further changes are 
FINE QUITS POLYGRAM BOARD David Fine is resignlng from PolyGram's supervisory board after two décades with the group. Fine, who started his career at Turtone Records in South Africa in 1951, joined PolyGram in 1979 as MD of the company's UK opérations, rising to président and ceo Worldwide in 1987. He joined the supervisory board in 1991. The move will not affect Fine's chairmanship of the IFPI, which he has held since 1991. 
EAVIS IN GLASTONBURY TALKS A Mendip District Council planning meeting today (Monday) will décidé whether Glastonbury organiser Mlchael Eavls can 

David Bagnali in A&R, artist liai- son Jenny Dowler and marketing assistant Karen Mcllmurray have ail left, the company confirmed. Bagnail signed Red and was involved with artist development acros 
in 1983, has had phénoménal suc- cess with Oasis but observers believe it may have over-expanded. Managing director Mark Taylor says, "The three people who  be missed but we employ 40 peo- ple and in the grand scheme of things this is a minor realignment." 

100,000 festival-goers for the first time at this year's event, to be held on June 26-28. Eavls also plans to add a new stage for unslgned bands and will have facilitles to broadeast the World Cup live. 

will be at the BPI on April 7. Places are limited and anyo wishing to attend should cal 0171-334 7333.  

New faces and distribution 
mark ZTT's independence 
ZTT Is entering its new phase as an independent - following its split with Warners - with a fresh team and distribution deal with 3mv/ 

Co-owner Jlll Sinclair Is brlnging In Harvey Léonard, a former label head at Fuji International Prod- uctions, to replace Claire Lead- bltter, who is leaving the company after four years, as général man- ager. Sinclair says Léonard will take charge of day-to-day tasks ranging from marketing to production. "HeTI be there to deal dlrectly with suppllers and ail the other Jobs label managers do," she says. Before Joinlng ZTT Léonard worked In A&R at Virgln's Clrca untll moving to Fuji in 1994. "ZTT Is far blgger In scale. We've got a great rester of acts," he says. Other personnel changes Include the élévation of Fraser Ealey, who has handled promo- tions for the group for four years. He is becoming the label's first head of international and will run 
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"We are very close to signlng some llcensing deals and once we have done that, I will be able to plan the releases, because some- tlmes we mlght want slmultaneous releases on the same day through- out the world," says Ealey. Remixer Adam Clough, who opérâtes as Science Friction and has remlxed materlal for ZTT artlsts Propaganda, Is also linklng with the label agaln as part of the four-strong A&R team under Trevor Horn. Sinclair adds that the label has also signed a permanent deal with 3mv/Pinnacle after their handling of ZTT's recent Shane MacGowan Project. "They dld that as a one- off. But they did such a good Job that ail our releases will go through them," she adds. The next ZTT release Is expect- ed to be 808 State's Pacific single on April 27 followed by the group's album on May 18. 

Bjork leads Cads 
battle for prizes The marketing campaigns for Bjork, Aphex Twin and Spiritualized are among those scoring multiple nom- inations in MWs Creative And Design Awards (Cads) next month. There are 26 catégories in the awards. The category for most cré- ative use of new média attracted fierce compétition, The five nomi- nees are Dance E-jay, Eve, Fantasy 
BackWeb and Raft TV. In the advertising group, the best ad campaign award features four nominations: Fîniey Quaye, Ministry Of Sound - The Annual III, Radio- head's OK Computer and Spiritualized's Ladies and Gentle- men, We Are Roating In Space. In design and packaging, Bjork, BT, James' Whiplash campaign, Mono and Super Furry Animais have 
design of a sériés of sleeves award. Among the three sections corn- prising the spécial awards, Michel Gondry, Sophie Muller, Dom and Nick, Pedro Romhanyi and Hammer and Tongs are fighting it out for the 



MW COMMENT 
REASONS FOR OPTIMISAI 

Promoters slam short-term agenda 

jO' lot only 
tening 

JSn 

These are tough times for the UK. have we suffered a poor first quarter release schedule, signs of belt tightening are evetywhere. This week alone v carry stories of HMV, Création and EMI Classics ail trimming costs. Faced with such a situation, it is important to be able to take a view of the prospects for the business. My view is that médium- and long-term prospects remain good for the UK industry. Some of that's a hunch, but it's also based on comparing the performance of the UK business with its peers across the continent. The reality is that the UK is still taking the lead on virtually every industry initiative you can think of. Take awards shows: comparative figures from our new magazine fono this week, show the Brits TV show scored a higher audience share than the équivalent shows in France, Sweden, Germany and even the US. The Brits is now the leading TV music awards show in the world. Or take our relationship with govemment: every industry association in Europe is now trylng to emulate the success of the BRI in lobbying govemment. Finally - and most topically - there's Eurovision. Having seen the sterling work done by Jonathan King and the BBC in creating a vehicle to generate genuine hits, the rest of Europe is now following suit. None of this should be cause for old-style British arrogance, but it should give us optimism that the industry is actually doing what it ought. The reality is that the quality of release schedules does vary. Occasional adjustments in the slze of the business are inévitable. Growth is never guaranteed. But if the fundamental structure is rlght, it means we will be in a position to take advantage of it when conditions improve. 
PAUL'S QUIRKS 

ANDY'S: TRUE TO THE INDIE SPIRIT The question I was most often asked at the recent MW awards, besides who was buying the drinks, was why does Andy's keep winning the best Indépendant retailer award? Surely with so many shops they shouldn't be classed as an indle? Well in my book as long as Andy and Billy keep signing the chèques and aren't owned by a multi national or pic then they are indies. They make their own décisions, stock whatever they want and like every other indépendant In the country they stand or fall on the service they give to their customers. When they make a mistake, it's their money that goes down the drain and when they get it right they re-invest in their business. Overall I suppose the simple answer to the question is that they are the biggest and best known indie and the people who do the votlng don't have the time or the resources to visit every music store in the country. Andy's have worked long and hard to achieve their réputation and anyone who wants to emulate them and challenge their position have a lot to do if they want to knock them off the top spot. 
The demise of this year's London Music Week surprised many industry pundits but on reflection maybe the signs were already there with exhibitors not being quite certain who they were going to attract. The event really needed another two years to find its feet and détermine exactly which parts of the Industry it was catering for. Maybe A&R radio, publishlng, live music and retail don't sii happily side- by-slde in one environment and as retailers have been asking for their own showcase for many years perhaps the time is rlght to stage a retail event in its own right. If ail the record companies can be persuaded to share a common venue then it should be possible to preview ail the new product on offer ail in one day. If wholesalers, promotion companies, shopfitters and other retail Systems suppliers want to join in then so much the better. Watch this space.  
Paul Quirk's column is a Personal view 

Promoters and managers have accused record companies of a short-term approach which disre- gards the Importance of live per- formance. The accusation came during a heated debate between record company executives, promoters and artist managers at the lOth International Uve Music Confér- ence in London (March 12-15). Managers In partlcular expressed dissatisfaction at record company attitudes to tour budgets and artist schedules, while promoters claimed labels often disrupt artlsts' live itiner- arles in faveur of TV appearances. The debate, titled Record Companies: Face The Music, 
Everybody wants ai progress swlftly but the most important thing is the Jong-term by promoter Harvey prospects of the artists. 

Penguin storts 
clossical label 
Book publisher Penguin is to launch a classical music label in conjunc- tion with PolyGram label Decca. The new label, Penguin Music Classics, wiil carry the Penguin logo and source product from Decca Records as well as Philips and other PolyGram music catalogues. Its first releases, to be announced shortly, will br 
says,"The Penguin Music Classics sériés will be distinctive and highly innovative, helping to take classicai 

fe believe they w ous appeal te ith the Penguin Classics 

Radio in cash plea 

to fond digital âge 
by Tracey Snell Commercial radio is calling for cash help from the govemment to help it bear the £35m a year cost of set- ting up digital services. The Commercial Radio Companies' Association wants national stations to be allowed 
tising revenue to the Treasury for a period of five years to pay for the transition to the new digital 

The CRCA m 
issuing to coincide with the Radio Authority advertising the first and oniy commercial national multiplex licence tomorrow (Tuesday). The multiplex - or band of digital frequencies - will simulcast the three existing national services in Radio and Talk Radio) and will also be accommodate up to five new digital radio stations. Paul Brown, CRCA's chief execu- tive, says the industry is preparing to participate in digital radio but has identified four shorteomings in 
• insufficient spectrum to enable ail local commercial stations to par- ticipate should they wish; • too many restrictions on owner- 

Debating digital: CRCA's Brown (left) and Emap's Schoonmaker 
• inflexibility in the capacity avail- able for data services; and • a lack of financial assistance to help broadeasters meet the cost of paying for the additional infrastruc- 

"(Tackling) these four things would help commercial digital radio get underway immediately," says Brown, The CRCA's response was agreed at a board meeting in London last Wednesday. Among those attending were Sheila Porritt, managing director of Melody and Andy Mollett, finance director of Virgin Radio. Tim Schoonmaker, chief execu- 

tive of Emap Radio Group Management, says the future of radio is clearly digital but the migra- tion from today's analogue services 
because digital radio sets are cur- rently expensive. , "it is likely to be 10 years before any real revenues corne out of this," says Schoonmaker. "We are looking at applying for the national multiplex as part of a consortium with the Daily Mail and NTL, but it is too early to say what will corne out 

Teletubby power helps Woolies post record profit 
Strong music sales helped retail giant Kingfisher achieve record £520.5m pre-tax profits in 1997. Three of its subsidiaries selling music - Woolworths, Entertainment UK and The Music and Video Club (MVC) - directly benefited from the buoyant demand for singles, albums and other entertainment products for the year to the end of January. The High Street store Woolworths increased profits by 25% to a record £105.1m, thanks partly to big sales of records and videos from top-selling artists such as Spice Girls and the Teietubbies (pictured right). "Collectively we sold more than 1m Spice Girls records, be it albums or singles," says a 

« ^ 

Entertainment UK Consolidated its position as Britain's leading distributor of entertainment products with a 22% sales uplift against an estimated 12% growth in 

ie previous aw a surge in 47 stores (up 13 from th year), putting the chain wen on u«= way to achieving its goal to become a leading entertainment retail 
"It's ffnnrt tn see our Strategy 

Woolworths' spokesman. Woolworths also says it has extended a mail order trial proiect involving the sale of music and entertainment products. 

Geoffrey Mulcahy, "Investment in stores such as Woolworths is clearly paying 0" and our retail brands are forging ahead," he adds. 
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Natalie takes 

top slot in 
fono launch 
Natalie Imbruglla's Torn on RCA has emerged as the top-rated UK- signed track in the first Euro Hit 100 publlshed by new Music Week sister magazine fono. The track was played 1,443 times last week on the 100 Euro Hit 100 radio stations across Europe, putting it ahead of Ail Saints, Spice Girls, Robbie Williams and the Lighthouse Family. The new magazine, which was distributed to more than 7,500 industry executives last week, is the first to offer accurate airplay data right across Europe. The charts are based on the electron- ic monitorlng of a total of 560 radio stations In 15 countries. 

fono 

zine. It s oroaoer znan mai. n about records and music ar offeting the European Industry reliable guide to which hits a really happening." As well as the exclusive Euro Hit 100 and 15 national charts, fono also offers breakdowns of market share by company and by source of repertoire. These reveal that the most domestically-orlentated market in Europe last week v " UK acts accounting for 65% of airplay chart last week. Importantly, the data also shows which territorles are most and least amenable repertoire. Last week UK acts accounted for 43% of the Irish and 36% Belgian airplay charts, but only 15% of the Dutch chart, with the average being 26%, nearly five points below the average share taken by US artists. Overall, how- ever, UK and continental account for around two thirds of the et "Our data consistently shows the strength Continental repertoire," says 

Radio One DJs Zoe Bail, Chris Moyles and Clive Warren were among a packed audience of presenters, producers and celebrltics at the launch of Morcheeba's Big Calm album at London's Ronnie Scott's last Tuesday night. The Indochina act played a six-song set featuring the first single, The Sea, from the group's second album In addition to the tracks Fear And Love and Over And Over. Morcheeba also prevlewed Bllndfold, the second single scheduied for release on March 30. A label spokesman says the group, currently mid-way through an elght-date UK tour, are expected to make an appearance on the Nr"—' Lottery show on April before eml" ' ' " of the US. 

n c \m s f i I e 
TOHES JOINS 10VE THIS Barry Tomes, one of the men at the centre of Roger Cook's TV exposé of the music Industry, 

Industry thumbs up 

for Brown's budget 
Chancellor Gordon Brown has given the music industry another clear signal of government support after unveiling a budget which will help stimulate investment in the 

Despite scrapping foreign earn- ings déductions and thereby clos- ing a tax loophole some rock and pop stars have exploited, Brown's proposais have been widely wel- comed by tax experts and the artist managers who employ them. One of the most significant moves is Brown's promise that the Treasury will examine the system of foreign tax crédits. Mike Donovan, head of Entertainment Accounting International, says this has always been a probiem for tour- ing bands having to pay tax in the country they perform and again in the UK. Because some countries tax on gross - at around 30% - rather than net earnings and groups are only entitled to a tax crédit up to the usually lesser amount they pay in the UK, it means many groups effectively pay tax twice. "This is a big probiem for touring bands so it is potentially very good for the music industry that Brown has said he will look at it," says Donovan.  

levels of corporation tax - from 21% to 20% and 31% to 30% for larger companies - as a real filip to labels and publishing opérations. 'It will make a heck of a lot of dif- férence and many companies are now neglecting places like Jersey to use the UK for tax planning pur- poses," he says. Sloane also adds Brown has encouraged Increased investment in CD manufacturing plants and recording studios because the write-off val 

Radio One appoints new editor 

Clarke will head Radio One's Music Entertainment department, reporting both to newly-promoted controller of Radio One Andy Parfitt and head of BBC Music Entertainment Trevor Dann. She will take up the position on April 1. Clarke replaces Kate Marsh, who had been editor slnce 1995 and in January took the new rôle of deveiopment executive, New Channels (BBC UK and BBC Cholce). Says Parfitt, "When I took on the Job of controller, Radio One, the first thlng I dld was talk to Trevor Dann about how BBC Music Entertainment, who supply 70% of Radio One's output, and the net- 
MUSIC WEEK 21 MARCH 1998 

WOrK coma worw éveil inv.w ly together. I am delighted that the first step towards achleving this is Loma's appointment at Radio 0n"This Is a naturai progression for me," says Clarke, who has been replaced at Kiss 100 by Mark Matthews. "At Kiss i was discov- ering new music genres relevant our audience. At Radio One l'Il ■ working closely with Trevor and onsolldatlng what they've J terms of the new music 
P Marsh, who also begins her new rôle In April, says she will be look- Ing at ways of generating new business for the BBC's new chan- nels, which include UK TV, a joint 

Andy c 

e BBC < 

uem 

Face publisher launches 

new title with music mix Wagadon, publisher of The Face, is to launch a new maie monthly mag- azine featuring a regular 25-page music section. Deluxe goes on sale from April 2. The launch issue features Pulp on the cover and also includes articles on Cornershop and Ton 
"Music is intégral to Deluxe's approach," says editor Andrew Harrison. 'WeTI carry lengthy music features and reviews and feature everyone from Spiritualized 
Despite the competitiveness of the men's magazine market, beyond the Harrison insists there is room for approach of another title "We plan to go Harrison. 

given to capital gains tax son has held shares in a Company for more than 10 years. "This means there will be more incentive 
and sell publishing companies," 

Damage Management's Ed Bicknell, manager of Dire Straits, says the most important thing is that the budget is not expected to dampen consumer spending. "The first thing to go when people have less money in their pockets is leisure activities such as music," 
By abolishing foreign earnings déductions Brown has stopped schemes which have allowed some artists to avoid paying tax in the UK. Donovan says that tax experts can establish complex overseas employment agreements, which do not pay artists while they are rési- dent in the UK and oniy release fonds when they move abroad to tour or do publicity work. But IMF chairman John Giover says it will have a negligible affect on the music business, impacting just a tiny handful of superstars. "I think it was only when artists were taxed at 95% that they needed these schemes or lived outside the coun- try for years," he says. 

international licensing consultant to Love This International. Tomes, who inltially helped The Cook Report Investigate the business before criticlsing its methods, says he has around 150 tltles to Hcense around the world and in addition to Mike Stock and Matt Aitken materiai he will also take on tracks from other labels. 
BEVAN STEPS UP AT SONOPRESS Tim Bevan is being promoted from sales and marketing director to UK général manager of software and audio rr Sonopress UK. 

responsibility for the company's recently-established Sonopress Fuifilment Centre. 
VIRGIN TO SPONSOR V'98 Virgin Megastores is reinforcing its commitment to live music by sponsoring V '98. It joins Virgin Trading (Virgin Vodka and Virgin Cola) in supporting the event, which is 

è' 

/ 

taking , Leeds and Chelmsford on 
V2 SIGNS UP SCOTT 4 Hotly-tipped trio Scott 4 have signed to both V2,s record and publishing divisions. "They're incredibly taiented and are just the sort of band we wanted to sign," says V2 boss Jeremy Pearce. They are the third act - after Addict and Ben Christophers - to sign such a deal. A new, as yet unnamed single, will be released later this 

REGGAE'S JUDGE DREAD OIES Seventies reggae artist Judge Dread has died after collapsing on stage in Canterbury. He was 53. The former wrestler, bouncer and occasional Rolling Stones minder scored a string 

SCOTT MACIACHIAN Jive's head of A&R is Scott n and not as spelled 
Carlton Hor  super budget label Hallmark is available to ail retaiiers and not exclusively to Asda as reported 

^ soundtrack was certified 1 twice platinum by the BRI last week as Lionel Richie's Truly - The Love Songs and A Perfect Love by Various Artists were awarded first time plat- inum. There were gold awards for Nina Simone's Blue For You - The Very Best Of, Space's Tin Planet, and the compilations The Box '98, The Eighties Mix, Funky Divas, Drop Dead Gorgeous and A Perfect Love. There was also a gold award for the Run DMC Vs Jason Revins | ^ single Ifs Like That. I1 1 ( 



HOW GUT INSTINCTS ARE PAYIN6 OFF 
A talent for spotting the unlikely and then tuming it into an international hit underpins tte * s Even the most successful independent labels rarely prodece nnore than one multi-platinum act, Gut Records is currenlly on its third. And If the buzz about Its latest priority, Naomi, is correct, the fourth is just around the corner. Gut - which is ourrently riding high in the albums chart with Space - was set up in 1991 by plugger Guy Holmes, now 36, when his attempts to help Right Said Fred deal with a major foundered due to Iî 

Taking the bull by the horm to put the record out himself nearly 5m units of their début 
Holmes's ability to spot a hit where bigger companies may fear to tread is a 

background as a former head of promotion at Island and then with his own successful promotions opération has clearly helped. "I think the majors are very narrow- minded in their music testes," says Holmes. "We have the freedom to sign whatever we believe in and our tastes are very broad." l'm Too Sexy may not have been the most crédible record around, but Holmes knows how to spot a hit. Since that dramatic début, Gut's artist rester has developed slowly. In 1992 Holmes signed Aswad (who have now disbanded) after they were dropped by Island and subsequently released the 1.5m- selling album Shine, But it would be another three years before the label's current hit act Space were signed. Holmes is aware of the company's dependence on key acts, and the need for further successful signings, but says keeping Its roster tight means it can exert greater control over quality and pay artists 
"We will never grow beyond a roster of eight or nine acts," he says. "We don't want to be the biggest indie label. That's no fun." 

Caroline Lewis, Guy Holmr 

CV: Guy Holmes 
1978 - Joins United Artists (later acquired by EMI) as sales office assistant 1980 - promoted to EMI national promotions manager, responsible for acts including Talk Talk and The Stranglers 1982 - Joins Arista's promotions department, worklng with acts such as Haircut 100 and the Thompson Twins 1983 - joins Clive Banks' promotions company Modem Media 1985 - follows Banks to Island Records as head of promotions 1988 - leaves Island to set up Gut 

Reaction with Caroline Lewis 1991 - discovers Right Said Fred and sets up Tug label, l'm Too Sexy is an instant hit and the album sells 5m units 1992 - Aswad signed Jan 1995 - Space signed Sept 1996 - Space's début album Splders enters chart at number five and goes on to sell 500,000 copies 1997 - Jimmy Somerville signed March 1998 - Space's Tin Planet enters chart at number three and sells 40,000 units In its first week 

'' single Be My Love will be released in June and an album is completed. She has already attracted press articles in Melody Maker, NME and Marie Claire, and secured airplay on Virgin and Xfm. Sound5, who will follow shortly after, are half-way through recording their album. Former London Records artist 

>, the immédiate priority is to continue building Space's profile, Following the Top 10 success of Avenging Angels and The Ballad of Tom Jones, there will be three further singles from their Tin Planet album, commencing at the end of May with Begin Again, and a host of live dates. Having taken the classic rags-to-riches music industry route from 16-year-old sales office assistant with United Artists to running his own label, Holmes now says he gets the biggest buzz out of A&R, 

SLOW BORNER 

CATCHES PIRE 
Never the most high-profile of labels, but Wild Card 

has been quietly spreading the R&B message 
S orne labels rocket to overnight famé on the back of a mega-selling artist. Others benefit from massive média hype. Then there are the slow-burners which, despite a profile so low as to be ail but invisible, can end up shining the brightest. Little-known Wild Card Records might be the archetypal slow-burner but in the space of just five years it has notched up 26 Top 40 hits and 3m album sales - no mean feat 
very gratilying to have achieved so much in so short a space of time," says A&R director Colin Barlow. An old-school soulboy reared on James Brown and Parliament, Barlow jumped at the opportunity to take the helm when the then PolyGram managing director Lucian Grainge decided to set up a specialist R&B publishing label in 1993 which soon evolved into a fully-fledged record label. Early chart action came with acts such as China Blac

(j
k'()i

Nu Colours and Ultfmate Kaos 
homegrown R&B. "Their success put Wild 

providing a home to British R&B acts," says Barlow, speaking at the lai   ces ir ipied 
However, as so often proves to be the case, it was the success of one act - the Lighthouse Family - which transformed the label's fortunes. 'Someone played Océan Drive down the téléphoné to me," says Barlow. "It was so good I thought, 'There's got to be something wrong here.' But there wasn't. So I drove straight up to Newcastle to sign them." The lighthouse Family didn't take off straight away. Their début single, Lifted, stalled in the lower reaches of the chart when it was first released in the spring of 1995. But following its re-release the following February, it made number four. A string of hits followed with both Raincloud and High going Top 10. Their first album, 

Wild Cord: 
k potled 
history 

Océan Drive, shifted 1.8m units in the UK. Last year's follow-up, Postcards, has already sold 900,000 to date in Britain and close to 1m abroad. The label's handling of the Lighthouse Family reflects Barlow's approach to management. "Some labels release too many records and don't push them hard enough," he says. "Our philosophy is to release fewer records but be more aggresslve about promoting them." One of the lessons he has learned in his five years at the Wild Card helm is that marketing homegrown R&B acts poses a spécial challenge. "It's a genre that has always been overlooked by the British music industry," he says. Barlow will be drawing on ail his expenence to break two of Wild Card's most 

1993 - Wild Card launched 1994 - China Black's top five hit, Searchln', puis the label on the map 1996 - The Lighthouse Family score their first hit with Lifted 1997 - Both Lighthouse Family LPs are among the year's biggest sellers May 1998 - Ail releases his début single; a new, yet to be decided, Lighthouse Family single also set for release ■ June 1998 - Kele le Roc releases her début single 
promising new acts, Ali and Kele le Roc, whose début singles are released in the coming months. "Ali is probably Britain's best live R&B act and we intend to show that he and Kele can go out there with a live band and blow away 
artists and we're convinced they've got a great future ahead of them," says Barlow. The future looks promising for Wild Card, which can rely on the powerhouse muscle of Polydor to promote its small but growing 

Five years on, Barlow is bullish about the label's prospects and Lucian Grainge, now Polydor managing director, speaks for them both when he predicts: "This is just the beginning of the Wild Card success story." York Membery 
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* I A pair of melancholic Swedes with a fondness for fusing jazz and classical hardly sounds like tfie recipe for a hit single. But that's exactly what Umversal Musio may have on its hands with Koop. Signed to Universars fledgling Colombe D'Or imprint by commercial director John Pearson six months ago. the Swedish duo's haunting, ethereai track Glomd is aiready makîng an impact on XFM's DJ Gary Crowley as well as a growing number of radio producers and DJs including Kiss FM's acid jazz aficionado Gilles Peterson. Glomd is set to be released as a single shortly after the album Sons of Koop is put out in May, only the second release on 

instruments as diverse as double bass, trumpet and accordian. The album features three différent singers, with the floaty vocais of Cecilia Stalin standing out on Glomd. Fellow Swede Stina Nordenstam liked the track so much she agreed to direct the video for it, the first she has 

le D'Or It 

with a jazzy feeling and jazz music with a classical feeling," say the pair. "We like the idea of mixing modem music with a 
After a 12-inch single in 1994 on Cleanup Records, Sons Of Koop, whlch sold moderately well in underground circles, the duo were signed to Swedish label Superstudio, owned by Diesel Music, then to Colombe D'Or outside of Sweden. Universal head of marketing Karl Badger 

in style 
become so much more thon thaf - Pearson backing th 

thought it would be a collector's album for the more discerning listener, but ifs become so much more than that. Glomd is just staggering and there are indications it could go Top 40." Magnus Zingmark, 27. and Oskar i, 24, en easy to catégorisé • Glomd mixes samples of Debussy's orchestral piece Préludé A L'Apres Midi D'Une Faune with modem electronic mu 
• Absolute Space Is a soft drum & t outing with orchestral touches; • Salvation features a soulful maie > • while Jellyfishes is strongly jazz 

Recording half of the album in a cabin on an isolated island and the other half in a cellar in Stockholm in-between weekends of clubbing. DJs Zingmark and Simonsson used around seven musiciens with 

Artist: Koop Project: album/single Producer: Koop Studios; Koopland, Sweden Songwriters: Zingmark/Simonsson Publisher; D2 Publishing Released: May 4/May 18 

Stephen Jomes 
meeîs Càarbage 
to hearthe 
rock album 
of the year 
Garbage are paranoid. Anyone who has heard their new album may know ■ that 1998 will be Garbage's year, but after 12 n locked inside Smart Studios in downtown Madison, Wisconsin only a week after they eut their second album, they have yet to gain the distance to realise it. Curled up on her sofa in black furry snow boots, Scottish vocalist Shirley Manson is arguing over the expense of their Worldwide 

grooves and noise - packed with references to The Pretenders, Brian Wilson and   Patti Smith - but, most importantly, it bulges tunes; of 12 songs, seven are being talked about as potential singles. ' " marketing Rob 
someone from their US lab As a hairstylist conjures up styles of wig for her to peruse, IV | tells Music Week that . how Version 2,0 (released on May 11) wi 

Jefferson says, "Ifs perfect 
u bandy 

going to be m 
'Garbage are like musical magpies. They've managed to take ail the great bits of popular music since The Beatles and make this fantastic album. It will be a must-have album of 1998. 

national and specialist press advertising and radio support. For now the main aim is to educate people about the music, he says. The pair will be in the UK in early May for promotional interviews and, they hope, le DJing. 

I to 1995's 4m-selling I début Garbage and to a word, superior. With three s, an MTV award and er their belt, or Garbage to 

îs ambient/easy listening electronica is wide of the mark - some of the tracks on the album are almost unsettling. If others like the vibe, Sons Of Koop - and in particular Glomd - could prove a surprise hit for Universal more miles from their Scandinavian cousins Aqua than anyone could have imagined. Catherine Eade 

mayhem is increasingly chaotic. Mushroom MD Korda Marshall says, "Ifs a career-moulding album. They've found their soun and really 

'It's a career- 
moulding albusTi. 

They've found their 
sound and realiy 

honed it' - Marshall 

the millennium." Manson, 30, oc confidence, class and depth J 
on the album and her voice haï its own, soaring above the tracks wl increasingly Personal lyrics ru of the introspective and voyeuristio. It ail makes the album a likely Worldwide smash. Garbage seem unoonvinced, however. Steve Marker (guitars, bass) says, "We live n such an isolated bubble, 

very good or b It can make you very paranoid. [The album] o 

says, "Shirley's 
been made 18 months ago." He adds | that as the label approaches its fifth ; anniversary in April, this record will deepen [ and strengthen its base. "The idea is not to get bigger like the majors, but better." Version 2.0 Is a collision of hooks, 

The first single, Push It (released 27), is vintage Garbage - a disco introduction to the album with ail the band's nagging insistent qualities; 

STEVE! 
I A MIA Ion a&r For the first time in its history the Evening Session is on tour this week, which is why l'Il be missing from the pages of the next Music Week, in fact, even as you read this our bus will probably be between Glasgow and Manchester or en route to Leeds. l'm looking forward to Leeds because a) we're broadeasting our show from the tour bus, parked outside the cosy, Duchess of York, which I really like as a venue, and b) because l'm hoping to pick up a few tapes and CDs from the local Leeds scene which seems to be going through another mini- revival. Of the bands emerging, Bedlam A Go Go and The Dandys you'll know, but there is a new wave of groups close behind including the frothy "surf-pop" of the Landspeed Loungers - 

seen live in London just over a week ago. The Loungers look like they're about to go 10-pin bowling. They make this buzzing, slightly loose pop racket which, damn it ail, you can't really describe without using words like "irrépressible". For more détails see authoritative new Leeds zine Peel The Stain, the latest issue of which also raves over Chest and Ripchord... Supporting the Loungers, but not from Leeds, new foursome Guidance had a brace of cool label A&R folk on hand to give them the once over. It probably wasn't their best gig, as they battled with a rather mumbling crowd, but the demo still suggests good things. It's more waves of sound, rather than wall of sound, which could fit neatly into place later this year,..Last, but not 

least, the industry was out in force for Laptop's first "proper" UK show at the Highbury Garage. The band, led by Jessie Hartman formeriy of Sammy, had been in rehearsal ail week since arriving in the UK - apart from a day off to record a Radio One session (interrupted mid- take by a fire alarm at the Maida Vale studios). There is definitely something Eighties about them, although at the edges they run the gamut of US rock culture from the Talking Heads through to latterday lo-fi. Hartman himself is a funny, romantic lyricist as you can tell from the 
fortheoming single Gimmie The Night, due soon on indie label God Bless Records. Not sure of the release date, but if II definitely be ail over our tour bus compilation tape. 
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chorus and Manson's sultry delivery. "We thought it opened the door on the record without misrepresenting us," says Manson, who has spent ail but a few days of the past 12 months working on the album. 'We have a distinctive sound and we really healthy are determined to hold on to our identity. ' " But we didn't want to make a record that was similar [to Garbage], We've grown as 

leave us alone. They respect th going to fuck up too badly. They are pretty independent but sometimes we have to 

vhile she 
"We are lucky 

She explains that everybody's rôle in the act has changed; from day one Vig's work on Nirvana's Nevermind led Garbage to be known as his band. "We've become a band after a year-and-a-half on a bus playing nearly every night. The boys trust me with more than they did before. We have a more intimate relationship," she says. Bush It. which has a video direoted by the relatively unknown Andréa Giaccobe (Death In Vegas), was one of the first tracks on the album to be completed. Work began 12 months ago on an Island off America's West Coast following 18 r 

To give the album legs, t teaser street poster (and internet) campaign lodging images and icons into people's minds. There will also be a mail-out to 

□ 

Isays Vig, 38. Manson says, 'We started work straight away but we idn't know where to begin. le spent a lot of time in bars talking about what we were going to do. We had no group direction but we ail had things we wanted to do. I wanted to make the 

e the first album, ths coordination between track; territory. The worldwide tour May, which in the UK includi gigs in June and T In The Pe over the summer before a n at the end of the year. 

months. Even tnen i was ver could hear some classics. * 

jw in to hear tracks, Says Jefferso to corne up with realise how big s, "It was great hearing they sit1 developed over the year and see they ar 
Stephen Jo 

THE UK HITS SO FAR 
Vow (lîmited édition) Subhuman (limlted edit Only Happy When It Rai Garbage (album) Queer Stupid GirI 

tiftcl by/ iimek 
TEMPTATION WAITS (possible single) - A trigger-happy pop song with deconstructed guitar - curiously not one of the stand-out tracks - designed to bring listeners Into the Garbage way of thinking with one of the opening lines: "l'm a wolf in sheep's clothing." Vig: "That's our Donna Summer/ Isaac Hayes number. Kind of predatory." I THINK l'IW PARANOID (likely second single) - A swaggering and rocky Elastica- guitar number - which Manson refers to as a demented Michael Jackson track - with a very fractured breakdown. Vig: "Ifs about the music business. There's a line: Tf I feel down, prop me up with another pill' which came from a bad day on the road when an associate toid Shirley to take a pill to settle down. It didn't work." WHEN I GROW UP (possible single and MWs favourite track) - Pure pop in a Strawberry Switchblade vein which reveals 
Manson; "Ifs our Trojan horse." Vig: "Ifs fast - 140bpm - but then a lot of the tracks are. Ifs about refusing to be normal and having to bow to peer pressure." MEDICATION - Orchestral guitars and one of Manson's stand-out vocal performances which she wrote from her bed when she fell seriously ill after the tour last March. Vig; "To me it sounds like therapy. About being on the road and having to deal with relationships; long distance coping." SPECIAL (possible single) - A very Pretenders and Beatles/Debbie Harry pop track. Vig: "There's a line at the end where Shirley is quoting Talk Of The Town. Shirley called Chrissie Hynde, who said she was a fan and said we could 'sample her voice, 
HAMMERING IN MY HEAD - Marker and Vig's favourite track, ifs a swirling near- techno number with mad drumming. Strangely, it began as a ska number. Marker: "Ifs kind of scary to listen to." Manson; "It was done in Japan and has a feeling of movement to It. Ifs our homage to Patti Smith." PUSH IT (first single) - About ambition and trying to marry drive and ruthlessness with life, it contains elements of U2's Discothèque, Madonna's Vogue and PJ Harvey's 60ft Queenie. Noisy looping undercurrents as Manson gently intones the title of the Beach Boys 1964 classic Don't Worry Baby. Vig: "It starts off 'everything's going to be fine' and then kicks arse. We tried to sampie it and Shirley did try to copy it, but our label's attorney freaked out. So we-sent a tape to Brian Wilson and he loved the song." THE TRICK IS TO KEEP BREATHING (possible single) - Erikson's favourite track. Deiightful breathy vocals, strolling bassline and probably one of Manson's most Personal efforts to date, directed at a friend. Manson; "Ifs a song of allegiance. The title's from a Janice Galloway novel about suffering a nervous breakdown." DUMB - A spiteful and mocking rock/ industrial techno number. Vig: "Ifs about someone Shirley had a bit of a run in with. I doubt if he'll ever get it, but that's why the title's called dumb." SLEEP TOGETHER - Again an ambiguous, though this time almost amblent. number. Manson: "Ifs a song about how people like to reflect themselves in others. And use sex to make themselves feel better." Vig: "It could be Interpreted as a sexual 

:an't explain it." rS - Unusual tongue-in-cheek er about trying your best. Manson: "Ifs our Tom-Waits-meets-The- Clash-meets-Mae-West number. Ifs meant 
YOU LOOK SO FINE (possible single) - Introspective, eerie fairground/soundtrack music with running and stumbling lyrics. Manson: "We had an idea that wewanted 
up again." Vig: "We wanted something méditative and calming at the end, Ifs like The Carpenters, that rush of vocals." 

MELÏS . Betws-y-Coed's Melys - pronounced Melith : - take their name from the Welsh word for sweet. Their début single Oiwifr > (pronounced Dewither), means ; "having no wires" and despite the language hurdles, is being played by Mark Radcliffe among others : on Radio One. Intensely passionate about their background - they signed to Pinnacle Labels' Arctic on the top of : Snowdon last summer - Melys play sinis electro pop tracks with a tierce mix of English and Welsh lyrics. Diwifr is rel on March 30 and is taken from th Rumours And Ourses which is due out in June and has a particularly impressive sampler doing the rounds. The act centres around guitarist Paul Adams and vocalist Andréa Parker who previously released records on the Ankst label, including S4C Makes Me Want To Smoke Crack Volume Two. 
DAIE Epie release Danish dance act Daze's début single Superhero in the UK on April 6. It aiready reached number^, — 

re album 

id Delgado, wl 
booking agent. Their album Super Heroes was produced by Jonny Jam ar also produced Aqua. ' Superhero went platinum in Scandinavia last year after becoming the fastest-selling local single of 1997 in Denmark, and hitting number one in radio and club charts. Daze have aiready won the Best Dance Act Of The Year award at the Danish Grammys. A Together Forever, w and is aiready far " 

The Barfly Club -1 
Cornershop, Kula Shaker and Skunk An got started - is Blue Dog Rt Dog Singles Club. Aiming to draw from the r acts which play the Barfly each year, tl will spotlight the most promising ba"-1- releasing seven-inch singles on mai subscription at £15 for si: through independent retai Nick Moore and Jeremy Ledlin, the te in charge of bc 

most independence. East London's 
f off the olub's first release on March 9 with their double A-side So Perfect/ Dr John. The next release will be by popsters De Virtsha on May 4. 
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ïhusicweek CREATIVEANDDESIGNAWARDS1998 
Monday 6 April 1998 - London Hilton on ParK Lane. Seats for this show are selling fast - please contact Louise Stevens or Lucia Nicolai on 0171 921 5982 or 5904 to reserve vour seats 
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Rock in a hand place 

So you can sing along to The Verve, Radiohead and 
Oasis. But how many songs do you know by US stars 
like Match box 20 or The Wallflowers, not to mention 
Germany's Rammstein? And what about Hootie? 
The UK is still rocking, but it's to a différent beat - 
and it's not alone. Rock may be 30 years young, but 
its global sales are failing and it hasn't created any 
new superstars. Is rock in crisis - and should you care? 

Plus: the USA report '98 
Sales are on 
the rise again, 
but any 
increase is 
outstripped by 
the rocketing 
costs of doing 
business. How 
are companies 
across the US 
industry looking to compete in this 
changing environment? 

MBl7s April issue - out this week 
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To order your copy, contact Richard Coles or Anna Snerni on- 
™^M0M7^2^906«95^axj+44(0)l7l92| 5934 
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angela 

GHEORGHIU 

than 25,000 ing Passio following in the late offering, the Kanon Pokajanen, will 

Even the finest opéra singers stand or fall on theîr abllities to switch fluentiy from one language to another, with Russian basses expected to negotiate " ïs Italian in Milan, Brit sopranos ' e Wagner's German at Bayreuth anc American ténors to boldly go before a Parisian audience and deiiver Massenet' 
Angela Gheorghiu shows no trace of linguistic fear. For her latest Deoca solo 

global list of songs in their original _ jages, moving beyond the reasonab challenge of French, German, Italian and English to include works in "crean, Japanese, Greek, Brazilian, orwegian and Israël!. 
for languages," says Gheorghiu. "This dis about me, changing 

release in 1995. Other young ar might have agreed to 
'This dise Is flhoul me, chnnqinq 

enreer. Il wns so Imnotlnnl lo net no) iusl aXhTtypeTf 
Ihe words bul Ihe meanina hehlnd Ihem' i 

-flnneln Gheorghiu 
iy she is arguably the record for EMi Classics 

advice,' she admits. "But I 

New Sériés," says Sanderson. "We're looking to ship at least 5,000 copies o Kanon Pokajanen initially, and watch it from there.' Fuil-page a Classic CD and the BBC Music I complemented by prominent dis several retail ads including HMVs Guardian panel. "Arvo bas a good réputation wit press, so we're confident we'll rec reviews in ail the quality papers a; specialist magazines," ad addition, ail 25 stores which are members of ECM's New Sériés dealership scheme will be running promotions and a catalogue of the composer's recordings. Kanon Pokajanen received its world première at Cologne Cathedral last week (March 17) - a well-timed live performance to which key ECM retailers were invited. "We wanted to get retailers enthusing about the piece," says Sanderson. "Ifs a great advantage for us having the première so close to the release date, since it gives us the chance to allow retailers who support ECM product to feel involved with this great new Arvo 

get not just the w ' ut the meaning 
typically unpredictable, highly individuai follow- up to the singer's début solo dise, an album of 

further solo album and one complété opéra 
"Angela Is very much in the tradition of the great divas," says Decca's Dickon Stainer. Tm confident about this new album, which is a very commercial product Her strong persona cornes across throughout." The cover artwork for My World reflects Gheorghiu's sense of style id elegance, with the Dlor-suited singer evoking memories of a less hectic âge of glamorous, propeller-driven travel. Decca's marketing campaign will target ' women's magazines and the fashion pages of the daily press, with support from the usual specialist music papers, radio airpiay and ads on both Classic FM and Melody. "Some divas are more styiish 

Stainer. "She clearly has the X-factor that sets her in the company of the great artists, whether olassical or pop." Fortunately, the singer's passion for travelling means she is prepared to fill he gap between appearances at New York's Metropolitan 

Artist; Angela Gheorghiu Tltle: My World: Songs From Around The Globe Label: Decca 458 360-2 Released; April 20 

ANDREA S C H 0 L L 

w iches into song, er the world are smitten by the angelic purity, power and intense musicianship of his voice. Harmonia Mundi's April 6 release of Scholl's latest recording, Bach's Cantatas for solo alto - one of the toughest challenges in a countertenor's répertoire - sets a standard that many singers could only hope to match. "This music demands many things at once, yet the secret is that it should sound effortless," says schj)N.f Hn one «te ^ 
almost like wying.The piece was so mighty that I was just like an ant." Harmonia Mundi has produced 12,500 copies of a Scholl sampler for Gramophone 
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subscribers, and grâces the Gramophone's May 
ith Harmonia 998 catalogue, great way of getting at Giyndebourne and the Fronts 

Lambert predicts initial si Bach cantatas of around 5,000, t will register a healthy return on H, Mundi's marketing spend. "We hc promote Andreas's cai 

simultaneously reducing Scholl's award-winning re of Vivaldi's Stabat Mater to budget price and 
Artist: Andréas Scholl Tltle: Johann Bach Cantatas for Solo Alto Labe Mundi HMC 901644 Producer: 



The new classical music?: (clockwise from left) Titanic, The Crucible, The Edge and Titanic soundtrack composer James Horner 
With movie soundtracks 
such as James Horner's 
Titanic and George 
Fenton'sThe Crucible 
topping the classical 
music charts, this new 
way of selling the genre 
looks set to continue 
beingarunawaysuccess 
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■ Mozart, Haydn and many other well- respeoted "classical" composers would have been out in Hollywood producing original soundtracks (OSTs) for the movies rather than crafting catchy tunes 
Sony's unprecedented success with James Horner's original Titanic soundtrack has rekindled record industry debate about définitions of classical music. Certainiy Sony Classical believes that its 

over 600.000 in the UK and a further ^15.5m copies Worldwide, deserves to be considered a contemporary dassic, despite the presence of pop singer Celine Dion at work on the movie's love theme. And it's not the only classical label which 
'To denv thnl Ihis sort ol work is classical 

is o conlirmnlion ol Ihe elilisl Imnae 
classical music has been Uvlno lo 

is unashamedly looking at the silver screen as a source of sales. Decca's 
1996 was boosted by the Braveheart 
year's CIN returns registered four OSTs among the Top 20 best-selling classical 
classical label releases include a spécial édition of the Star Wars trilogy scores, David Arnold's spectacular OST for Independence Day and George Fenton's for The Crucible (ail on RCA Victor); a collection of salon music used in Titanic and performed by 

great film soundtracks 
says Chris Classical's UK of the first 

West Side Story in 1961, so we're certainiy not jumping on the bandwagon here. Original motion picture scores have been a major part of CBS and now Sony for many years." In the past, many emlnent composers, from Korngold to Takemitsu, have stepped out of their familiar concert hall habitat to write for the movies. A more recent trend has seen classical record companies invest heavily in dises devoted to the works of 
Silva Screen branches oui 
In 1984 two soundtrack enthuslasts with extensive retall experience launched their own company devoted to movie scores. Sllva Screen Records made swift progress after it acqulred th European rights to the Crocodile Dundee soundtrack, whlle the label's dlrectors Reynold D'Sllva and James Rtzpatrlck establlshed 

appeared over the last seven years, with Worldwide sales for the label's Cuit Ries dise exceedlng 100,000 units and other tltles, Space And Beyond and Cinéma 

albums featurlng newly scores by John Barry, Jerry Goldsmlth, Nlno Rota leadlng Hollywood composers. At first, Silva Screen targeted product at soundtrack collectors, gradually broadenlng Its output to appeal to a more malnstream audience. An acclalmed serles of carefully planned, striklngly packaged film and télévision soundtrack compilation albums has Jerome Moross's : 

leading film composers, with John Barry, John Williams and Michael Kamen prominent among them. "When people say that James Horner's work isn't really classical, I ask, 'What is it then?" Black continues. "It's orchestral music commissioned for a spécifie purpose and written by a 
différent from M or Beethoven writing 

Classics among them, attractlng healthy five-figure retall sales. "We started maklng our own recordlngs when It became more dlfflcult to llcense product from the majors," explalns Reynold D'Sllva. In 1989 the company recorded    e for The BlgCountry 

and soon after prepared a new version of Maurice Jarre's Laurence of Arabla soundtrack In time for the reissue of David Lean's classic movie. "Slnce then we've avolded complété scores because they are costly to record and don't sell as well as Laurence of Arabla did." Sllva Screen has invested In Its own recordlngs of a vast llbrary of film and télévision thèmes from whlch Its ' compilations are drawn. The City of Prague Philharmonie and Crouch End Festival Chorus, hardly household names but two rellable and efficient ensembles nevertheless, appear regularly on the crédit llsts of albums whlch, says D'Sllva, are presented and packaged and marketed as If they're pop releases even T often genulnely 

TALENT extra continues on p28 > > > 
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MICHAEL BOLTON MY SECRET PASSION: THE 

TITANIC ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK COMPOSED AND CONDUCTED BV JAMES HORNER 
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MICHAEL BOLTON   —EARIAS JOHN TAVENER INNOCENCE WESTMINSTER ABBEY CHOIR. MARTIN NEARY 

HOME OF GREAT ARTISTS AND GREAT CONCEPTS 

«r SOUNDTRACKS • CROSSOVER • CONTEMPORARY • TRAD1T10NAL • COMPILATIONS 
MARKETED AND DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK BY SONY CLASSICAL, 10 GREAT MARLBOROUGH ST, LONDON, W1V 2LP. http;//www.sonyciassical.com 
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SINGLE FACTFILE ■ ■ voineîvn on its llth week in the chart, and is 
slburn tnis ? , ♦hic wfpk to numbor 23 at n.imhpr three with Let Me notches this weeK to numoer Entertain You. It sold over 70,000 having 'opped JSO msales on units last week, and is the second C Saturday. The l charted hit from the album, trailing only Old Before I Die, which peaked at number two - though the biggest hit by far, of course, is Angels, which finally peaked at number four 

Entertain You gives new impetus to Williams' Life Thru A Lens album, which holds at number four this week, scant reward for a 26% increase in 

I third thi Ke That di| 

C 

idbya 
possibility that they will have to yield right of way to Cellne Dion again next week. Ceiine's My Heart Will Go On single increased its saies substantially again last week, and 
run (1-2-2-1-^2)11 bas sold 885.000 units. and should top lm.by next weekend, or 

Destiny's Chlld début h their first UK single No î ninth ail-girl group to I, following the Spice Girls, Eternal, Allure, Solid Harmonie. Cleopatra and N-Tyce. Ail Seelng l's wacky version of Beat Goes On débuts this week at number 11, thus beating by 18 places the highest position attained by Sonny & Cher's 1967 original. The AH Seeing I version contains the samoled vocals of Cathv Rich. v 
Buddy Rlch's i 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES _T0P GORPORATE CROUPS 

USR&B at number five No No. They're have a hit in IS AH Saints, Vani SALES UPDATE 

effect is Here's Where The Storv Ends. Originaliy recorded by The Sundavs on their I Readine Writing & Arithmetic. it 
THE YEAR SO FAR... 

Top 10 hit for. Tin Tin Put. Ifs the second recent hit featuring vocalist Shelley Nelson - she reached number 14 with Reât Assured's Treat Infamy last month. Despite her high profile, the singer currently has no recording 

contract of her own. though interested parties should note that she is represented by Mike Hrano (01923 896975). Kylie Minogue seems to have got the upper hand once again in the batte of the Minogue sisters. Dannll climbed as high as number four with AH I Wanna Do, the first single from her current album Girl, but had to settle for number 15 with Everything I Wanted and this week enters at 21 with Disremembrance - only a week after Kylie's latest, Breathe, debuted at number 14. The Great British Song Contest was won by Where Are You, sung by Iniaani. It will, of course, how go on to become a hit, though it has been conspicuously unable to breach the Top 75 so far - having debuted at number 96 last week, it has now.rimneri to number 99. The songs it defeated to become Britain's Eurovision Song Contest entry are also charting, with the Collective's When We're Alone (We Dream) at number 93, Alberta's Don't It Make You Feel So Good at number 106 and Sapphire's l'Il Never Be Lonely Again at number 116. 

TOP 20 SINGLES 

t 
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4 WHO m i 
SHE LEFT ME ON FRIDAY 

5 TREAT INFAMY 
11 I 
19 PTMTHIS IS HARDCORE I i- limJ Pulp IThomasI Island (Cocker/Banfc 

Epie 6655472/6655474 (SMI* 
er) EMI/BMG (Williams/Chambers) 2 IHETNGIEL AND THE GAMBLER ' 

gin VSCDT1679/VSC1679 (E) 42 « 

Polydor 5691492/5691484 (F) 

ive JIVECD 445/JiVEC 445 (EPI 
43 ^ 6LETMESHOWYOU 

HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS vc Recordingsvcrd jo/vcrc 30 (El """TmTinOulfealurir.a , 'Jjvunnl -/VCRT 30 ESDANGEL^ 
44 - 

7 CLEOPATRA'S THEME WEA WEA133CD/WEA133C (W) 

49 - land CID 695/CIS 695 (F) 50 BsaŒM Manifeste FESCD 31/FESMC31 (0 
2 SAY WHAT YOU WANT/INSANE M cury MERCD 499/MERMC 499/-/- (F) 51 Chappell/GZM (Narn/Be Logic 74321565702/-(BMGI 

Wiiija WIJ 81CD/WIJ 81MC (V) i;9 raWHATCANIDO J «Ma*» Tiie Corrs (Corr) PolyGram (Thi Atlantic AT OOTSCD/AT 0029C (Wl 

Curb/The Hit Label CUBCX 30/CUB2 30 (GRPV/Fl 55 * Epie 6656065/6656064 (SM) 
2 REMEMBER YOU'RE A WOMBLE ne rran LOOK WHO'S PERFECT NOW Virginvscdti67aA/sci678(E) J U luau Trarlsiaer [tfansonicl EMI/Chiysalis/Windswept PaciOc ITransiMerl ± 

I ESJWEIRD Innocent/Virgin SINCD 1/SINC 1 (El 

MY OWN SOMMER (SHOV rmPISREMEMBRANCE 
en m PRIX CHOC-REMIXES OU Ui" Et|enne De Crecy |De Crscy| Disques , 4 THE BALLAD OF TOM JONES Space with Carys of Catalonia IWheadev) Gm/1 PERFECT DAY *2 ANGELS ★ 

Wl GONNA MISS YOU FOREVER uitraPop/Edd 02 sa itjoo iyiucH Tk 
Aqua (Jam/Delgado/Rasted/Norreen) MCA/Wamer-Chappi Rasted/Norreen/Dif/Nystfom) Mercury 5684932/5684924 (F) 64 - RCA 74321558552/74321558554 (BMGI 

27 1*™^,, 
28 16 3^e 

Création CRESCD 289/CRECS 28913MV/VI 
isp WESP 003CD/WESP 0O3C (Wl 66 « 

lalonia ITommy D/Catalonial Sony ATV (Matlhews/Robertsl 

London LONCD 407/LONCS 407 (F) 
MARIA Ail Around The Worid CDGLOBE 163/CAGL0BE 163 (TRC/W) CNJ CO 4 SHOW ME LOVE Robyn (Pop/Martin) Heavy Rotation/Ci RCA 74321555032/74321555034 (BMGI teiron/BMG (Robvn/Martin) -/7432155503I 

33 1 2BREATHE Deconstruction 74321570132/74321570134 (BMGI :tion/Mushroom/BMG/19/IMN (Minogue/Ball/Vaulk)-/- 
34 22 5 BE ALONE N0 MORE Northwestside 74321551982/74321551974 (BMGI swept Pacific/WC/Rondor (Martin/Matias/Oubin) •/- 
35 i 2 DESTINY CALLING Fontana JIMCD 19/- (F) /Glennie/Davies/Hunter/Bavton-Power) -/- 

136» ,6together again^* | Virgin VSCDG 1670/VSC 1670(E) (son/Harris lll/Lewis/Bizondol -/VST 1670 
37 20 2 TM READY na/Rondar IAdamsA/allance)&M 5825352/5825354 ^ 

68 en ijbijiTHE MOSTTIR1NG DAY Q J UiM» CBcil (Cecn) EM| (Cecii)  
70 
ZI 
72 
73 
74 tmWATCHINGYOU 
75 E,hC"Ea,0r,WarnCrCtaPP 

ice Raidcrs) SK1NTS SZ/'SKINT 32 
... jltiply CDMULTY 31/CAMULTY 31 (T!  i) Sony ATV (AnselIT-——1 

ONLY THE STRONGEST WILL SURVIVE^ Création CRESCO 285/-(3MV/V) 

4 THE UNFORGIVEN II 
appell (Meredith/Ether) Parlophone CDR 6491/TCR 6491 (E) 

East West E 3857CD/E 3872C (W) 

ERIC CLAPTQN THE WONDERFUL NEW SINGLE 
M Y FAT H ER'S EYJES 
□ UT MARC H 23 W0443CD - WD443G 13 & 
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Tlie New Single. 
Hogwash Farm The Diesel Hands E.P. 
Available now on CD and strictly limited édition 7" 
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AIRPLAY FACTSHEET 
• The Splco Girls' Stop has done just that. After galloping to number threo on tho airplay chart it le losing support. It could be their lowast-charting airplay hit, following Wannabo (number two), Say You'll Be There, 2 Becomo 1, Who Do You Think You Are (ail number ones), Spice Dp Your Life and Too Much (both number twos). 

• Robbie Williams' Angels is still gotting twico as many plays as his new single Let Me Entertain You (1,443 to 717) though the gap between them on the chart is closing. • Ultra Nate's Free résumés its Top 50 career, returning for a 43rd week of chart action at number 48. Ultra's new single Found A Cure crawls 41-37. 

market report at A I a M Cl F WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
' TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP CORPORATE GROUPS 

Madonna's Frozen and Cornershop's Brimful Of Asha remain at one and two for the third week in a row. The gap between them has diminished considerably. with Frozen shedding 100 plays and 3m listeners in the last week, while Brimful Of Asha is experiencing an unexpected upturn in support, adding 128 plays and 2m listeners four weeks after it topped the chart. Both records received 2,047 spins on the Music Control panel last week, with Madonna retaining the title by gaining just 

Texas' multi-platinum White On Blonde album, which couples the remixed Say What You Want (Ail Day Every Day) with Insane. The latter title was the initial  
i move up the chart, it's 44-36 move closing the gap on 

the airplay chart. As it is. the split likely to deprive either side from    D ...j Top 10 - something ail previous White On Blonde singles have managed. Radio One is firmly behind Say What You Want, giving it 23 plays last week, compared with just three for Insane. Virgin preferred Insane, spinning it 16 times, compared with This week they five plays for Say What You Want - and even Say What You these were for the original, Wu-Tang-free mix. 1 "  chart for a That sprints 33-28. Their combined fortnight, Run-DMC's 

was played 38 times last week. That's the highest tally for any record at Radio One for at least two years, and delivered more than half of the record's 41m impressions. Radio One more or less mirrors the national picture on Blllle Myers' début single Kiss The Rain, playing it 22 times last week. As a resuit it jumps 28-13 on the station's "most played" list, while moving 25-14 nationaliy thanks to a 56% jump in plays, compounding the 100% increase in support 

ATLANTIC M NORTH WEST HEART 106.2 
=1 SONNET The Véfw (Hot) 80 =1 GETTIN" JIGGY WIT IT m Smith icoiumbia» 80 
=4 UH LA LA LA wJia (Sony) ^ 68 6 STOP Spice Grflj (Virgin) 61 7 ONLY THE STRONGEST WILL SURVIVE Kurncane/KCroBbon) 56 8 BALLAD OF TOM JONES space (Guti 51 9 BRIMFUL OF ASHA CometshopfWrpja! 49 10 YOU MAKE ME WANNA... Uiher lUFace^Ansta) 48 

'l FROZEN Madonna Mayericl 
3 TRULY MADLY DEEPLY Savage Garden Columbia 4 BRIMFUL OF ASHA come.shop vwsja 5 SHOW ME LOVE Robyn Ricochet 6 LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU Robbie Wl-ians Chrysalis 7 IF YOU WANT ME Hinda Hicb Island 8 BIG MISTAKE Natalia Imbruglia RCA 9 SONNET Tba Verve Hut 10 ANGEL ST M Pcoplo M People/BMG 

1 MY HEART WILL GO ON cefine Kon(Epie) 46 =2 HIGH UgMhouse Family (Wild Card/Polydor) 45 =2 NEVER EVER Al SainislLondon) 45 4 ANGELS Robbie W.ir.amS (Chrysalis) 44 =5 SOMEBODY ELSE'S GUY Co Ce Remsion (a&mi 40 =5 ANGEL ST M Poople (M People/BMG) 40 7 TOGETHER AGAIN Janet Jackson (Virgin) 39 
9 HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS T.n Tin Oui (VCRecordlngs) 28 =10 YOU MAKE ME WANNA... usher a.F«ce/Aristaj 27 =10 WHAT CAN 1 DO The Corrs (HS/lava/Atlanlic) 27 

RADIO ONE ii£B ILR 

ITS LIKE THAT Rnn-O.M.C. V, Jason Navins (Smila BALLAD OFTOM JONES Sp.calGml BRIMFUL OF ASHA CamarahapWâial LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU RabblaWiliiamalChry BEATGOES ON Ail Saaing I (Loadonl HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS Tin Tin On STOP Spice GirtsIVirjinl TREAT INFAMY RestAsseredlFWlondonl WH1NE &GRINE PnnceGuatarlWandl NOT ALONE Bernard Butler ICreatianl FROZEN Madonna IMavericIO SAY WHAT YOU WANT (ALL DAY EVERY DAY) Tn, KISS THE RAIN SillieMyeialUnÀe^ll FATHER IL Coo! J (Del Jam/MercuryJ WHEN THE LIGHTS GO DUT 5 (RCA) FOUNDA CUREt 6IG MISTAKE Me Imbmglia |R MOVE ON UP Trickster (ASM) BE ALONE NO MORE AnolherL 
SHOW ME LOVERpbynlflicdcheil WEIRD Hanson (Mercurv) TURN IT UP Busta Rhymes (East Wesl) THE IMPRESSION THAT I on Mighry Mighty Bo,clones ( CORPSESl.nBrp«n(Polïdot| THE WORD IS LOVE (SAY THE WORD) Voices 01 tife IA GETTIN' JIGGY W1T IT Wil LA PRIMAVERA Sashl (Meldplyl ALL THAT MATTERS UmaedstAv 1 SOUND OF DRUMS Kula Shaker IC MULDER&SCULLYcaiatoniaieie. AIN'T GOIN' TO GOA Alabane 3 IE 

BRIMFUL OF ASHA Cornershop (Winja) FROZEN Madonna IMaverickl STOP Spice Girls (Virgin) MY HEART WILL GO ON Celine Dion (Epie) TRULY MADLY DEEPLY Soeage Garden (Colombie) ANGELS Robbie Williams (Chrysalisl TOGETHER AGAIN Jener Jackson (Virgin) HIGH Lighlhoose Family (Wild Cetd/Polydor) BIG MISTAKE Natalie Imbruglia (RCA) ANGEL ST M People (M Peoplc/BMGI NEVER EVER Ail Saints ILondonl SHOW ME LOVE Robyn (nicochet) HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS Tin Tin Oor (VC Re< AINT THAT JUST THE WAY lotricla McNeel (Wildslar) KISS THE RAIN Billie Myers (Universal) INSANE TekasIMerooryl BE ALONE NO MORE Anolher Loyal (Nonhwestsidel SONNET Th. VenrelHot) BALUD OFTOM JONES SpacelGotl GETTIN'JIGGY WIT ITwii TORN Nmalie Imbruglia (BQA1 IF YOU WANT ME Hinda kicks YOU MAKE ME WANNA... I UH LA LA LA Alexis (Sony) IT'S LIKE THAT Ron-D.M,C,Vs YOU'RE STILL THE ONE Shania Twain (Moromyl LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU Roi HOW DO I LIVE Lcann Rio TREAT INFAMY RostAssi ALL THAT MATTERS lor 
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RPLAY CHART THE OFF AL UK 

TOP 5 0 28 MARGK 1998 
* music control 

1 11 II l| UK m Arbst lebel ^ 5 r^r. il rr 
STAflUr 
A-Z 

1 6 FROZEN Madonna Maverick 2047 -5 67.35 -4 SS," 
2 2 z 9 .9 BRiMFUL OF ASHA Cornershon Wilim 1 2047 66.94_ Kl week: Aire 3 3 4 5 STOP Spice Girls Virgin 1760 n/c 61.28 -3 Xto252:897 4 6 '6 4 HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS Tin Tin Oiit VC Recordings 1098 t52 50.99 +24 BBCSSBC 5 7 7 6 TRULY MADLY DEEPLY Savage Garden Columbia 1696 +10 49.33 +21 Radio ScotfcwJ: BBC 6 4 5 7 MY HEART WILL GO ON Celine Dion Epie 1661 -10 41.75 -10 BBC Soient; Beacoo; À 7 20 30 4 IT'S LIKE THAT Run-D.M.C. Vs Jason Nevins Smile Communications 809 +63 41.19 .Mi BraÏÏÎ Caoilal 8 5 3 16 23 ANGELS Robbie Williams Chrysalis 1433 -10 39.44  -j_ Century FM; 9 '2 « 5 22 GALLAD OF TOM JONES Space Gut 880 +11 38.92 +7 , 10 14 10 18 36 TOGETHER AGAIN JanetJackson Virgin 1407  +2_ 38.77  +9_ Si- ciassic ' H II 21 4 20 BIG MISTAKE RCA 1314 +7 38.50 +4 FM; Qyde One FM; 

A 12 29 59 1 3 LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU  HIGHEST CLIMBER  Robbie Williams Chrysalis 717 _tZL 36.71 • _tZL 
Essex; Fox; Fbrth FM; Galaxy. GIR; Great North Radio; 

13 10 U 15 40 HIGH Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor 1346 35.60   FM; Hearl 106^; 14 25 29 2 0 KISS THE RAIN Billie Myers Universal 891 +56 35.22 +39 Hori2onl03 FM; _ 15 15 14 11 29 GETTIN' JIGGY WIT IT Will Smith Columbia 953   35.16  +6_ l^FM^îioa031 
16 8 9 7 â" SHOW ME LOVE Robyn Ricochet 1123  Tl 33.73 -15 FM; Wss 105; KLFM; A 17 '8 20 3 r~ ANGEL ST M Peopie M People/BMG 1164 +16 33.07 +13 ISSiMaaW 18 13 6 19 30 NEVER EVER AH Saints London 1107 -12 32.75 -10 Me'.ody FM; Meroa; £ 19 27 26 5 HOW DO 1 LIVE Leann Rimes Curb/The Hit Label 684 +10 27,89 +16 
20 '6 12 11 58 YOU MAKE ME WANNA... Usher LaFace/Arista 831  ±_ 27.68 -17 J^x

7^MinSter 

21 24 12 6 îT" TREAT INFAMY RestAssured Ffrr/London 730   27.16  +6_ Notants FM; 22 9 8 8 r~ SONNET The Verve Hut 852 ■15 24.76 -52 Océan FM; Orchard FM; Power FM; The , 23 31 31 2 BEAT GUES ON AH Seeing 1 London 309 +29 24.31 +23 Puise; Q103 FM; 
24 23 18 23 r~ TORN Natalie Imbruglia RCA 742  ±_ 23.76 -10 &67: RamFM-Red 25 19 25 4 ôT" BEALONE NOMBRE Another Level Northwestside 863 -17 2198 -20 Rock FM; Scol FM; 26 43 33 2 r~ MY FATHER'S EYES Eric Clapton Reprise/WEA 458 +22 22.89 +49 SGRIpswich; Signal 
27 12 36 2 WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT 5 RCA 592 ■8 22.78 -34 Cfieshire; Sound . 28 33 '44 2 ir~ INSANE Texas Mercury 835  +3_ 22.39 +19 FM; Spire FM: Stray 29 21 19 7 ïT YOU'RE STILL THE ONE Shania Twain Mercury 666  ±_ 22.37 -19 

— ALL THAT MATTERS Louise 1st Avenue/EMI 644 +81 21.98 +32 
31 28 23 21 eT AIN'T THAT JUST THE WAY Lutricia Mcneal Wildstar 917   21.91 N^reland- 152f A 32 39 4i 2 NOTALONE Bernard Butler Création 201 +40 20.66 +24 Cool: Citybeal; 

T" BITTER SWEET SYMPHONY The Verve Hut 388   20.58 +15 SuSrBBC 
\ 34 42 â8 2 ~ READ MY MIND Conner Reeves Wildstar 443 +40 +23 
. 35 45 51 , T" WHINE& GRINE Prince Buster Island 405 +10 19.01 +26 

36 44 49 4 —17" SAY WHAT YOU WANTIALL DAY EVERY DAYI Texas Featurinq Wu Tano Clan Mercury 303 +34 18.86 mSH 
FOUND A CURE BIGGEST INCREASE IN PLAYS - Ultra Nate AM;PM/A&M 531 +122 18.35 +12 

3g ^ ,5 T ÊT MULDER & SCULLY Catatonia Blanoo Y Negro 473 -59 17.56 -51 
SA 39 57 58 i ": sT l'M REAOY Bryan Adams A&M 364 +16 17.35 +50 : 
A 40 os 101 1 7" UH LA LA LA Alexia Sony 754 +39 16.97 +86 

T" BAMBOOGIE Bamboo VC Recordings 307 ■35 16.59  ±_ 
A 42 52 91 1 r- LA PR1MAVERA Sashl Multiply 364 +34 16.30 +34 

—r IF YOU WANT ME   Island 732 15.05 -38 
 B1GGEST INCREASE IN AUDIENCE RRFATHF Kylie Minogue Deconstruction 412 +69 14.21 +101 

A 45 51 66 1 —7" MOVEON UP Trickster A&M 224 13.73 +11 
—»" DESTINY CALLING James Fontana/Mercury 404 +31 13.48 +24 

47 55 „  ÛT FATHER LL CoolJ De( Jam/Mercury 279 13.37 +14 
48 53 33 43"  7" FREE Ultra Nate AM:PM/A&M 459  +2_ 13.02  iL 
49 58 87 1  7" ALL 1 WANT IS YOU 911 Ginga/Virgin 274 4-51 12.62  ii. 
50 32 22 9 ALL 1 HAVE TO GIVE Backstreet Boys Jive 537 -27 1156 -51 

TOP 10 GROWERS 
1 HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS Un Tin Dut (VC Rec 2 KISS THE RAIN Billie Myers lUnivarsal) 3 1rs LIKE THAT Run-D.M.C. Vs Jason Nevins ISmile Ce 4 LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU Robbia Williams (Chrysalis) 5 FOUND A CURE Ullra Nate (AM:PM/A&M) 6 ALL THAT MATTERS Louise (Ist Avenue/EMU 7 UH LA U U Alexia (Sonyl 8 BREATHE Kylie Minogue IDeconstruction) 9 ANGEL ST M People (M People/BMGI 10 TRULY MADLY DEEPLY Savage Gardeo ICalumbial 
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TOP 10 MOST ADDED 
liteArlismabei) REMEMBER YOU'RE A WOMBLE The Wombles (Columbi SAY WRAT YOU VYANI |ALl DAY EVERY OAYI Texas Feattring Wn Tani DESTINY CALLING James IFamana/Mercuryl BREATHE Kylie Minogue (Deconstructionl 

WatWet (Precious Orgamsaboi 1rs LIKE THAT Run-D.M.C. Vs Jason Nevins (Sm ALLMY LIFE K-Ci & Jojo (MCA1 ALL THAT MATTERS Louise (Ist Avenua/EMII UNDER THE BRIDGE AU Saints (londonl 
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inside: 

M 

[2] SEVEN DAYS IN DANCE; ADDI MERRILL reveals what caught her eyes and ears in Miami this week 
[3] RADIO: the Top 40 Oance Airplay countdown; PETE TONG's playlist 
[4-6] HOT VINYL: ail the tunes of the week, the latest j reuiews and DJ Tips 
[7] JOCKS ON THEIR BOX: JON & DAN KAHUNA 

* M buzz [HlllîW chart [BB number 

brits party 
on through 

miami event 

usual provided this year's big 

UK delegates arriving back home last week from the Miami Winter Dance Music Conférence were heralding 
the British presence stronger than ever. Both in terms of the growing strength of UK music in the US and the number of UK delegates now attending, the British are increasingly dominating the annual event. This year saw an increase in the variety of music showcased at the event, which is usually dominated by garage and house. Many people poinled to Boni Size's live appearanoe at Talkin' Loud's party as one of the event's highlights. Norman Cook, Grooveriderand Gilles Peterson also managed to compete with the American house mafia. "You definitely heard différent things this year rather than just the usual garage," says Guy Moot, senior A&R at EMI Publishing. "Overall, I felt it was better than last year. 
wasters and il was more businesslike," However, it was the garage 

dominant as Ultra Nate's 'Free' last year, the records j most reguiarly mentioned were DJ Pierre's 'Horn Song' and Mousse T's 'Horny'. The key parties included Danny Tenaglia/ Twisted's party at Grave Jet: Maxi/Talkin' Loud's party at the Raleigh Hôtel; Nervous's breakfast party and Tony Humphries party at Club Lua (where he allegedly announced his retirement). There was drama when the police decided to shut both Masters At Work party at G'Nesh and the Sony/ Mixmag party at the Sony Building. As usual, the British excelled themselves at partying in Miami. The différence between the US and UK dance scenes was neatly summed up by Manifesto's Luke Neville. "The Brits were on one side of the pool getllng on with it 
the other trying to sell their wares while everyone ignoredthem," he says. Dorado managing director Ollie Buckwell agréés. "Most people now accept that Miami's about going there 

mo9«ix 
il V T RUV i iEY 

delighted to have such a key magazine as a partner," Mike Soutar. "This is a great example of the way two create a unique and exciting initiative." 

Mixmag is to launch ils own weekly radio show on Kiss lOOFM, Mixmag's Big Tunes, which will be broadcasl on Sunday evenings between 5pm and 6pm starting on April 5. The show will be presented by Mixmag editor Dom Phillips (pictured) and DJ Pete Wardman and will be the first time that a dance magazine bas expanded into broadcasting. "We're always looking atways to expand the Mixmag brand," says Phillips. "This show will let people hear the music that Mixmag's writing about and as we're both owned by Emap il seemed like a natural development." The show will feature the biggesl tunes of the moment across a variety ot genres and will include guests and interviews. "We are Kiss lOOFM managing director différent brands can work together to 

;3 Award-Wîîinmg New Album from 

Man Beenie 

- 



hitbynew|r 
dancewaveS; 

launch of Surf 107FM. The station's appearance neatly dovetails with a général interest in the 'Brighton sound" exemplified by the recent successes of Norman Cook and the Brighton-based Skint Records, Surf 107FM has been set up by Eugene Perera who helped launch Kiss 102 and 105 and previously ran a spécial licence station in Brighton as Festival FM which nfrom 1990-93. Surf 107FM will broadcast to Brighton and surrounding areas with a potential audience of 300,000 in the station's survey area. The station has been awarded an eight-year licence. The new station's programming wiil mix dance and alternative music. "Daytime will be a mixture of dance and indie pop. It'll be the more commercial sluff that's reached the chart," says Perera. Evenings will be dominated by dance programming with specialist dance shows between 7pm and 10pm followed by a nightly mix show between lOpm and 
"We'll be using the mix show to try out up and coming DJs from the Brighton area and then develop them into proper shows," says Perera. "We want a more rapid turnover of shows than stations like Kiss. So we can keep up with new developments." DJs lined up for shows include Norman Cook, John Digweed, Sarah Chapman, Russ Dewbury and Midfield General, as well as guest appearances from Cari Cox, Graeme Park and Gordon Kaye. "l've worked with Festival Radio in the past and look forward to working with Surf 107 in the future," says Kaye. 

[7 DAYS IN DANCÊ] 

(âdïïfmërïïn 
"Thursday: ârrived in IVlIftfV!! quite early and booked mtothe °®'an°a - Friday: get USA LOUO out of bed to celebrate my birthday. Spend day m ■ Champagne frenzy, ending up at MICHAEl CAINE's brasserie. Saturday, | 
them. Sunday: have lunch wilh .ml Sum" ihenmeet .from. , Fall asieep and miss ^ party.Guted, Wlonday: work ail day then go to MIXMAG/SONY party on the roof of the Sony building DANNY RAMPLING and ROGER SANCHEZ DJ but the police shut it down before SASHA can play. Hit Subliminal Club for ERICK MORRILLO's party. With Usa so we re whisked into VIP area and meet ROY DAVIS JR who I gush over. Next DANNY TENAGUAs party at Groove Jet Pogo on dancefloor with DAVE BEER, PAUL HARRIS and Mercury s LUKE NEVILLE. By 7am l'm dancing on the bar. Tuesday: back at the conférence by the pool the Brits look wrecked whilst the Americans are still talking aboul the internet. Later OiViC have a party at the Marlin. Then 25 of us go on to dinner at The Forge with the Prince family. On to the SKINt/THE END party where I find trouble brewing between the club owners and the Brit promotèrs and DJs. I do my UN bit and peace prevails. Ends up as best night of the week. I must have met ARTHUR BAKER at some point in the week because when I see him at the party we're on first-name terms. Wednesday; finish Champagne and head to the airport with dARRV ,i,!, n > from n . i PiS iOLù. Unbeiievably I see JOHN ^ MAJOR who I accost and wish a happier life. Get back to UK and sleep for two days." 

H n 
; Tho top 10 tracks flying out of Tart this week are: 'Can U Feel If (Perpétuai Motion remix) CLS (whrte label) • DJ Disco - Oirty Disco Dubs' Da Techno 

tart. .. . maidstone IstFloor, 75 Band Street, Maidstone. Kent ME141SJ, tel/fax: 01622 693143 Tart Records has Just moved two doors up from where it slarted. and as well as keeping Madistone 

The Funk Junkeez (Strlctly Rhylhm) • 
Chocolaté Boy Recordings (whrte label) • Distortion' The Pianoheadz (US Subliminal) • 'Uprising' Silvio Ecomo (2 Play) • To The World' Organ (Multiply) • 'Phunkee Muzeek' Shazzam (Tripoli Trax] • 'Only Me' 

house, UK and garage funes il s also doubling up as a local watering hole. From Thursdays lo Fridays, Tari slays open till 11 pm. selling vinyl and DJing la the public who can relax in its fully licensed bar. 

n DrDisco is the name of a new dance imprint being launched by flrista. The label's first full release will be the German bouse anthem 'Superstar' by Novy (pictured) vs Eniac, which has already a huge hit on the continent and looks likely to be similarly successful here. The label will be run by Arista dance A&R Terry Donovan and will be the first lime in several years Arisla has had its own dedicaled UK dance imprint. "DtDisco is a lot to do with posilivily and not being jaded by the facl that we've ail been doing this music for 10 years new," says Donovan. "This music isn't going away and it needs the opportunity to develop, get better and get more musical." The label will concenlrate on club-originated music rather than pop dance. "It will be club tracks and club tracks that have the potential to turn into hits," says Donovan. "But we're not going to be wacking pop things on the label to give them a bit of credibility." Novy vs Eniac's 'Super Star' has already received extensive radio support from Pete Tong, Judge Jules and Graham Gold, and was originally picked up by Donovan last June. "I just decided to let it do what it had to do for quite a long period," he says. "The good thing is people haven't stopped supporting it. Sa it's not like the big tune of the week going in and out of the dance chart." Forthcoming singles on D:Disco will include 'The Final' by Phll Fuldner and 'Mind' by Tom Craft. Donovan will also continue putling out releases on the techno imprint Filth which has handled LPs by Christian Vogel, Jefl Mills and Joey Beltram. i Future releases will include albums from Surgeon and Green Velvet. 

76 Brewer Street, London W1R 3PH, tel; 0171-287 1689, fax: 0171-287 1684, e-mail: info@dorado.net, web: wv/v/.dorado.net 

HISTORY: Set up in late 1995 by Dorado boss ■) Ollie Buckwell as an expérimental I dance offshoot, Filter was originally ' A&R'd by Ross Allen and Charlie Lexton, whose first signings to the label were Kid Loops and Box Saga. I With releases from The Fire This Time, DJ Q and Sunship, the label soon built a réputation for itself. It has so far released one compilation, 'Killing Music', featuring previously vinyl-only releases plus D'Note's 'Waiting Hopefully' and Chicane's 'Offshore'. Atter its release, the Lexton brothers joined forces as Spécial Projects to 

release the label's first artist album, 'Kid Loops Vs Cool Breeze', which was followed by LPs from DJ Q, Sunship, Amalgamation Of Soundz and Kid Loops. "The label is about progressive electronic dance music that cuts through traditional genres," says Buckwell. "Disco with techno, drum & bass with jazz, bip hop with dub. It's really important to mix it up." SPECIALIST AREAS: Underground dance KEY ARTISTS: DJ Q, Kid Loops, Sunship, The Amalgamation Of Soundz, The Fire This Time, Box Saga 

LAST THREE RELEASES; 'City Life' Sunship; 'Keyvan's Paper' The Amalgamation Of Soundz: 'Face The Music' DJ Q COMING UP: 'Heaven' Sunship; 'I Love Tha Future' The Fire This Time; 'Still Dancing On John Wayne's Head' (mini CD album) The Fire This Time RETAILER'S VIEW: "Wicked label, their releases are really across the board so they fit in with our policy really well, whether it's house, drum & bass or jazzy" - Moonbools, Eastem Bloc 
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rnrATOO nirnrol ,ne(:over!'f "™Oi/f.„MlSSDEMEAN0URSisthe v [i h^y.rSiH name of a new weekly Wednesday nigtit at The l^l^k.niW Ml RI.Wb.WJ Saint in London's West End. Hosted by Vlrgin's Caroline Prothero and DJ Lottie, the evening is free and features an impressive line-up of DJs. DJ Harvey played at the openlng night and future weeks will see Derek Dehlarge and Dan & Jon Kahuna play...Ust week saw the MOTTING HILL ARTS CLUB celebrate its first birthday. Phil Asher and Patrick Forge provided the music.JUMIOR SANCHEZ is doing a UK tour which will include the following dates; Red Box, Dublin (April 3); Shine, 

Well done to STRiCTLY RHYTHM which cleaned up at the Miami Winter Conférence, winning five awards including best indie label for the sixth year running and numerous prizes for Ultra Nate's 'Free'...Congratulations also to RCA/BMG's SHAROH TOBUTT who bas been promoted to senior press officer. Among other things Sharon pulled off the coup of getting the Wu Tang Clan on 

Belfast (4); Culture, Tall Trees, Yarm with Roger j Sanchez (9), Tribal Function, Edinburgh (10); and 1 Cream, Liverpool and Golden, Manchester ■ (11 ),..DIY are launching a more eclectic downbeat ; label to be called OI-VERSIONS. The label will kii off with a showcase album called 'Serve Chilled' | oui in May with a limited édition sampler ou April...EQUATOR, a new world music night, starts | on March 27 featuring DJs Mo, Joe Flagen and 1 Andy Kershaw. It will be held on the last Friday of | every month at 20-22 Hewer Street, Ladbroke fï Grove, London W8. Admission is £8...J 

[by Caroline 
For those of you who might have wondered whal I was yabbering on about last week, RM ran the previous week's Dance Airplay 40 by mistake. Normal service is resumed this week, and we have a new number one after four weeks at the top for Will Smith. Ail Seeing l's 'Beat Goes On' climbs two places to pôle position and looks set for a long life on the airwaves. The rest of the top five has done a gentle reshuffle, with not even ULTRA NATE's 'Found A Cure' gaining entry, though she has moved up six places to six. Great vaults up the chart are a bit of a rarity these days, but RUN DMC US JASON NEUINS manages a climb of seven to seven with Tt's Like That' while 'Say What You Want (Ail Day Every Day)' by TEXAS FEATURING WU TANG CLAN climbs eighl to 14, both moves no doubt due to their CIN sales chart entries of numbers one and four respectively. 

There's another good spread of new entries mis week, with the highest, WYCLEF JEAN's 'Gone Till November, in at 20; 'La Primavera' by 23; STATE OF MIND's 'This is If at 29; USHER's 'Nice & Slow' at 33; CLUB 69's 'Much Better' at 35; LORD TARIQ AND PETER GUNZ's 'Deja Vu (Uptown Baby) at 37 and FATIMA RAINEY's 'Hey' at 40, Congratulations to Surf 107 which goes on air in Brighton this Friday - ifs about time that such a happening part of the country got its own radio station and ifll be interesting to see what appears on its playlists over the next (ew weeks. Dance highlights on Radio One over the next week include a live session by Massive Altack on Jo Whiley's Friday show from 12 noon to 2pm. On Thursday the Live Music Update reports from the Puff Daddy and Mase show in New York (8.30pm-8.40pm) while on Saturday, DJeditor Chris Mellor investigates the state of house music in House Ain't Dead from 9pm-10pm. 
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THERE'S WHERE THE STORy ENDS (CANNY REMIX)" ni'iuiict Tin Tin Out (VC Recordings) • 'GIVE ME THE NIGHT (DJ PHATS REMIX)' George Benson pMq ' • TO THE WORLD' O.R.GAN (Multiply) • 'RRE [T UP (REMIX)' Busta Rhymes (EleWia) • "NO WAY ; (CLEAN)' Freak Power (white label) • 'HEAVEN j (DANNY TENAGUA'S VOCAL MIX)' Kinane (Cola Recorclsl • DISCO DANCING (CLUB DIVINE MIX)' Piastika (UHraxx) • 'CAN U FEEL rr (PERPETUAL MOTION REMIX)' - OS (white label) • 'F1Y SKINNIES (PUMP EP)' DJ Godfather (Twiglight 76 Records) • TWISTED SKA' Pick & Mixed (60 Degrees Norttl) • 'CAN I GET A WITNESS' Ann Nesby (AM:PM| I TU HOUSE YOU (HIMEN REMIX)' The Jungle Brothers (Wariock/Gee Street) • 'I CANT HELP MYSELF' Ludd (Ddirious) • THE SEDUCTION OF ORPHEUS (TILTS MYTHOLOGY MIX)' Tilt (white lobel) • 'ENERGY' Discodroids (Trémolo) • WORK STATION' DJ Looney Tune (Lightning Records) • THE DAY WILL COME' Quake (white label) • 'LOVE IS SO NICE' Urban Soul (VC Recordings) • THE FREAKS COME OUT Cevrn Fisher I (Subversive) • THE UUIMATE' Funky Choad (Fire Island) • TEEL IT The Tamperer feat Maya (Time/Pepper) • 'STRINGS OF UFE' Ralphi Rosario (Nite Grooves) • TRIBUTE TO JA2ZY JAY' Bronx Dogs (white label) • 'MUSIC ; ^ MAKES YOU LOOSE CONTROL' Les Rhythmes Digitales (Wall Of Sound • 'JUST LET GO (SHARP MIX)' - Pefra & Co (Lifting Cars Records) • 'BEUEVE (GROOVERIDER MIX)' Goldie (ffrr) • KAW-UGA' The Residenls tffnl • 'FART l'Digital Monkeys (white label) • 'GREECE 2COO' Greece 2000 (Massive Drive) • THE BAND' Marco Zafîarono i (Silver Planet) • WATERS'Toucher (white label) • r Maiestic (white label) AFr;;n;r;oo:TAù,oci:LJih;fi5,:-;iiv.b:;'OK.N;.;.TL:rûLTc;'Cc:;;rj,-;-0"':;.>:Lvr>'5v:.,_ 

4 BEAT GOES ON AU Seeing I London 6 BRIMFUL OF ASHA Cotnershop Wiiija 12 GETTIN' JIGGY WIT IT Will Smllh Colombie 4 THE WORD IS LOVE (SAY THE WORD) Vote 01 Ule ASM 4 I GET LONELYJanet Jackson Virgin 2 FOUND A CURE Ultra Nale AM:PM/A8M 5 IT'S LIKE THAT Run DMC vsJasonNevins Smile 16 YOU MAKE ME WANNA... Usher Laface/Arista 7 TREAT INFAMY Rest Assured Krr/London 3 FROZEN Madonna Maverick 5 HERE'S WHERE THE STORY EHDS Tin Tin Ont VC Recordings 6 IF YOU WANT ME Hinda Hlcks Island 3 ANGEL ST M People M People/BMG 14 22 6 SAY WKAI YDil WWIT (lit DW EVEHY DAÏlTeœ ItîL Wi ïi^ Ela Beniy TURN IT UP Busta Rhymes EastWest NO NO NO Desllny's Chlld Columbia 17 21 2 NOB0DY BEHER Tina Mooie Delitious 2 R U SLEEPING Indo Azulu/Satellite 2 SOUNDS OF WICKEDNESS Tzant Logic - GONE TILL NOVEMBER Wydel Jean 7 BEALONE NO MORE Another Lr 3 FATHER LL Cool J ■ U 6 MOVE ON UP Trlcksler 2 WHO AM I Beenie Man 26 20 5 THE PROMISE Essence 27 25 

I Northwestside Def Jam/Mercury Multiply A&M 

Concrete/Deconslruction Ministry 01 Sounc AM:PM/A&M 
2 RUDE BOY I 29CS1 - THIS IS IT State 01 Mlnd 30 34 42 FREE Ultra Nate 31 ca - WHINE & GRINE Prince Busler 32 33 40 l'LL BE HISSING YOU Fuit Oadfly & Failh Evans Bad Boy/Arista 33Ea - NICE & SLOW Usher Laface/Arista 3432 2 BAD BOYWIldchild Polydor 35 ca ■ MUCH BETTER Club 69 36 26 17 NEVER EVER AH Saints 37133 - DEJA VU (UPTOWN BABY) Lord TariiiiPelsr 3813 21 SOMETHING GOING ON Todd Terry Manifesto/Mercury 39 30 5 WATCHING WINDOWS Boni Slze Talkin' Loud/Mercury 
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TUNE OF THE WEEK 

[joo[ 

SNS-i Shout.to the Top' 
; i Fire Island 

liflfg 1 featuring 
Loleatta Holloway 

the new single eut 30th March on 12". CD. MC 
il imi: - j 
--a fsl-cïti -mti 
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CHARLOnE'BE MINE'(EMI) ^ ^ 1 ' Charlotte, starting a solo'oareer after writing and performmg with Soûl II Soul, is responsible for this big tune currently blowing upin the R&B world The beats are seriously smoking in all the mixes, Steve Anthony and Cutfather & Joe getting the top honours; while vocally Charlotte is extremely dynamic. Having had a sneak preview o( the album she s defimlely an artist of substance too. • • • ® RT 

K1LLER LOOP 'THE BLUE HOUR' (T;HE END) (HOUSE) Mr C and Layo again keep up their quest for quality with a smooth techy piece of door burnin' house. As you would expedt.with these two, the game plan is simple - moody production, a cracking basslinè and funky percussion. On the flip Réverbération head honcho Asad Rizvi t'urns in a stunner of a mix - filtered breakbeats roll oui into full-on early morning tech-funk. Slammin'. • • • • DM 
WILDCHILD 'BAD BOY' (POLYDOR) (HOUSE) This is another posthumous release for VVildchild, after the massive success of ■Renegade Master'. Aside from the US nhixes on promo, there is an excellent 12-inch featuring UK mixes. Canny's mix has a superb drum build intro, with stabbed vocal repeats held up by strongl underlying string rises, The break kicks in with a tierce electro rasp sequence antya subtle touch of vocal lime-stretching. Tall Paul's mix is full of deft scratches, lôrjg sirens and pre-set Euro sounds for the crossover between full-on and commercial play. Hopefully both these mixes will be available on the final 12-inch. • • • ® ® CF 
2 PAC'DO FOR LOVE'(JIVE US) (RAP) The much-missed 2 Pac gets a remix on 'Do For Love' from Soul Shock who choose Bobby Caldwell's classic 'What You Won't Do For Love' as the foundation. The end resuit is a smooth dancefloor gém that commands the same impact as 2 Pac's 'California Love'. Nice tune! • • • • RH 
ORGAN 'TO THE WORLD' (MULTIPLY) (HOUSE) This Pizzaman-sampling Euro driver haS been very popular on the continent and is now set for a Multiply release. It's verypree'N'One-sounding in arrangement and currently has only two mixes, with fnbre to corne from Tony De Vit and Truman & Wolfe. It is main-set material'With extremely hooky layered synths building well - one large break and off it (Joes again, Very much set for peak-time club play. • • • • • CF 
REBBIE JACKSON 'YOURS FAITHFULLY' (MJJ/EPIC) (R&B) Signed to Michael's MJJ label, Rebbie Jackson sounds like a fresh new voice on the block, though she is of course his elder sister. The main mixes are by Cutfather & Joe who give 'Yours Faithfully' that choppy Brit pop soul sound groups like Damage have already taken jnjo the UK charts, while Stonebridge give the infections melody a more refined, free-flowing R&B flavour. • ® ® RT 
NOVY VS ENIAC 'SUPERSTAR' (D:DISCO) (HOUSE) Already a Top 10 hit in Germany, this tracjt has made its way across the Channel for Arista sister label DrDisco's first release. Tom Novy's cut-and-paste disco-funk pounder covers three promos with contributions from Jason Nevins and Birmingham's Funky Diablo among otheji It is the simplicity of the infectious head-nodding piano-backed "My Superstàr" shouts that do the trick, with an optional female vocal it required, proving that there's a definite currenttrend towards good dance tracks that don't relyron ouf-and-out pace. • • • • CF 
HYBRID AD 'STEP DRAGON' (PUSH) (ALTERNATIVE) Ex-drum & bass maniac Neil Polland reljulns once again, this time taking his sound into Dave Tipper territory - and wHjle he was at il he managed to rope in Tipper on the remix duties. 'Step Dragog'jis a dark, twisted piece of work where melody and subtlety go straight out the window. You are treated to Reece-like bass tones and chunky beat edits that dfag you punching and screaming into its own little world. Fetch the doctors - this man's sick. • • • • DM 
GEARWHORE 'PASSION' (ASTRALWERKS) (HOUSE) The fifth release in the United Sounds of Âstralwerks sériés, 'Passion' by Chicago- based Brian Natonski continues the label's high standards. There are four mixes screaming with dreamy acid breaks, sqijelchy 303 basslines, deep house grooves and a roaring Harley motorbike. Solid. • • • • CF 
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[upfront house] 71 bv alan joncs trom 

° 3 22 2 SOUNDS OF WICKEDNESS (TZANT/PF PROJECT/CUT 'N' PLAY MIXES) Tzant ° 4 2 3 THISISIT (M&S/OILLON & DICKINS/NU-BIRTH/BOY FOY/MJ COLE MIXES) State 0) Mind ° 5 1 3 READY FOR A NEW DAY (RHVTHM MASTERS/DILLON & DICKINS/PETE AVIUVTODD TERRY MIXES) Todd Terrv ? 2 ,4 2 RIPPED IN 2 MINUTES (TIDYTRAWD-BOP/RATEDPG/ORIGINAl MIXES) A VsB 3 3 IGETLONELYIJASONNEVMS MIXES) Janet 
0 8 17 2 14 HOURSTO SAVE THE EARTH(TROUSERENTHUSIASTS/TOMSKI MIXES) Tomski - 8 2 DQWN WITH THE UNDERGROUND (JUDGE JULES/GROOVEDIGGAZ/GOLIN TEVENDALE MIXES) Trevor Reillv E3 TO THE WORLD O.R.G.A.N, El THE INSIDE (SOL BROTHERS/C'N'G MIXES) Andy Lamboy lealuring Michelle Weekes 4 4 SHÛUT TO THE TOP (FRANKIE KNUCKLES/CLUB 69/INDUSTRY STAHDARD/ROACH MOTEL MIXES) Pire Island (eal Lolealla Holloway 5 3 BADBOY (TALL PAUL/CANNY/DJ SNEAK/MANDRAX/WILDCHILD MIXES) Wildchild 15 2 BE MINE (STEVE ANTHONY/CUTFATHER& JOE MIXES) Charlotte 0 15 9 2 MAMA USED TO SAY (FATHERS OF SOUND/CURTIS & MOORE MIXES) Azuré 0 16 24 2 HIGH NOON (ISB MIX)/DEEPER Serious Danger 
0 17 Œa HEAVEN (CUTFATHER & JOE/WAND/DANNY TENAGLIA/PAUL G0TEL/W1LD CATS MIXES) Kinane 0 18 23 2 SOAKIN' WET (DILLON & DICKINS/TONY DE VIT/T-TOTAUSTEVETHOMAS MIXES) Ninety Nine Allstars 0 19 20 3 R U SLEEPING (BUMP & FLEX/GRANT/STONEBr'"""    ' o 20 10 3 WELIVE AS ONE (MIXES) Plastic Gangsters fea o 21 CEI VOODOO BELIEVE Datura o 22 CEI HOLD ON TIGHT (NAL1N & KANE/HELI0TR0P1C/IAIDBACK LUKE MIXES) Lambda lealuring Marlha Wash 23 19 4 LAST NIGHT A DJ SAVED MY LIFE (ROGER SANCHEZ/FRANCOIS K/PROPHECY MIXES) Sylk 130 24 CEI YOU CAN'T HAVE MY LOVE (TONY MORAN/STORM/WEST10 MIXES) Deep Nalion 25 7 4 WINDOWS (SHARP/DEA MIXES) Sil 26 27 2 MDVE ON UP Tricksler 27 CE] ONLY ME (HYPERLOGIC/MATT KOOTCHI MIXES) Hyperlogic 0 28 12 4 LA PRIMAVERA/MEGAMIX Sash! 0 29 11 3 STOP (DAVID MORALES/STRETCH&VERN MIXES) SpiceGirls o 30 21 3 NOBODY BETTER (DEM 2/KELLY G/BLACKSMITH MIXES) Tina Moore 0 31 28 2 PLAYMATE PUZZLE (DILLON & DICKINS/PLANET NICE MIXES) Discolecs 0 32 13 4 CLUB LONELY (DEM 2/SERIOUS DANGER MIXES) Groove Connektion 2 33 CEI EVERYTHING RMB 34 CEI BELIEVE (GOLDIE/PHOTEK/GROOVERIDER/GROOVE CHRONICLES MIXES) Gnldie 35 18 3 LET ME ENTERTA1N YOU (STRETCH & VERN/MOTHER/AMETHYST/FLEX KRU MIXES) Robbie Williams 36 CEI BITCH (MIXES) The Helllire Club 0 37 31 2 NEED YOUR LOVIN' M.A.S. Proiecl Club Tools 38 16 4 FIND ME A LOVE (MR PINK/KNUCKLEHEADZ/BASSCAMP/BURLEY MIXES) Basscamp Champion 39 26 5 HERE'SWHERE THE STORY ENDS (TIN TIN OUT/KLM/CANNY/MANSA MIXES) Tin Tin Oui lealuring Sbelley Nelson VCRecordmgs 40 38 2 UFE IN MONO (BANANA REPUBLIC MIXES) Mono E1*» 41 29 5 LOVE SHY (TUFF JAM/RHYTHM MASTERS/TODD EDWARDS MIXES) Kristine Blond Reverh 0 42 CEI FALLING D-Inlluence 43 4 6 2 l'LLNEVERBE LONELY AGAIN (TONY DE VIT & SIMON PARKES/SOLARSTONE/XENOMANIA MIXES) Sapphire 44 60 3 BEAT GOES ON Ail Seelng I 0 45 30 2 THE ROOF (DAVID MORALES MIXES) HariahCarey 0 46 36 6 TTS LIKE THAT (JASON NEVINS MIXES) Run-D.M.C. Vs Jason Nevins 0 47 39 5 WHERE 00 WE GO? (ARMAND VAN HELDEN/ORIGINAL MIXES) Wamdue Project 48 25 8 THE WORD IS LOVE (STEVE'SILK'HURLEY/MOUSSET/KELLY G MIXES) Voice 01 Lile 49 CEI DARK FORCES (MIXES) Attitude & Lord Kaos 50 CEI STAY (BROOKLYN FUNK/BLACKSMITH MIXES) Mica Paris 

52 ra sSîs0™ DmSmflL/REGULAR FRIES/TRANQUILITY BASE TRANSMISSION) Glamorous Hooligan 0 53 40 2 THE WAVE (TAUCHER/LANGE MIXES) Sosa 0 54 CEI 000 BE U DEE (MARK PICCHIOTTI MIXES) Total Touch , 0 55 53 6 GEI UP (ON THE DANCEELOOR) (DIRTY DUDE/BARKIN' BROTHERSA/ITO BENITOS MIXES) Disco I 0 56 32 3 THE BEAT (DREAMON/KCC&ARENA 51 MIXES) Dreamon 0 57 CEI POLICEMAN SKANK Audioweh rn, , „ ,M.pM ï.s.rsîsrs.ssEmS -- ,0 60 34 4 EVERYBODY(MRPINK MIXES) Frankie Carbone  Ll!i— 

Playola Sum Mulliply 

TidyTrax 

Cbrysalis 

Etemal 

Cooltempo 

[com m entary] j 
by alan jones Three weeks ago. I cited thi actiulties Ol MARTHA WASH.| JOCELYN BROWN an LOLEATTA HOLLOWAY, pointing outthat these rather corpulent disco divas were fréquent vistors to the club chart. The observation was triggered by Ms Holloway reaching number one via her guest spot on PIRE ISLANO's 'Shout To The Top'. Utile did I know that Pire Island would be replaced at number one byTbdd Terry's 'Ready For The New Day' - which features the aforementioned Ms Wash in tandem with ANTOINETTE ROBERSON - and that this week Todd and his pals would. in tum, be replaced at the summit by DA MOB's 'Fun' -featuring, as if you hadn't already guessed, Jocelyn Brown....Said record soars 33-1 this vreek, narrowly defeating NOVY VS ENIAC's 'Superstar', which was last week's highest début and made ail the early running this week, The Da Mob single is the first release on new Sony label INCredible. and represents a major triumph for dance division vice-president Lynn Cosgrove, who ms lured to Sony from the Ministry Of Sound and has had number one club (Da Mob) and Pop Tip (ALEXIA's 'Uh La La La', a Dancepool release) records in since joining Sony at the end of October...VVhile Brown basks, Holloway and Wash are at it again, Martha is featured on LAIVIBDA's 'Hold On Tight', which débuts at number 22, courtesy of a sample from her RCA album eut 'Give It To You'. Due on the extremely hot Multiply label, it has already been a big hit in France. Meanwhile, Loleatta Holloway is picking up pre-promo plays on 'Lifting Me Up', a pop- aimed eut she has recorded for Sunshine State. Pre-promo? Well, it's not been serviced to DJs on 12" yet but does appear on CD Pool's Pop Beats 5. one of four différent CD promos (the others are Club Beats, Street Beats and Underground Beats) serviced to subscribing DJ members by CD Pool, the Tim Rudling/Rob Sawyer company. Like the White Disc's CO/Minidisc promos, which have been mentioned here previously, CD Pool's CD promos are having a considérable effect, and offer useful additional promotional thrust., .Club chart breakers this week: BEBE WINANS, SVEN VATH, SISTER SUCK, MAN WITH NO HAME, Earl 16, FUNK EFX, BEN ) HARPER, SIZE QUEEN, DJ CAM, JQHAH K S/BEASTIE BOYS and SHAZZAM. 

".awesome, phac, funky and blissful. RM 

READ MY MiND : NOBDDV BUT YQU 
Mixes by Booker T Brooklyn Funk and Groove Chronicles 
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m 
TINA holds on but is chased ha _ by ;■ , fiying the flag for UK R&B. Under the same banner, it's good to see MiCA PtiRIS bacK in the chart with this week's highest new entry. Shooting straight in al number eight, 'Stay' is the first release fronn Mica's much- anticipated début Cooltempo LP.Just in Iront of Mica at seven, The Fugees' ■AJYCLfF JEAN jumps 21 places with 'Gone Till November', the track radically remixed from ils album form. Something of a grower .. «tlEB REEVES is straight in at 15 with 'Nobody But You', but his previous form suggests he won't be stopping there...Even though it's downtempo, K-Ct fi .ifl JO's 'Ail My Life' Is a tune with legs, and a new promo of mixes looks set to keep the pot boiling.,.ii::; LOX return with the US promo of 'Money, Power & Respect'. Featuring Ul! Kim, the main track is unaltered from the album but the flipslde has a remix of Tf You Think l'm JiggyV.On the underground hip hop scene, without a doubt the biggest MC of recent time has been Rawkus Records MOS PEF who will be making his first visit to the UK on Monday 20 April to appear at Subterania. Mos Def's latest single 'Body Rock' features Tribe Called Quesl's Q Tip and Tash, and is taken from his new Rawkus LP 'Lyrlcist Lounge' which sees a release on May 4, } Also fealured on the LP are De La Soul, OC, Kool Keithand Jurassic 5... 

1 SHOUTTOTHETOP RIPPEO IN 2 MINUTES i UH LA LA LA ! l'LL NEVER BE LONELY AGAIN i MY HEART WILL GO ON ' FR02EN I IGET LONELY I TRUE TOUS i AIN'T GOIN' TO GOA I BOOGIE NIGHTS 

Oa Mob lealuiing Jocelyn Brawn 

Vanilla Alabama 3 Disco Daze 
! 3 IT'S LIKE THAT i 2 THISISIT i 2 SUPERSTAR î 5 WHATEVER I CLOSE TO YOU i 6 ANGELST J S ALL THAT MATTERS J SEXYBOY 1 000 BE LA DEE 1 YOU CAN'T HAVE MY LOVE ] 2 LOVE IS IN THE AIR î 6 D1SREMBRANCE 3 VOODOO BELIEVER 3 SORTI DE L'ENFER î 2 OOWN WITH THE UNDERGROUND 3 THERE'S NO OTHER WAY 

1 4 WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT 

Run DMC Vs Jason Ne Slate 01 Mind NovyVsEniac Jackie '0' 

Total Toucb Deep Nation Decaprio Evocative Academy Street Elernal Sum Flex/EMI Manlleslo Academy Street 

^[commentary] { by alan jones 
Encore une autre bleedin'fois: I Afterthree number two hits on   >.the CIN chart, k'UTT are limbering up and looking for a number one hit with 'La Primavera'. If its Pop Tip success is anything to go by, it will do it, It remains top this week for the third consécutive week, and is far , ahead of nearest rivais the SPiCF f iftlS. if | Sash! are to be toppled next week, AOUft are f the act to do it, They have this week's highest | f début, enlering at number four with 'Turn ) Back Time'. By anyone else's standards, that's Inot bad, But by Aqua's that's a disappointment. f Both of their previous singles - 'Barbie Girt" 'and 'Dr Jones', for those who have been on an iinfergalactic jaunt these past few months - debuted at number one, though each also faded quickly. For what it's v/orth, the Love To Infinity mixes of Turn Back Time sound rather more durable and have even achieved a , modicum of upfront crossover, hence the record's number 51 plàcing on that chart this i week...At first glance, the 18-8 and 33-19 climbs registered by. ; : (iA's 'Uh La La La", and RUN DMC's 'It's Like That' might appear a trifle odd. Promos dominate the Pop Tip chart - only 10 of the Top 40 have been released yet - but these two records are both cortimercially available Top 10 hits.. But that's exacf/y why they are climbing the chart again. Both were serviced to pop DJs, but the DJs retuming to our chart inciudemany who veren't lucky enough to get a promo, and had o wait until the release date to buy 'em, play îm and, cohsequently, chart "em. 
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.àhteaKbeals". and Jon Kahuua 
tteeS^ - nuï9er-BaGK alraid \o experimenl 
^un „ OJS VJ^O v.eren a - Since 

»»"as sW1| 
«U t>as ^ . S niows. w*' 3 " 

JOCKS 
dan & jon kahuna 

ON THEir BOX 

VJpde cotae r;s^touna 

fjpfilItUfc 
■WHITE MAN IN HAMMERSMITH PALAIS' THE CLASH (CBS) ' "Funky reggae rock from tlie original beat punks, jt came out in 1978 and my brotherjbought it for me as'a seven-lnch when I was a nipper and l'ye treasured it dearly àrer since. It's still qbite skankin' nowadays." Dan 

•STEPPERS DELIGHT EP' SMITH & MIGHTY (UNKNOWN) "I can't remember the; label but it was dru|n & bass before it became a média genre. The sub-bass in this could move hoiises. I think it came outaround the late Éightiês'or early.Mnëties. i bough; it, tiefore I was a DJ and l played it out when I first started DJirjg. You can play it any lime today." Jon 
'PUBLIC STATE' T-POWER (S.O.U.R) "When I was getting heavily into the West Coast.breakbeat sound a mate of mine played me this one night and it blew my head off. That mix of hip hop and drum & bass which becanje known as 'jump-ùp' was so fresh and exciting then, around early '96. Itwas right up my st[eet. It's something not many people bave heard before and it fils perfectly in with the Mlcky Finn/Aphroditestuff." Dan 

w 

'SOON (WEATHERALL MIX)' MY BLOODY VALENTINE (CREATION) "The drugs do work! A zeitgeist-defining moment in dance music. Il was the first track to fuse mdie guitar sensibilities with E culture that actually worked and it meant something courtesy of Andy Weatherall (l'm a bit 

MlMk'il 
■HERE WE GO NOW (MAGNUM FORCE REMIX)' DJ Kool Meets The Crooklyn Clan (Kahuna Culs) ■DONE SOME DAMAGE' Ufban DK (Crilical Mass) 

M FEEL THE EARTH MOVE' CAROLE KING (A&M) "l'd never heard of Miss King until we got mates with ail the Heavenly lot and spent a good few music-obsessed hours with them. This is one of the best, something to jig around to in the DJ box at the end of the night." Dan 
'SONG TO THE SIREN' DUST BROTHERS (WHITE LABEL) "A track that seemed so natural but would now be called 'big beat' - ah well! A classic in anyone's book." Jon 

•ADVENTURES ON THE WHEELS OF STEEL' GRANDMASTER FLASH AND THE FURIOUS FIVE (SUGAR HILL) "The original and still ulterly inspiring cut-and-paste cooker. You can guarantee that any party will rock to this and you can play it at any time. The classic in our box." Dan 

iig Balearic monster so you've got to 

■ENERGY FLASH' JOEY BELTRAM (R&S) "Absolutely essential, deep, massive house track from the early Nineties. Like CJ Bolland's 'Horse Power' it sounded like nothing clse when it came out. It still sounds totally unique." Dan 
'MAD MONKS ON ZINC THEHOLY GHOST (WHITE LABEL) "This was known as 'intelligent techno' -1 don't know about that but this was one of a bunch of records that I think sent Weatherall and 

'ACPER)ENCE' HARDFLOOR (HARTHOUSE) "Probably the only record that bas never lett our box. In fact this out before we even had a box, Playing two copies works a treat. 
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^Hr !» COOLCUTS HOTLINE THE FASTESTWAYTO HEARTHE BEST UPFRONTDANCE MUSIC min. Service is provided by Frontier Media. Faultlme: 0171 -3715460. To use from o 
0891 515 585 

d) BELIEVE Goldie (Photek, Grooveriderand Groove Chronicles on the mix) fffF 
SUPERSTAR Novy vs Enlao (Big Euro club hitnow outhere with mixes from Jason Nevins) D:Disco 
JUST LET GO Petra & Co (Eighties club classicin new mixes from TalIPaul, Craig Daniels and Sharp) Lifting Cars 
LONG AS 1CAN SEE THE LIGHT/WARD10 Monkey Mafia (Anthemic ballad flipped by a tough beat workoutfeaturing Silvah Bullet) Heavenly 
PACIFIC STATE/CUBIK 808 State (Classic club tunes get new mixes from Grooveriderand Monkey Mafia) ZÎT 
FEELIT The Tamperer (With The Jacksons ' Van You Feel If riffand new mixes coming from Sharp) Time/Pepper 
THE FREAKS COME OUT Cevin Fisher (Cevin Fishergoes deep and long) Subversive 
CAN YOU FEEL IT CLS (Todd Teny classic given the London treatment by Industry Standard and Perpétuai Motion) Norlhweslside 
MUSIC MAKES YOU LOSE CONTROL Les Rhylhmes Digitales (Simple but effective etectro groove) Wall Of Sound 
POLICEMAN SKANK Audioweb (Excellent guitar-fuelled indie big beat mash-up) Mother 
MORE De'Lacy (With mixes from Hippie Torales and Martin Mendoza) Deconstruction 
TRIBUTE TO JAZZY JAY Bronx Dogs (Funky oldskool vibes) Kontraband 
FROM THE FRONT OR FROM THE BACK K-Ale*i (Superb underground track with house mixes from Mike Ûunn and Paul Johnson) Nepenta 
UP AND DOWN The Outtit (Mélodie andsoulfulgarage tune with big potential) Smokin' Beats 
MAYHEM 32 Splintaa (Return ofthe SUAD crewin blistering style) Shut Up And Dance 
THE STAR AND THE WISEMAN Ladysmilh Black Mambazo (With top mixes from RogerSanchezandKings OfTomorrow) AM:PM 
CHICAGO'S MOST WANTED Ralphi Rosario (Four-trackEP from one of Chicago's legends) Jus' Trax 
ONLY ME Hyperlogic (Hardbag classic gets a makeover from Rhythm Masters) Tidy Trax 
HERE COMESTHAT SOUND Hardy Hard (Catchy funky house groove) LowSense 
USF Baby Mammoth (Four-track EP from one ofHull's funkiest outfits) Pork 

îfCode 
îPCoile 
®Code 
®Code 
SCode 

H RADIO 1, f bydpeedLckanddaacoilected jy (manchesler), 2Zt6 precir ^roadeast evety Iriday tmtween 6pm and 9pm. Complled ^ | ; | 

SCode 
■SCode 
mode 
mode 
mode 
mode 
mode 
mode 
îïCode 
mode 
mode 

mode 
mode 
mode 

*Ere we fio, 'ere we èo... 
The Music Week Five-A-Side Football Challenge starts this Sunday f29 MarchJ. 
Heats will be plaved at Highbury on 29 March and 6 April to find out who will go on to the big final at the Match Of The Day Liue exhibition at the NEC in Birmingham. 
For information about last minute entries to the tournament. call Active Entertainment on tel: 0181 466 8959 and ask for an entry form for the Music Week Five-A-Side Football Challenge. 

^ Active 
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THE OFFICIAI UK 
F 

CHARTS 

ALBUMS 28 MARCH 1998 

CHARI 
COMNENTARY 

by ALAN JONES 

Simple Minds ha\ album chart records of any act. From 1982's New Gold Dream (81, 82, 83, 84) te 1995*5 Good News From The Next World, every single one of the eight albums they released on the Virgin label reached the top three, with five of them going ail the way t number one, including four in a row. Newly signed to Chrysalis, they resumed theîr singles chart career a 

album factfile f the flnest fortnight ago by peahing at number 18 with Glitterball - the exact same position in which theîr last Virgin single, Hypnotised, peaked in April 1995. But their return to the album chart is rather more disappointing, with Neapolis debuting this week at number 19. Unless it improves, (t will be their lowest-charting album since their Arista compilation Célébration peaked at number 45 in 1982. 
After a gap of 12 weeks, Celine Dion's Let's Talk About Love returns to the chart summit by virtue of an enormous 142% increase in sales last week. Now on its fifth week at number one, the album sold _ nearly 89,000 units to take Its 18-week tally to more than 1.280.000. There ar 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 

_ 16-5. The Corrs' wholesome them idéal fare for Mother's Day too, though the impressive moves made by Talk On Corners (50-14) and Forgiven Not Forgotten (113-49) probabiy owe more to their current tour and the televising of the concert which ' 1 ' "re Royal Albert Hall on St it. Talk On Corners debuted 

TOP 10 C0MPANIE§ 

SALES UPDATE 

versions of contemporary hits. It's Last's 62nd charted album In 31 years, his firstfor three years, and his highest charting since In Harmony reached number 28 in 1994, 

ts current position s chart placing is its highest since, though it 
COMPIlflTIONS 

rer 128,000 units. Forgiven Not ieaked at number 36 two years similarly In its best chart ice. it has sold slightly better - 
TV advertising provides the spur for a longest-established chart act to stage a return this week. Debuting at number 32 German bandleader James Last's Pop Symphonies 2 comprises lush orchestral 

why Ginuwine's reissued Ginuwine.,.The Bachelor hasn't been more successful. Originally released last year, the young R&B star's album has thus far spawned four Top 20 hits - Pony (number 16), Tell Me Do U Wanna (number 16), When Doves Cry (number 10) and Holler (number 13), the latter hit arriving only a fortnight ago. Yet the album feli short of the Top 75 when first released, and even though it was reissued last week with a bonus album of mixes, its début this week at number 74 is underwhelming, to say the least. Contrast this with Morcheeba, whose second album Big Calm is this week's highest débutant at number 18, massively improving on the number 70 peak of their only previous album, Who Can You Trust? Yet their most successful single reached only number 40 - and that was a couple of years ago. 

The Full Monty retains pôle position this week, its third week at the summit, though the most successful of a raft of albums aimed at Mother's Day, Virgin/ EMI's Superwoman, surges 7-2 and came close to toppling it. The hot tip for next week, however, is Oance Nation 5, the latest Ministry Of Sound compilation to feature the mixing skills of Boy George and Pete Tong. The album débuts ât number three, after selling nearly 31,000 units last week - a fine opening volley, though it has the potential to sell a great many more, as 

Virgin/EMTs Caribbean Uncovered, 

which has moved 12-10-14-18. Comprising more than three dozen tropical delights though primarily reggae, it is the musical companion to the highly successful Sky One TV documentary sériés, which reguiarly attracts an audience of a million - sky high for Sky. The album has sold 25,000 units so far, even though it includes a lot of overworked tracks. Meanwhile, two albums In the Top 10 ' consist of classic cuts from the disco era. Columbia's Oh What A Night at number eight and warner.esp's Simply The Best Disco at nine both revisit the Seventies, and many tracks appear on both albums. The success of movies like Jackie Brown and Boogie Nights help to ensure that the ' appeal of albums like these is relatively undiminished by the passage of time. 

jjg?Djn AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP CORPORATE GROUPS 

SALES UPDATE 

THE YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 ALBUMS 

SPICEWORLO MAVERICK A STRIKE TRULY - THE LOVE SONGS NATAUEIMBRUGUA MOTOWN/POLYGRAMIV 

BIG WILUE STYLE THEIR GREATEST HITS THE BEST OF GREATEST HITS 

VIRGIN RADIO CHART 
1 LIFE THRU A LENS Robb.o Williams i TIN PLANET Spaca • P1LGRIM Eric Clapion » LEFT OF THE MIDDLE Natalie imbruflTta > URBAN HYMNS TheVorvo • MAVERICK A STRIKE FrlcyQuoye • WHITE ON BLONDE Tem ' RETURN 10 THE LAST CHANCE SALOOK Hi Bk**» s. " OK COMPUTER Radlohead « SAVAGE GARDENSavGoc Gardon 

" UNPLUGGEDBrvanAdoms » UKE YOU D0...THE BEST 0Fuflhini « THE BEST OFihoOoor» 

13 VAN HALEN 3 Van Haler 3 JAGGED LITTIE PILL/ 3 FORGIVEN, I 

3 EXPERIENCE HENORIX - THE BEST OF J He 3 SGT PEPPER'S 10NELY HEARTS CLUB BAND T>{ to 3 RUMOURS Floeiwood Mac « GREATEST HITS Qucon « SPIDERS Spaco » (WHATS THE STORYj MORNING GLORY? o,^. 
MUSIC WEEK 28 MARCH 1998 
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THE OFFICIAI UK ALBUM CHART 
TSp 75 

| 3 ^ Artist (Producer) Label/CD (Distributor) Cass/Vinyl 
a| H I^HA '9K41 23 FRESC0 ★ M Peopla/BMG74321524902(BMG1 TBMÏŒBrayi M Poople (M Pecpiû) 7432I5249(W7432152490( 52 ° 8 OECKSANDRUMSANDIÎOCKANDROIi#wa«asoon<iWMicoors(V) Propallcrheads (Piopcnerheads) WALLC OW/AULP 015 

3 TITANIC (OST) *2 1 Sony c 
97 19 1? BIG WILLIE STYLE • CDlumbla4886622/4386624/488662HSM| a ■ WiH Smilh (Puff Daddv/TrackmastErs/Warren G/Oupris/Jaazy Jsff/Variousl ' 53 « 23 THE VELVET ROPE* ^ virgincwwo 

22 lassicalSK 63213ISM) OO 23 3 TRAMPOLINE Mca Nashville UMD 80456 (BMG1 ST 63213/- t.O Mavoricks (Malo/Cookl UMC 80456/- c A Kai THE COLOUR OF M Y LOVE +5 Epie 4747432 ismi «J L'Jj* Celine Dion ILuprano/Ooefy) 4747434/- 
3 3 RAY OF LIGHT ★ m, averick9362468842 IW) x QQ 26 14 UNPLUGGED • A&M 5408312 (F) , 9362468474/938246847r'-1 A J BryanAdamsIleonard/Adamsl 5408314/-" 55 65 THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION *9 
4' 20LIFETHRUALENS*2 ChrysalisCDCHR6127(El * Qfl 32 ,08 OCEAN DRIVE *5 WildCard/Polydor5237872(FI , Robbie Williams IChambeis/Power) TCCHR6127/-e Uqhthouso Family IPedcn) 5237874/- ' 56 2 45 THE VERY BEST OF... ★ Eiektra 9543323752 (W) Eagles (Szymcyzk/Johns) 9548323754/- 

A 516 9 TRULY-THE LOVE SONGS ★ Motovm/PolyGramTV5308432IFi *31 18 , MEETING POT Beggars BanquetBBQCD 198/BBQMC198(V) .4 Klji UoneIRictiialRichic/CarmicbaelTnieCommmIores/Levinel 5308434/- " " TheChaitetarelCharles/Charlatans/Hillage/Nagle/Jones/Foodl BBQIP198 3, GREATEST HITS *2 WamerBrosK9258012(W) Fleetwood Mac (Variousl WX 221C/WX 221 
6 7 !5 URBAN HYMNS *6 i The Verve (Youlh/The Verve/Potter) lut/VirginCDHUT45(E) PR=m POP SYMPHONIES 2 Polydor5396242|F) , HUTMC 45/HUTIP 45 James Last 8. His Orchestra (Last/lastl 5396244/-' 58 » 121 JAGGED LITTLE PILL *-8 Maverickfflegise^^l2Wl 
7 17LEF0FTHEMIDDLE* r 1CA74321544412IBMG).X OO 29 8 BLUE FOR YOU ■ THE VERY BEST OF • Global Télévision IBMGI Bronleewee) ;43215444I41- "«J Nina Simone (Variousl RADCO 84/RADMC 84/- 59 « 25 MUCH LOVE » FreakstreetfWEA3384200202 (W) Sbola Ama (labello/Hams/D'InfiuBnce/Waller) 3984201204/- 
86 2 PILGRIM Eric Clapton (Clapton/Climiel Duck 9362465772 (W) . OA 27 ,9 LIKE YOU DO...THE BEST OF *2 Epie 4890342 (SM) 9362465774/9362465771' Ugbtning Seeds IBroudie/Bastombe/Rogers/lloarnibv/Baconl 4890344/- 60 - 2 DONE AND DUSTED Polydor 5571282(F) DustJunkysISlonel 5570434/5570431 
93 2 TIN PLANET • GutGUTTIN 5 (V) a OC 3, 32 BACKSTREET'S BACK ★2Jive CHIP 186/HIPC186/-IPI GUTMC 5/- Backstreet Bays [PoP/Maitin/limdin/ScoîVPM Dav.Tv'CampbEiVMoobalflnge/A.lenl 61 « 5 AARON CARTER uitre Pop/Edei 0099572ult (Pi Aaton Carter ICorolla) 0099574 GLT/- 

AIO" <ïï2E=rvEN* 2 WildCard/PolvderIFj OC 28 7 INTERNATIONALVELVET BlancoYNegro3984208342|W| 6395162/5395164/- «JU Catatonia (Tommy D/Catatonial 3984208344/3984208341 62 » 78 THE STONE ROSES * Silvertone OREZCD 502 (P) The Stone Roses (Leckiel OREZC 502/0REZLP 502 
11 » 26 MAVERICKASTRIKEtL- Finley Quaya (Quaye/Bacon/tluamiby) Epie 4887582 (SM)A 27 36 38 THE FAT OF THE LAND *3 XLRecording^WWHtW) 63 » 5, BLUR ★ Food/Pariophone FOOOCD 19 (E) Blut (Sbeetl FOODTC la/FOODLP 13 
12 13 59 WHITE ON BLONDE *5 Mercury 534315Z/5343154/-|F), OO ,2 20 PAINT THE SKY WITH STARS - THE BEST 0F Texas (Texas/Hedces/Stewart/Rafl & Christian/Boilerhouse Boysl ' EnyalRyanl WEA 3984208952/3984208954/-IW) 64 « ,, BE HERE NOW *6 Création CRECD 21913MV/V) Oasis (Morris/Gallagber) CCREZ19/CRELP219 
13 S 17ALL SAINTS *3 London8239792(F) 20 34 7 UNFINISHED MONKEY BUSINESS •^PoMorlF) 65 » 32 NEW FORMS • Talkin Loud 5349332 (F) Boni Siza Repratent (Sizel 5343334/5343331 

114» 17 TALK ON CORNERS • Atiantic75 The Cens ILsteriTosrer.'Corr/PaatsmTUrowes/Sl 
169 G0LD - GREATEST HITS *3 

67850312/7567850314/-|W1 /Ifljo ,6 WORD GETS AROUND V2WR 1000438 (3MV/P) einberg/Ballard/baglies} 11 " Stéréophonies IBitd & Bushl WR1000434AA/R1000431 Polydor5170072(F| » /Il 43 97 FALLING 1NT0 YOU *7 Epie4837922/4837924/-ISMI 
66 " 
67 » 

3 RUMOURS *6 Warner Bros K256344W) 
442 GREATEST HITS Ikll Parlophone CDP7895M2Œ) 15 21 

16 17 20 SPICEW0RLD *5 ^ Virgin CDV 2850 (E)a AO 3» ,3, THE BENDS *2 Parlephone CDPCS 7372 (El TCV 2850/V 2850 l*- Radiohead (Leckia) TCPCS 7372/PCS 7372 68 - ,, MYWAY LaFace/Arista 73008260432 (BMG) Usher (Dupri/Babytace/Rilev) 73008260434/- 
Ail 7 24 3! THEIR GREATESTHITS ★ EMICDP7890682151, flQ BISJJ VAN HALEN 3 Warner Brothers9362«8582 0fl/) TCEMTV 73/EMTV73 USU Van Halen (E Van Halen/Postl 9362466624/- en rrs HEAVENLYO A&M5407902(F) Oa UW* Udysmhb Black MambetolShabalalal 5407904/- 
ii8E m BIG CALM Im Morcheeba IMorcheeba/Nonris) dochina ZEN 017CDX(PJ AAv 2 THE BEST OF Elektra K9603452() ZEN 017MC/ZEN 017LP Tha Doors (Rolhchildl EKHIC/EIOÎI 70 Dl na HIUHtH UKUUNU • Columbia 4885322 (SM) Barbra Streisand (Streisand/Mardin/AfanasieHAVarren/lubbocW 4885324/- 

19 E SUS^BurcbUVWalsb, ChrysaHs4937120(E) A /1C ,6 17 THE BEST OF *2 Epie4890202(SM| 
4337124/- "J whaml (Michael/Brown/Carter/Douglasl 4890204/- 71 1 |g EXPERIENCE HENDRIX ■ THE BEST OF Telstar TV TWDSMWl 

20 * 29 AQUARIUM ★ Uni; rersal UMD 85020(BMGU /IK 49 21 LENNON LEGEND-THE VERY BEST OF ★ Parlephone821»IE| Irions) UMcS-A ^0 2 John Lennon ILennon/Ono/Spector/OouglasI 8219544/8219541 72 0 ra YIELD O Epie 4893652 (SM) ™ Pearl Jam (O'Brien/Pearl Jam) 4893654/4893651 
21 » , C0ME ON 0VER O Mercury 3145360032 (F) x AU 61 22 GREATEST HITS *2 IstAvanue/EMI 8217382/8217984/-(E) 731 RfU CITY DELIRIOUS Concrète HARD 32LPCD (3MV/BMG} Lionrock IRobertson/Lvons) -/HARD 32LP 
22 - , 2 pURNTOTHELASTCHANCESAJ-OONCD |48 33 13 Sïïôis^wariolf ^T'MEwjSSKS 74 1 sra GINUWINE... THE BACHELOR Epie4853912(SM) Ginuwine (Timbaland) 4853914/- 
23 ' , 3 SAVAGEGARDEN O Columbia CK 67954 (SM) /JQ FORGIVEN, NOT FORGOTTEN •Atlantic 7567®ia w 4871614/- ThaCorrsIFostor/Corrl 7567926124/- —      — HlADrUIM' Al DCAHV -A* MirA MPn RfindR «RMRI 

•71; AUlUMflilU EUH IHt rturu "wBWamer Bros |W| / 3 ll>» REM (UtVREMl 9362451222/WX 488C/- 

25 2 
50 

2 SPIRITOFTRANQUIILIÏÏ Global Télévision RADCD M 10MGIà 51 ^ 

TOP COMPILATIOMS 

SUPERWOMAN O 
PETE T0NG/B0Y GEORGE - DANCE NATION 5 0 2m 

Mr TV TTVCD 2951/nVMC 2951/- (W) 2 2 THE BOX i 
5 6 2 READVSTEADYGO!■ SIXTIESMOluTOSlNTp^^OTlf) 
Q 3 4 FANTASTIC ^805!^ 37CD/SQNyTV STMC/- ISMI 
7 ma PERFECT P^(„n)hia RnNVTV 4ZCD/S0NYTV 42MC/- ISM) 

2 OH! WHAT AN^GHT^(SM| 

10SS 
11 
128 

13 
14 6 

15 9 

16 » 
17S 
18" 
19 
20 

Telstar TV TTVCD 29WnVMC 2m- W 
5 KISS SMOOTH GROOVES 98 • 

' A LITTLE BLUES IN YOUR SOUL O wamor.espiGlobal TV 9548362232/9548362234/-(W 
H SIMPLY THE BEST LOVE SONGS 2 9 

ARTISTS A-Z 
am TV 5556652/5556654/-(F) 

Virgin/EMI VTDCD174/VTDMC174/- |E) 
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AIL THE CHARTS 

EXPOSURE MARCH 1998 

TRACK OF 
THE WEEK 

m 

by STEVE HEMSLEY 

^  w 
i 

After failing to make the airplay top 100 when originally released last August, the Norman Cook remix of Brimful Of Asha stormed into the airpiay chart on January 24 at number 30 when it achieved the biggest rise in audience of any song, up a massive 505% to 18.79m. Much of this early support can be attributed to Radio One which increased its plays in one week from five to 22 while Virgin and XFM were both giving the track heavy rotation five weeks before release. By February, the song was top of Radio One's chart with 31 plays and the track had sneaked into the iLR Top 30 at number 27 after weekly plays in the régions rose ffom 274 to 519. Brimful Of Asha was number two on the Top 10 Most Added list as 51 it and 39 selected it more 

THE TOP 10 PLAYERS BEHIND 
BRIMFUL OF ASHA 

96.4 FM BRMB Southern FM Virgin 
Radio One Forth FM 98.9 Vihing FM 

Group stations Power FM, Capital FM and 96.4FM BRMB leading the pack. Head of radio for Beggars Banquet, Diane Marris, says many local stations were reluctant to play the original - although it was heavily supported in London by GLR - but programme controllers were attracted to the remix. TV was made difficult for TV promotions manager Sue Bedford because the band were only available for five days between the end of their US tour and the start of their UK gigs. The first live performance was on TFI Friday on February 13. "We did get offered an exclusive on Top Of The Pops in January but it wouid have meant flying the band back from the US to perform and, logistically, it 

weeks up front. 

than fo Although th 

time the track entered the CIN sales chart at number one on February 28 after selling 208,000 copies, it was at number three on the airplay chart with an audience of almost 53m. A week later it was top of the airplay rundown reaching 68.3m with the support of Radio One partioularly noticeable as the network gave the track 40 
Radio and TV interest in the single helped boost saies of the album When I Was Born For The 7th Time which climbed into the top 20 before dropping back. Wiiija label manager Gary Walker says: *1 was surprised by the extent of the radio and TV coverage, but the remix caught everyone's il 

MTV m\ 1 THE BOX ■! 1 STUDENT RADIO 
1 1 31 FBOZENM d 2 OS BRIMFUL OF ASHA IRemix) Cornershop Wiija 3 2 TRULV.MADLy.DEEPLY Savage Gardon Columbia 4 G FTS LIKE THAT Run DMC & Jason Revins Profile 5 ca LET ME ENTERTAINYOURobbie Williams Chrysalis 6 133 THE BALLAD OF TOM JONES Space feat.Cerys Matthews Gut 7 132 SHOW ME LOVE Robyn RCA 8 133 LA PRIMAVERA Sash Muilipfy 9 5 NEVER EVER AH Saints London 10 8 TREATINFAMY Rest Assured Ffrr 

Most piayed videos on MTV UK. w/e 19/3/98 

1 1 1 1 MY HEART WILL GO ON Câline Dion Epia 2 2 ITS LIKE THAT Run DMC Vs Jason Nevins Proiile 3 3 STOP Spica Girls Virgin 4 4 WHEN THE LtGHTS GO DUT Five RCA 5 5 DOCTOR JONES Aqua Universal 6 8 REWIND Celetia Rig Lifo 7 6 IMGONNA MISS YOUFOREVERAaron Carter Edel 8 7 FROZEN Madonna WEA 9 9 THE BALUDOF TOM JONES Space f/Cerys Matthews Gut 10 ESI WHAT VOU WANT Mase f/ Total Bad Boy/Arista 
Mostplayad iddeos on The Box, w/e 19/3/98 

1 7 SOUNOS OF WICKEONESS Tzant Logic 2 CE3- SEX & CANDY Marcy Playground EMI 3 Œa- MONSTER SIDE Addict Big Cat 4 1 78 SIGNE WOBBLEGomez Hut 5 E333- LIFE IN MONO Mono Echo 6 2 DREAM ANOTHER Dream EastWest 7 3 AINTT GOIN' 10 GOA Alabama 3 Elemental 8 m- ANTISOCIAL Unstable Scented 9 5 WHEEL IN MOTION Moke Dorade 10 6 LOVE THIS LIFE ANNIE Christian Equope Ecosse 

is; Here's Where Tho Story Ends Tt rdcoro Pulp; Angel Street Mpeople; Ail Seelng I: Ifs Uke That Run DM( 

hfmrmCTTTîlTi 

Bluéiones: Hard Days Nlght Go!d!e Hawn 

THE PEPSI CHART 
0 

ONE PLAYLISTS 
A LIST LIST As Featured 

PLAYLISTS 
/ Angels/Let Me Entertaln Yoi 

ul of Asha Cornershop; Froze 

îS; Never Ever AH Saints; Blg Mlstake/Uve latalie Imbruglia; Say Somethlng The Smiles; 
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ALL THE CHARTS 
NTERNAT10NAL 

AMERICAN 
CHARTWATCH 

by ALAN JONES ~ 
The big debate m America is whether or not singles cannibalise album sales. Many record companies feel they do, which is why two of the biggest international hits of last year - Will Smith's Men In Black and the Cardigans' Lovefool - were never released as singles in America. Recently, the pressure has been on Virgin to release The Verve's Bitter Sweet Symphony as a single. Widely known after being used in a Nike TV advert and serviced to both rock and mainstream radio, it has helped generate nearly a million sales of the Urban Hymns album - but Virgin has belatedly surrendered and released it as a single. As a resuit they have the highest new entry on the Mot 100 this week at number 13 (the eight other new entries are ail hits by Afro-American acts) but demand for Urban Hymns has slumped, pushing the album down eight places to number 41. Meanwhile, BMG has had major success with UK-based Natalie Imbruglia's Torn - currently climbing the airplay chart Top 10 - but refuses to release it as a single, with the resuit that Natalie's Left OfThe Middle makes its US album chart début this week at number 10, after selling no fewer than 84,257 copies 

Eric Clapton fares even better, debuting at number four with Pilgrim, which sold more than 168,000 copies last week. The Titanic 

at the to or the 448,000. Celine Dion returns to second place, after selling 225,000 copies, while Madonna's Ray Of Light slips a notch to third place, but has sold 569,000 units in a fortnight, making it 

Crawford's On Eagle's Wings soars 166-57, while Brightman's Time To Say Goodbye climbs 147-71. And British duo Mono continue to prosper. Their single Life In Mono got stuck at number 70 fo ut their a Ks and has now di| 

ACTS IN US AND UK 
ALBUM CHARTS 

New-4 6-8 
15-17 17-16 
33-41 7-6 

ARTIST 
PROFILE: 

BILLIEMYERS m 

by YORK MEMBERY ± / i 
■inur vears aao. bus conductor's daughtenf' ( ■Billie Myers was working for a London 1 Insurance company. Now the striking / songstress looks set to shoot to Worldwide f 

rr two territories," says Farmer. Despite the fact that she had to cross the \tlantic to first find success, Myers has not drgotten her roots, and her understanding of stardom with her emotional, Chrissie Hynde 1 meets Tracy Chapman blend of mélodie rock. i Bosses at Universel Music International | 
:he UK and European scenes led to her oushing Universal to shoot a new Dromotional video to accompany the single's started plotting just how best to achieve this 1 goal last year, and six months on everything is going according to plan. Stage one involved ' breaking Coventry-born Billie in America, and the Top 20 Stateside success of her début single Kiss The Rain has provided a 

European release. "1 wasn't entirely happy with the American zideo and didn't feel it was quite right for Europe," says Myers. "When you work with some video directors they forget that when someone writes a song they have a vision. launchpad for its international take-off. 'The second stage is a six-week promotional European tour which began with a UK showease at Ronnie Scott's last week featuring herfull band," says Universal 
marketing. Kate Farmer. 

The new European promo reflects the real me far more accurately." Following her European promotional jaunt, Billie will spend a week in Japan, where her American success has already created a buzz, before returningto Europe for a.two- week summer tour coinciding with the The next five weeks will see Billie visit ail the major European territories to perform acoustic sets in front of local press représentatives, radio professionals and music business personnel. The 27-year-old J will also spearhead a continent-wide média campaign focusing on télévision, radio, the music press and women's magazines. 

release of the second single, Tell Me, from her album Growing Pains, 
TRACKWATCH 
BILLIE HYERS • A-listed in Rolland • Playlisted in Germany 

quickly and airplay is already building, so much so that we believe Billie could break big across Europe, not just in one 
• Launch of album this week and second single in June 

UK WORLD HITS 
The MW guide to the top British performers in key markets (chart position in 

:i81 S0METHlNGJCANDLEINmEWINDS7 

Hiâhbury bêchons.... 

Day Live Exhibition at the NEC in Birmingham on 19 AptiI. 
for Information a». DranOInn onnomnlflea a. Hnmnnrn, nleaae eonfae. the Mnalc Uleel, Salea Dept on tel; 0171 620 3636. . ,K„„f i«t minute entries to the tournament. call Active Entertainment on 

- »<"• ««• "•* "•* *»*** £ Active 

ïttusicweek 

Dî/A 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHART! 

SPECIALISTE 28 MARCH 1998 

MID-PRICE COUNTRY 

2 PABLO HONEY Radiohead Blur Parlophone CDPCS7360(E) Food FOODCD10 (E) COME ON OVER Shania Twain Mercury 3145360032 (F) CANashville UMD 80456 (BMG) 
3 TRACY CHAPMAN Tracy Chapman The Chemical Brothers Elektra EKT44CD (W) Junior Boy'sOwnXDUSTCDKE) YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE Garth Brooks Leann Rimes Capitol 8565992 (E) Curb CURCD 046 (GRPV/F) 

11 5 SECOND COMING OOOKIE Stone Roses Groen Day GeHenGED 24503 (BMG) Reprise 9362455292 (W) 5 5 SONGS OF INSPIRATION FURTHER DOWN THE ROAD Daniel O'Donnell Chariie Landsborough Ritz RITZBCD 709 (P) Ritz RITZCD 0085 (P) 
7 

10 
THE GREAT ESCAPE TANGO IN THE NIGHT 
BEFORETHERAIN Enigma Etemal 

Food FOODCD 14 (E) 
Virgin International CDVIRI(E) EMI CDEMD1103 (E) 

7 csa MOVING ON UP THE WOMAN IN ME MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS BLUE 
Scooter Lee Soi Shania Twain 
Leann Rimes 

Jthem Tracks STKCD 3 (GRPV/F) Mercury 5228862 (F) MCA MCD11344 (BMG) Curb CURCD 028 (GRPV/F) 1SHOULDCOCO Supergrass Parlophone CDPCS 7373 (E) 11 10 LOVE SONGS KennyRogers Virgin KENNYCOI(E) GREEN REM Warner Brothers 9257952 (W) 12 11 WITH YOU IN MIND Chariie Landsborough Ritz RITZCD 0078 (P) GREATEST HITS TRANSFORMER ReeNvoedMsc Columbia 4607049 (SM) 14 16 NO FENCES TIMELESS Garth Brooks Daniel O'Donnell & Mary Duff Liberty CDP 7955032 (E) Ritz RITZBCD 707 (P) MONSTER REM Warner Bros 9362457402 (W) 15 13 IN PIECES Garth Brooks Liberty CDEST2212(E) o DOCK OF THE BAY - DEFINITIVE... Olis Redding Atlantic 9548317082 (W) IF 1 DONT STAYTHE NIGHT Mindy McCready BNA 74321528302 (BMG) o S0NGS 0F SANCTUARY Adiemus Venture/Virgin CDVE925(E) SO LONG SO WRONG Alison Krauss & Union Station Rounder RGUCD 0365 (DIR) BLUES BROTHERS Original Soundlrack Atlantic 7567827872 (W) EVOLUTION Martina McBride RCA 07863875162 (BMG) o ELEGANT SLUMMING M People Deconstruction 74321166782 (BMG) EVERYWHERE fim McGraw Curb CURCD 039 (GRPV/F) o BRIDGE OVERTROUBLEDWATER Simon And Garfunkel Columbia 4624882 (SM) 20 m SUNDAY MORNING TO SATURDAY NIGHT Matraca Berg Rising Tide RTD53047 (BMG) 

BUDGET 
14 GREATEST HITS MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS - VOLUME 3 Various PRETTY VVOMAN - THE BEST OF Roy Orbison THE MUSIC STILL GOES ON Various THE COLLECTION Michael Bail THE BEST OF BoneyM MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS - VOLUME 1 Various Artists 

Speclnim 5511092 (F) Spectrum 5517112 (F) Camden 74321476812 (BMG) 
Crimson CRIMCD89 (EUK) CDGOLD1051 () 

Richie Sambora Led Zeppelin 
EXPERIENCE HENDRIX - THE BEST OF Jimi Hendrix STOOSH SkunkAnansie AROUNDTHE FUR Deftones SNAKEBITE LOVE Motorhead 

Epie 4893652ISM) Epie 4894732 (SM) Geffen DGC 24425 (BMG) Mercury 5369722 (F) 

PS UKETHAT 13 THISIS HARDCORE 24 BEAT GOES ON 20 NOTALONE 2 BRIMFUL OF ASHA 22 DREAM ANOTHER DREAM 12 WOKE UP THIS MORNING 25 78 STONE WOBBLE 
21 SEX AND CANDY 23 BRIGHT MORNING WHITE 16 LOVE THIS LIFE 18 SMASH IT £33 THE IMPRESSION THATIG ET 

Rua-DMC vs Jason Nevin- 

Marcy Playground FC Kahuna Annie Christian 
Mighty Mighty Bostones 

i:la Communications SMe0652(P) IslandCID 695-572 231-2 (f) ffrr FCD334 (F) Création CRESCD2S9 (3MV/VI 
est EW156CD1-398422680-2 (W) Elemental EI.M41 CDS1 |P| Hut HUTC095 (E) Polydor 569 6544 |F| EMI CDEM508 (E} Kahuna Culs KCUTS004 |P| V2 EÛE50D01393 (VJ Echo ECFCD 47 (P) BigRig/Mercury 574843 (F) Fire BLAZE121 |P| 

iWDEPENDENT SINGLES 
irS UKETHAT BRIMFUL OF ASHA NOTALONE THEBALLAD OFTOM JONES l'MGONNA MISS YOU FOREVER WHO AM1 RUDE BOY ROCK PRIX CHOC-REMIXES 

Space featuring Cerys 

ONLY THE STRONGEST WILL SURVIVE STEP RIGHTUP ROCK'N'ROLL PADDY GIVEME RHYTHM MY HEART WILL GO ON WHENINEED YOU 

Mother's Pride 

CRACKING UP THE WANTING SONG MY OWN SUMMER (SHOVE IT) POLICEMAN SKANK FAILURE BLINDFOLD THE BALLAD OFTOM JONES MOSTHIGH PRIX CHOC BROKEN NOSE FADED WHERE DO I STAND? A WASTE OFTHINGSTO COME SO MUCH FOR THE AFTERGLOW SATURDAY TEENAGE KICK 

Mother MUMCD100 (F) Cheeky CHEKCD.023 (BMG) Indochina IDO70CD (P) Gut CDGUT18 (V) Mercury PPCD3 (F) 

© CIN/Media Research 

Chrysaiis CHS 5086 (E) Virgin VUSCD134{E) Columbia 665 6077 (SM) Big Cat ABB156SCO (3MV/P) Capitol 8 36503 2 (E) Roadrunner 22453459 (P) 

INDEPENDENT ALBUMS 
le Communications SM90K2 (P) Wîiija W1J 81CD (V) Création CRESCD 289 (3MV/V) Gut CDGUT18(V) Ultra Pop/Edal 0099725 ULTIP) Greensleaves GRECD 588 (SRD} Concrète HARD 31 CD (3IVIV/PI Différent DIF007CDIV) JiveJIVERCD445|P) Skînt SKINT 32CD (3h4V/P| hemikal Underground CHEM 022CD (VI Heal Recordings HEATCD 013 (V) Humcane #1 Création CRESCD 28513MV/V) Mainslream Nuda NUD 34CD (3MVAf) Shane MacGowan And The Popes m MACG 003CD (3MV/PI Black Connection Xlrayaganta/Edel 0091465 EXT (P| Cll,alcss ZYXZVX 87988IZVX) WillMallor Unrty UN1TY Û17RCO (P) DJ Kool Meets Crooklyn Clann Kahuna Culs KCUTS 005CD (3MV/P| JohanS While Label JSBB 001 |ADD| 

TIN PUNET Space BIG CALM Morcheeba MEETING POT The Charfetans WORD GETS AROUND Stéréophonies DECKSANDRUMSANDROCKANDROLL Propallerheads WHEN IWAS BORN FOR THE 7TH TIME Cornershop BACKSTREETS BACK BacksUeet Boys 

BE HERE NOW 0asis UDIES S GENTlfMEN WE 4S£ ROATING IN SPACE Spiritualized OEFINITELV MAVBE 03sis STOOSH SkunkAnansie AARON CARTER Aaron Carter HOMOGENIC Binrl 

GutGurnNsiv) Indochine ZEN OI7CDXIPI jgars Banque! BBQCD198IV) 

CRYSTAL BALl THE COMPLETE DOUBLE UVE ASSASSINS 
TAFKAP The Slono Roses 

Création CRECD18913MV/VI Gut GUTCD1 (TI/P) Création CRECO 219 (3MV/VI Dedicated OEDCO034(VI Création CRECD 169 (3MV/V) One Utile lndisnTPLP8SCDL|P) Ultra Pop/Edol 0099572 ULTIP) Ono Utile Indien TPLP 71CDL (P) City Slang 087052 (V) BCBCTSS71CD (P) Silvartona ORECD 535 (P) Apocalypse SAPCD 901 (P) 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHABTS 
ÎSPECIALIST 

R&B 
R&B FACTFILE 

| • Ifs good week for The Smiths on the R&B record, Its lyrlcs relating the true storyof how 

REPORT débuts at number two wlth hls latest single followlng up the title track, which reached Father. number nine on the CIN singles chart, and • Borrowing heavlly from George Michael's number one on the R&B chart. Father Figure, and extracting restitution for • LL also topped the R&B and pop charts a 

by ALAN JONES f M 

George's use and abuse of R&B cuts llke little over a year ago, with hls unique styllng of Forget Me Nets, Father extends LL's UK chart the old Chaka Khan hit, AIn't Nobody, which he career to 11 years. Compated with much of recorded for the movle Beavis & Butt-head Do LL's prevlous output, Father Is a pretty dark America. 
In America, new sensations Destiny's Chlld's début single No No No took 17 weeks from debuting on the R&B chart to reaohing number one, finally toppling Usher's Nice & Slow last week having sold more than 1m copies along the way, After proving itself in the clubs - it was number one on RWs urban chart for several weeks - and despite only limited support from radio (ifs number 80 on the airplay chart) 

the Texan girls' début album, entitled simply Destiny's Child, is already out here. and is number one on the R&B album chart. The record No No No replaces at number one is Another Level's Be Alone No More, 

example of a quality British R&B record released this year, as its tenaolous hold on i and pop chart have proved. 

t of the Top 20 records are among them Cleopatra, id Hinda Hicks. The chart 

One of the reasons the R&B et 

by British acts Flnley Quaye tends to have a much lower turnover xnan any of the other weekly sales-based singles charts that appear in MIV, as the inclusion (at number 27) of Puff Daddy & Faith Evans' l'H Be Missing You suggests. Ifs hard to imagine that there's anyone left to buy it, but it still clings to chart life exactly 
Lutricla McNeal is the charf s second 

on its 18th appearance in the chart. The average length of time a record spends in the Top 75 singles chart is under four weeks, while the average R&B chart Top 30 résident spends twice as long in the chart. Unusually, the current R&B chart includes just one import - What You Want, the upcoming Mase featurîng Total single, which debuted last week at number 25 and now moves up to number 24. The record it replaces as the most popular import is No No No, which was being imported in quantity, and was number 19 iastweek, saies collapsing when the domestic version 

R&B SINGLES 1 DANCE SINGLES 
Uis [an litie Artist Label Cal No. IDistributorl 

: 1 ED NO NO NO DesGny's Child Columbia 6656532 (SMI 2 en FATHER U-CoolJ DefJam5685292IF| 3 3 GETTIN' J1GGYWIT IT WilISmith Columbia 6655602ISM) 4 2 SHOW ME LOVE Robyt, RCA74321555032(BMG| 5 1 BEALONENOMORE AnotherLevel Northwestside7432t551382IBMGI 
6 5 NEVEREver AilSaints LondonCDi0NCD407|F) 7 8 TOGETHERAGAIN JanetJackson Virgin VSCDG 1670 (E) 
8 4 EHOLLER Ginuwina Epio6653372(SM| 1( ÎJ 11 HIGH lighthouse Family Polydor 5631492 (F) 10 7 YOUR LOVE GETSSWEETER FnleyQuaye Epi^6f 11 9 CLEOPATRA'S THEME Cleopatra WEA WEA133CD (W 12 12 YOU MAKE ME WANNA... Usher LaFaco 74321560652 (BMG ,3 6 MY BODY Levât. SwaatGill EastWestE3857T(W| 14 10 001QUALIFY? Lynden David Hall CoollempoCOCOOLS33UEI :: mL Tr:4 —asa 
17 13 ' WHEREYOU^WE RahsaaliPattaman MCAMCSTO48073(BMGI 17 13 WHtHfc yuu AKt TelstarCXSTAS2944(W) 
" 17 =7 Chico DaBarge UnivarsalUNT56170|BMG| 260.1 HERE WEGONOW No—"S 

TO. ia« Htlo Anist label Cat. No. IDistributorl g , m BEATGOESON ThoAIISoaingl ffrrFX334|Fl 2 133 ITS LIKE THAT Run-DMCVsJasonNevins Sm:la Communications SM 90651 (PI 3 133 TROUBLED GIRl Karea Ramirez Mannesto FESX31 (FJ 4 133 FATHER LLCoolJ Del Jam5685291 IF) 5 133 HERE'SWHERE THE STORY ENDS TinlinOutfeaturmgSholleyNelsonVCRecordfngsVCRTSOIEI 6 133 THE WORD IS LOVE (SAY THE WORD) VoicesOfLife AM:PM 5825291 |F| 7 1 WATCHING WINDOWS Roni Size/Reprazent TalkinLoudTLX31|F| 
8 2 TEARS Underground Solutiott 4 Uberty/DeconslractionLIBTIS 030 (PI 9 ca THE PROMISE Essence Virgiri SINTT (E) 10 133 PLANET VIOLET NalinINC Logic 74321565701 (BMGI 11 BD GLAM RAID SpaoaRaidars Skint SKINT 32 (3MV/Pj 12 133 FLORIBUNDA Mother's Ptide HeatRecordingsHEAT120l3|V 13 133 TECHT0NIC Calyx MovingShadowSHADOW118ISRD| ,4^ chase Trance Atlantic Air Waves ^"IMIEI 15 ca GLOBALACCESS/MYRIAD BluMarTen LookingGoodLGR013(V 16 ca HERE WEGONOW OJKoolMeetsCrooklynClann Kahuna Cuts KCUTS 005 (3MV/P) 17 CD FEELIT TampererfeatMaya Time TIME 107 (ADD) 18 8 MAKE THE WORLD G0 ROUND SandyB Champion CHAMP 12333 (3MV/BMG) 19 133 STEPINTOOUR WORLD 0JSSPtsMA4 Formation F0RM12075(SRDI 20 ca EXPERIENCE Tuff&Jan, CosaTrax12CT012(M0/P) ©CIN 

DANCE ALBUMS 21 22 WISHINGONASTAR Jay-ZfoalunngGwanD.ckey 5562(BMG) 22 21 MANBEHIND THE MUSIC D e " Po WEAWEA154CD1(W| 
f, 1 WHAT YOU^NANT —a, 25 24 HOW COULD1 ? (INSECURITY) Roachford AM RM 5825112 (F) 
f, " - 
: ; sa-n-—. Sa-   "jaas 30 18 THEPLAVER SohoolivD&JooDalia 

.. I Anist Label Cat. No. IDistributorl 11 RAY 0FLIGHT Madonna Maverick9362468471/93B2468474(W1 2 EÛID PETE TONG/BOY GEORGE-DANCE NATION 5 Various MinirttY0fSound-/0NMC5 WWSMI 
4 E3 Ï=S Liontock'85 Concrète HARD 2LP/IMV/BMGI 5 4 DESTINY'S CHILD Destiny's Child Columbia ■/4885354ISMI 6 133 WATCHING WINDOWS Roni Siza Reprazent TalkinLoudTLXX31/-|F) 7 [£3 GINUW1NE...THE BACHELOR Ginuwina Epie-/4853014(SM| 8 13 BEST OF BOTH W0RLDS Davina RCACD:74321 22 2(BMGI 9 Œ3 QUANTUM MECHANICS Various Renegade Hardware RHLP 017-(SRD| 10 8 SPEED GARAGE ANTHEMS-VOLUME 2 Various Global Télévision VRADMC 83 (BMGI 

MUSIC VIDEO VIDEO 

GARY BARLOW'.Open Book SPICE GIRlS;Giri Power! ■ Livo In Istanbul CUFF RICHARD & CASTHeathcIiH MICHAEL FLATLEYlord 01 Tirs Oancc VARIDUS ARTISTStDnlling The Vem GARTH BROOKSiive From Central Park UVE CAST RECORDINGies Misarablas In C MICHAEL JACKSONtGhosIs DANIEL O'DONNELLThe Go BILL WHELANiRiverdanceT ZPACtThug Immortal BACKSTREET BOYSrBackstreofs Bacl FRANK SINATRAMy Way BACKSTREET BOYStliïe In Concert JOE LONGTHORNEliva In Concort 
©CIN 
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13 ORIGINAL CASTBuddyBuddy Holly Story 16 ORIGINAL CAST BECOROlNGtSammor Holiday CD VARIOUS ARTISTSlFantazia Liïe AtThe GMEX 
Capitol MVP4913343 Video Collection VC8528 Epie «1552 . Jnt RitzRiKEWIl Video Collection VC6555 

ELIAS PRESLEY.The Story FLEETWOOD MACTlro Oanco PANTERA:Pantera 3 DANIEL O'DÛNNELUTtie Classic Livo Concert DANIEL O'DONNELLFoilow Your Dreant FOSTERAND All£N;Fosler& Alton 
DANIEL O'OONNElitDaniol And Friands Liva 
HOT CHOCOLATE; Very Bast Of BACKSTREET BOYSiBackstieet Boys 

1 THEFULLMONTY Fox Video 4806S EU THE LOST WORLD ÇtéVrdaoVHR6092 131 THE X RIES - FILE 10 - EMILY Fox Video 0356C 2 BRASSED OFF VcWilm4VC36l2 3 ROMEO + JOUET FoxVidao4143VVW 6 PETER PAN Walt Disney 0202452 

THE 1ANDBEF0RE TIME V MAT1LDA Colomhil DIRTY DANCING First IndependentVASOÛOS HEAKTBEAT ■ CKARGING PIACES BMGVœoMSSSi TELEITJBBIES- FAVOURITETHINGS BBCB8CVSS14 
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Deecn sets behinii the ®ST explosion 

id classlcal?" As a resuit of the Titar Sony Is confident it will leapfrog over ail ils competitors to top the dassical market-share table for the first quarter of 1998. But, says Black, this success wili also enable the major to underwrite the costs of developing nevv classical talent on its full-price label. "We can now afford to spend more money promoting those younger performers 

classicol. I nsk, "WhDl is Ihen?'" 
- Chris Block. Sony Clnssical 

who may not sell more than 500 copies at présent but need to be brought on if the future of the classical sector is to be secured," says Black. Although unlikely to challenge Titanlc's record-breaking performance, BMG Conifer is hoping that Jerry Goldsmith's powerful score to Lee Tamahori's survival pic The Edge and the OST for Pedro Almodôvar's latest film, Live Resh will garner healthy sales. Both albums are released on the company's RCA Victor label, which boasts some of the finest of ail classical recordings in its catalogue and prompting criticism from purists who question the wisdom of presenting modem 

the classical record business is not to take wlld risks. "The| key is to find a script that could leave the clnemagoer wanting t buy an album 

such as Die Hard, Highlander and of Thieves on May 26. "The success of projects such ; Braveheart, Shine, The Piano and Amadeus have ail helped brlng soundtracks Into the classical arena," says Dlckon Stalner, Decca UK's head of marketing. "There's now a perception that modem composers are not just 

like John Barry and Michael Kamen, who have a strong voice and have influenced the development of 

t to treat the work of movle composers with the respect it deserves." Consequently the label has become more closely Involved than ever before in the commissionlng and costlng of film scores. Il has recently invested heavily In John Barry's OST for Beeban Kidron's film Swept From The Sea and contracted the composer to record his first non- movle score for several décades. Although seven-figure sums are routinely bld for mass-market movie soundtrack rlghts, Stainer suggests that 

s Alison Wenham, BMG Conifer's managing director. " We always try to produce very high-quality 
who found that films offered the only chance for their music to be heard by a large audience. To deny that this sort of work was classical was, i think, a rather patronising confirmation of the elitist image the classical industry has been trying to overcome." Certainly it is true that the first time that most people hear a symphony orchestra is 

includlng Kate Bush, the Seattle Symphony Orchestra and some of London's finest film session players. The company's future Kamen plans include a dise of the composer's fortheoming Millennium Symphony. Kamen, who studled at New York's Julllard Schooi of Music, is critlcal of those who dlsmiss the work of hls and 
at the cinéma. Yet it remains to be seen whether the new respect afforded movie soundtracks will have an effect on the live side of the classical industry and that the public will be drawn in greater numbers to concert performances of movie-derived music, such as the fortheoming tour of James Horner's music or the John Barry concert at the Royal 

other modem film composers as derivative or backward looklng. "Fortunately, I was never conditioned by Intellectuai subdivisions between 'commercial' and 'serlous' music," he says. "As long as you speak with an honest voice it shouldn't matter whether you're writing a shampoo commercial or a symphony." 
capitalise on the increased synergy between the film, sell-through vi ' music businesses by releasing a seco Horner album to coincide with Titanic'! appearance on video at Christmas. As these trends continue, it is clear that the classical majors are poised to mal the greatest use of exploiting the relationship between successful movie î popular appeal of their original 

CLASSICAL 

to rouow... 

singing from ténor Gerd Tùrk. BRITTEN; Billy Budd. Halle Orchestra/ Nagano (Erato 3984-21631-2 2CD). Out now. This compelling first recording of the original version of Britten's sea-faring opéra features Thomas Hampson's strong portrayal of Melville's tormented sailor and inspired work from the cash-strapped Hallé 
EXTEMPORE. Orlando Consort, Perfect Houseplants (Linn CKD 076). Out now. Perfect Houseplants and the Orlando Consort create a convincing blend of plain chant hymns, 12th-century French polyphony and free-wheeling modem jazz-styled 
FRITZ REINER CONDUCTS RICHARD STRAUSS. Chicago Symphony Orchestra/ Relner IRCA Vlz-tn» nonoe «aoiç 2 5qqj 

mrdings of 
JS BACH; St Matthew Passion. Netherlands Bach Society/Van Veldhoven (Channel Classlcs CCS 11337 3CD). Out now. Recorded live last year in Utrecht, this features a gloriously authentic performance from Andréas Scholl and heart-melting 

28 

Reiner (RCA Victor 09026 Out now. Reiner's early ster Strauss orchestral music ar,„ Salome and Elektra remain among the finest classical albums in RCA's Living Stereo reissue catalogue. VIVALDI: Sonate da Caméra. L'Arte dell'Arco/Hogwood (Deutsche Harmonla Mundl 05472 77350 2). Out now Chris Hogwood and hls Italian group deliver great 

performances on ancien! instruments belonging to the.same Venetian orphanage 
THE AGE OF EXTRAVAGANCE: Virtuose Music From Iberia And Italy. Jeremy West, Timothy Roberts, Paula Chateauneuf, Frances Kelly (Hyperlon CDA 66977). Out now. Thrilling music, superbly played, from a period of patronage that makes Derry Irvine's parliamentary redecorations look like the work of a skinflint. JS BACH: St Matthew Passion. Varlous soloists, Orchestra of the 18th Century, Frans Brùggen (Philips 454 434-2 3CD). Out now. Brûggen's profoundly moving, intensely dramatic interprétation is oné of the finest recordings yet of Bach's Easter masterpiece. DANCE OF THE ANGEL; Slava Grlgoryan, Eduard Grlgoryan (Sony Classical SK 63011). Out now. The dazzling technique shown by this young Russian guitarist is surpassed only by the passion he puts into an irrésistible programme of Nuevo Tango and Brazilian bossa nova pleces. ELGAR/WALTON: Cello Concertos. Janos Starker, Philharmonla Orchestra, Léonard Slatkin (RCA Victor Red Seal 09026 

61695 2). Out now. The 73-year-old Starker commands respect with his lyrical, often introspective approach which reaches right into the heart of these classic English 
BENJAMIN FRANKEL; Violln Concerto In Memory Of The Six Million, Viola Concerto, Serenata Concertante. Queensland Symphony Orchestra, Ulf Hoeschler, Werner Andréas Albert (CPO 999 422-2). Out now. CPO's unmissable survey of Ben Frankel's music continues with a heart-achingiy committed performance of the Vlolin Concerto, dedicated to the memory of Holooaust victims. HENZE: Nlnth Symphony, Berlin Philharmonie, Ingo Metzmacher (EMI Ciassics CDC 5 56513 2). Out now. Recorded live at last September's world première, Henze's uncompromising and challenging Ninth Symphony evokes shocking images of Nazi oppression. LASSUS: Penltentlal Psalms. Henry's Eight (Hyperlon CDA 67271/2 2CD). Out now. A cappella vocal ensemble Henry's Eight animales the subtle word-play and bold musical contrasts in Lassus's seven psalm settings. 
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BBC Music Magazine 

now ontsells 

Gramophone and Classic CD 

put together. 

Internationally our circulation of 
118,023* outsells Gramophone and 
Classic CD put together. 

And now, according to the latest 
ABC Audit, our UK/Eire circulation 
(55,503*) also outsells both of them 
put together. 

Which rather confirms BBC Music 
Magazine as the biggest selling classical 
music title in the world. 

Our readers, being knowledgeable 
and proven buyers of classical CDs buy 
an huge number each year. 

On average they're buying 
5,300,000** CDs each and every year. 

So, if you want to tap-in to that 
immensely valuable audience give 
Julian Barrett a call on 0181 576 2569. 

And see our numbers multiply 
directly onto your bottom line. 
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| MORCHEEBA; Blindfold 

■ passionate second album ~ig Calm, SKye Edwards nd the Godfrey brothers highlight their new, confident musical direction with this single, on which Skye's graceful vocal performance caps an easy, lazy and mellow acoustic groove. With good press and radio airplay Morcheeba could be destined for their first chart success as they préparé to tour the US and Europe. H H HASE FEAT. TOTAL: What You Want (Puff Daddy/Arista 74321 578 7721). The bad boy rapper of the moment has produced another catchy, laidback groove. More slick production from New York's finest Is ;ed by the smooth vocals of le R&B trio Total. 
of the m the 

label-mates th 

n. QH SOLID HARMONIE: I Want You To Want Me (Jive JIVECD 452). There's a strong danger of girl group overkill, but Solid HarmoniE (SHE) are better prepared than most for the chart battle and should have no problems notching up their second hit 1 ild-tempo chugger. Co- 
has also penned some of the oys' most mémorable tunes, it id very tight harmonies from the girls, some a little redolent of Abba - and that can't be bad. H H PELVIS Hang My Hat (Setanta SET047). The début single from the Dublin three-piece is an off-kiiter meander through distorted vocals, delicate guitars and a catchy melody. It's a great tune but it is unllkely to get a lot of airplay, though it is bound to get a few spins on student radio and Xfm. Support from the musio weeklies may help build the band over time. H S TINA MOORE: Nobody Better (Delirious 74321571612). al style is 

bdoqdq 
of the week 

Vfffm 

Turn It Up would bave seemed the most unlikely of Busta Rhymes' singles to have crossover success but it looks set for just that thanks to heavy radio rotation on Radio One which has so far put it on its B-Iist. It's a particular favourito with the DJs: it's already been record of the week on Zoe Bail and Kevin Green's Breakfast Show and on Xfm's Drivetîme show with lan Camfield. It's ail down to the incredibly catchy Pire It Up remix, the first track on the CD single, which imaginatlvely samples the uptempo then from the Eighties TV sériés Knight Rider. Asie from that it's the usual amazing hip hop vocal gymnastics but it's still not the best from the When Disaster Strikes album; East West collaboration with Erykah Badu. H H considering One, 

s, Superhero is a t kids will love it, with its "eeh yay us hook, although adults may be for the sick bag. SIS - MIDGET: Invisible Balioon (Radarscope TINYCDS7P). Opening ^ th quirky keys, Invisible jlloon soon kicks into 

jp breakbeat f Dem 2 and a funky F Blacksmith. It's less than the Top 10 Never Gûnna Let You Go, but certainly matches up to Its predecessor in ternis of quality. H S DAZE: Superhero (Epie 665735/4/2). Produced by Aqua mentors Johnny Jam and Delgado, fellow Danes Daze have corne up with a Europop classio, though oynics might regard it as just a predictable re-hash of the Barbie Girl sound. The trio's first single is already a smash on the continent and is released In the UK hot on the heels of Danish Grammy wins. Pulsating and 

punky-pop fusion with a lively hook. Although it's heavy in places the listener is never allowed to forget how strong the tune really is. Low-key release AU Fall Down reached number 57 in January and this single should be the proof of whether Midget will beat Symposium for the titleoftop brat band. H H ADDICT: Monster Side (Big Cat Records ABB160SCD). A dark offering about the struggle to control the alter-ego, Monster Side is the third single taken from Addict's début album Stones - co-produced by the band and Red Hot Chili! Peppers and Henry Rollins desk man Dave Bianco - which is set for release on April 29. Addict are more than capable of produoing a raucous, confident guitar 

MOKE: Wheel In Motion (Dorado DOR067CD). The promising four-piece from South London foilow up the encouraging My Desire single with another taster prior to the release of a début album and accompanying promotional tour. This single is shaped around a strong but simple guitar riff in a style which fuses rock and hip hop into a fresh sound bolstered by John Hogg's fine vocals. This oannot be ignored. HtS FC KAHUNA: Bright Morning White/ Kilting Time On The 15th Floor (Kahuna Cuts KCUTS 004). A string quartet opens this uplifting religious-flavoured big beat track, which benefits from Propellerheads- style live drums and bass. Killing Time... is a darker electro number which should get club crowds body-popping. An A-listing by GLR and an appearance on Mary Ann Hobbs' Breezeblock Blowout tour should add to interest in what could be Kahuna Cuts' biggest tune yet. 13 0 GLAMOROUS HOOLIGAN: Stone Island Estate (Arthob/Coalition ART004CD). Big 
angry rapping give this track a dark Drwellian feel reminiscent of Tackhead. Quality remixes include an electro mix from Les Rhythmes Digitales and a surprisingly ' ; version by Regular Pries, who 

commercial ar 

Addict's growing réputation British rock act to watch. The the final stages of a co-headlii Carrie. 1313 
PM DAWN FEAT. KY-MANI: Gotta Be...Movin' On Up (Gee Street GEE 500137 3). This track has ail the right ingrédients for a Top 10 hit at the very least. First, there's PM Dawn's laidback, mellow radio-friendly rapping style at its best; then there's a familiar and favouritè backing beat from Imagination's Eighties 
and then you have Ky Mani Marley, yet another s 

th Xtravaganza's 

well blended to create a fine p 'erfect which is also worth liste.- „ floor interest - ifs already featured m the top 10 of 
Netherlands and France, and is featureo o released next month. 00 

ils father. Ail these There's a bonus mellow track called Perfec Be...Movin' On Up is attracting dancefloor 

is support on the Dust Junkys' April tour should add impetus ■ î.aa ALEX WHITCOMBE & BIG C; Ice Rain (Xtravaganza 009075EXT). Noted remixers Alex Whitcombe and Big C, aka Qattara, had a Top 40 hit in March 1997 with Corne With Me. Ice Rain has been around for some time - it was originally released in 1996 on Skinny Malinky - but never realised its real potential. Now the big, piano-driven house new mixes, in keeping i ambiant trance style, and could : chart placing it deserves. 130 BASSCAMP: Find Me A Love (I CHAMPCD334). This pumping Northern house track featuring high-octane vocals works best in its disco-style Mr Pink remix. The faster Knuckleheadz mix should work at clubs like Trade, while the Murk-style Burley mix should appeal to deeper dancefloors. Ifs reached the top five of the RM club chart and should be set for modest chart success. A first-week retail campaign should help sales. 1313 WILDCHILD: Bad Boy UK Mixes (Polydor CD5716072). Renegade Master is a hard act to foilow, not only because of Fatboy Slim's monster remix but because the original song was simply excellent. Unfortunately, Bad Boy is not the same calibre of tune and although the remixes work hard they won't lift it up to big hit status. The Tall Paul house mix is the most 

begins ill be Roger 

I radio-friendly and should see some action while DJ Sneak's moody ragga mix is the most innovative. To promote the single, there are : specialist music press and Joi a club PA tour on March 27 wl marketed as a tribute to the l< Wildchild MacKenzie. Each club wi flyered for the single. 1313 SN1PER: Crossfader Dominator (BulHon BULL114CDS). No wonder these guys are ripe for an imminent signing. Previewed on the recent Big Beat Elite Repeat compilation and with increasing Radio One and Xfm support, this single cornes at you like a herd of parched wildebeast heading for the waterhole, A barrage of breakbeat freakery laced with shuddering basslines, hip hop samples and female vocal mantra, ifs just what the pharmacist ordered. Cheeky B-side Suburban Hooligan is the soundtrack to a waterfront chase in The Streets Of San Francisco complété with ubiquitous wah-wah 
shouts. 130 ASTRID; No Reason (Fantastic Plastic FP008). Delightfully mélodie summery jangle from a young Glasgow-via-lsle of Lewis four-piece arriving out of the ashes of Kite Monster and last seen supporting Belle & Sébastian. The subtle charms of this three-track EP are gradually revealed after repeated plays, in a similar way to fellow Scots Teenage Fanclub, but their sound is doser to an up-beat La's. 130 ASIAN DUB FOUNDATION Buzzin' (ffrr FCD 335). Welcome to the future Dubzone: ADF serve up a radical blend of sounds, if not a whole philosophy. Produced by Brendan Lynch, Buzzin' mixes rapping with snatches of traditional Indian singing, mental jungle loops, a nice chord progression on the guitar and a has punk energy that kicks throughout. Remixes are by Optical and Dylan Rhymes. 130    1 THE HIGH FIDELITY: I Corne Again (Arista/ i Plastique Recordings 1 FAKE02CDS). The 1 sumptuous follow-up to "• ' tddioted To A TV is as equally erratio in its punk/pop mentalily, although far more restrained. The former Soup Dragon has done us proud - m0re 50 - and the <s style with a take on the séminal Sixties musio show Beat Club and an appearance by T-Rex member Mickey Finn as a sleazy German TV présenter. Expect a tour soon. 13 O ULTRA: Say You Do (East West EW124CD). The latest boy band emerge into a saturated market with their upbeat début, and while more Five than E-Male. they will struggle. The four lads from Bucks gained fans supporting Louise and Boyzone 
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nammuM 
of the week 
RIALTO; Rialto (EastWest 0630- 19745-2). This self-titled début is among the best rock/pop albums of the year se far. The nod to atmospheric Sixties TV thèmes or The Ipcress File soundtrack is given a thoroughly Nineties twist and jerk, and the resuit is an instant British classic. Whether it's the swinging Sixties-styie opener, Monday Morning 5:19 - which should have been a smash hit - with its undertones of Noël 

like Broken Barbie Doll and Untouchable, while the single Dream Another buy it now.HB 

m 

Philharmonie Orchestra, Matthews' haunting sotto voce and bright trumpet are still to the fore. However the 
without much light and shade, and nothing of particular note stands out. Ail this laidback rétro jazz flirting ultimately reveals Matthews to be merely treading water in the wee small hours. 13 H BLUE ÔYSTER CULT: Heaven Forbid (SPV CD085-18932-P). BOC's first studio album in over a 
founder members Eric Bloom, Donald 'Buck Dharma' Roeser and Allen 
pounding out 12 new songs of varying quality. Signed to the German label SPV, Heaven Forbid perhaps leaves something to be desired. The opener, See You In Black, shows they 

on tour and were a Smash Hits, Bliss and Live And Kicking one to watch for 1998. That they want to be the new Wham! and cite their influences as Including The Beatles is asking too muçh. Simply, the hook is not strong enough and the song 

's solo de a traditlonal violin melody and keyboard tinklings reminiscent of Robert Miles' Children. With its familiar drum-rolling builds and breakdowns he's clearly aiming at a club anthem but it's nothing that hasn't been done before. Fat and funky remixes by Judge Jules and Groovediggaz are welcome variations. The traok has received solid support on Radio One from Pete Tong and Judge Jules. !3«3 
reviens 

VARIOUS: Hi Octane (MCI DCID 003) Calling itself a snapshot of the cene, this dark 

CD will retail for £9.99 and is the focus of a strong marketing campaign with reviews confirmed in most main lifestyle, music and student press and compétitions have been organised on specialist dance shows. HB LOVE SPIT LOVE: Trysome Eatone (Maverick 9382-46560-2). Looking more than a little like Nicky Wire's older brother, the former Psychedelic Furs vocalist's mascara-drenched face : 

gorgeously cracked world-wearj whine, Richard Butler's songs are littered with bemused dysfunctionals, ironie non- sequlturs ; 

     many Extrême records over the past 10 years, while one wonders why anyone allowed them to record X-Ray Eyes. Sanity is restored with tracks like Cold Grey Light Of Dawn and In Thee, but only because they sound like the Cult's great songs of 20 years ago. Unfortunately this album has you scrambling for your battered copy of their 1976 album Agents Of Fortune 

A L B U I 

the big players Freestyiers and been mixed by DJ recently signed a maji Higher Ground/Sony, 

Richard Fortus have produced their best post-Furs set, with more childlike melody and anguiar guitars than a stick shaker needs. It opens well and finishes better, and in between it's the sound of Richard Butler. ^313 ERIC MATTHEWS: The Lateness Of The Hour (Sub Pop SPCD404). Cool Hand Eric's back on Sub Pop via WEA. With a fresh gang including former-Jellyfish guitarist Jason Faulkner, bassist Spookey Ruben, his brothers Wes and Steven and The 451 
This week's reviewers: Simon Abbott, Yinka Adegoke, Dominic Bentham, Dugald Baird, Michael Byrne,Hamish Champ, Sarah Dav "an Jones, Stephen Jones, Sophie Moss and Dean Pattenden. 

year, bu 1313 gang STARR: Moment Of Truth (Cooltempo 859 0322). Starting out by paying homage to the jazz greats on Jazz Thing back in 1990, Guru and DJ Premier gained respect and soon became renowned as one of the guiding forces behind Nineties rap music, creating crédible and innovative hip hop. In contrast to Guru's Jazzmattazz project, Gang Starr became raw and harder- 
oriënted. This latest album remains sparse and minimalist in its beats, accompanied by jazz licks and chic splashes of soul, while Guru's cultured and suave vocal style compléments the grooves perfectly, further proving Gang Starr can still carry it off. U B THE FANTASTIC PLASTIC MACHINE: The Fantastic Plastic Machine (Bungalow BUNG 030-1/2). This is the brainchild of Japanese DJ and producer Tomoyuki Tanaka, a name allied to Tokyo's trendy Shibuya scene. We embark on a quirky and 
in style, perched stylistically perhaps 
Organisation. It's probably a little too diverse for commercial success but élégant, enjoyable and extraordinarily catchy nonetheless. aa 

Dur scoring system Our new scoring System gives two ratings; one for chart potential (in blue) and one for the MW verdict (in red). Ratings are from B (highest) to S (lowest) in both cases. 
BERNARD BUTLER: People Move On (Création CRECD221P). Following the heady Suede days, his brief collaboration with David McAlmont and 15 minutes of near- fame with The Verve, Bernard Butler appears to have undergone a transformation with this, his début solo album. Sounding like a born-again convert to folksy and progressive rock, Butler weaves together a sériés of laments and regrets whose musical roots lie 1 deep in the soil of Crosby Stills Nash & Young - You Just Know - or the Albatross-era Reetwood Mac inspired opener, Woman I Know, or even the James Taylor-like You Light The Fire. Only on the album's first single, Stay, which reached number 12, and the latest, Not Alone, do we get a glimpse of the old bombastic Butler. But this is no bad thing; the album is a grower and the acknowledgement of bygone days of structured, meaningful songs eventually works wonders. HB 

BeDLaMAGOGO SEASON NO. 5 
REMIXES BY ADRIAN SHERWOOD & REGULAR PRIES 
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BETAIL FOCUS: FOPP 

m™ 

— or the informed, regular music buyer, a fcvisit to a Fopp store is nothing less than | a treat. Clear signage and expert organisation mean that a sought-after vinyl obscurity is as easy to locale as the latest inainstream release. Currently the thriving indie chain has stores In Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Sheffield and Leamington Spa and bas plans to expand. With such music-hungry and knowledgable customers, Fopp has to work hard to meet their demands. "When you walk into a Fopp store you will find that the majority of the campaigns are demand-led and exclusive to us," says général manager Peter Ellen. Pulp's This Is Hardcore is one single which is doing the business in a big way. Bulk racked at the front of ail the stores, it has been steaming out since its release last Monday. Meanwhile, new entries on Fopp's album chart are Lionrock's City Delirious, Morcheeba's Big Calm, Simple Minds' Neapoiis and compilation New York Reality Check 101. "We compile a weekly company- wide chart purely as an internai sales tool," 

Fopp; the vinyl hunter's paradise says Ellen. "Although we don't display an in- store chart, the way the product is racked reflects the previous week's sales." Fopp recently purchased 250,000 units of Acid Jazz catalogue which it is now promotmg with a vengeance. "Ail of the stores have given it a strong showing and so far the product has been moving fast." 

5 The JBs - Food For Thought People 6 John Coltrane - Blue Train Blue Note 7 Kraftwerk - Trans Europe Express Capitol 8 Lalo Schifrin - Mission Impossible Verve 9 Roy Ayers - Coffy OST Polydor 10 Alice Coltrane - Journey To Impulse Satchidanada Source: Fopp data 
Other spécial offers include a 4AD promotion with titles from £2.99 and a PolyGram re-masters campaign featuring Cream, The Who and Van Morrison with CDs at £6.99. Fopp is also featuring ECM world, jazz and classical releases on its listening posts. Ail of the store's PoS is created in- house and it uses spécial signage which can 

accommodate descriptive reviews. "Our stores generally feature hundreds of spécial deals at any one time," says Ellen. *We have the space to do a variety of campaigns justice. Our biggest shop is Edinburgh which has 2,500 sq ft arranged over two floors and room for more than 3,000 bulk displays." Vinyl sales continue to be extremely important for Fopp. maintaining a steady 15%-30% of sales. The chain is just about to launch an Impulse vinyl promotion offering the label's classio jazz catalogue on high quality vinyl. "We're expecting the likes of Charlie Mingus and John Coltrane to fly out," says Ellen. "Vinyl lends itself very well to wall displays because of the large format sleeves and this one will use the classic sleeves of the Sixties and Seventies to maximise impact." On April 11 Fopp is re-opening its Sheffield store which was formerly franchised to Warp Records. "We recently bought the business back and are now commited to re-developing it and bringing it into line with the Edinburgh and Glasgow flagship stores." says Ellen. 
IN-STORE THIS WEEK 

campaign with three CDs for £21; In-store and press ads - Classics For Pleasure promotion with two CDs for £10 Wagner promotion, Simple Minds, Joe Satriani, Talk Talk 
Singles - Sashi, Prince Buster, lat Brown, Louise, Janet Jackson, 911, North & South, Trickster; Albums - 

■wrxeiJA m\ / Sin^U: - Sashl; Windows - James, The HBurllVIV Lost World; In-store - lan Brown, Prince Buster, Eric Clapton, Louise, 911, Space, Iron Maiden, George Martin, Kylie Minogue, Shania Twain; Press ads - Van Halen, Gang Starr, Lionrock; Posters - New Hits 98, Ultimate Disco, Simple Minds 

n-store - chart promotion with two CDs or videos for £22, Mother's Day promotion featuring free book with selected videos and CDs, two for £10 on budget CDs and videos, buy a mid price Sony CD and get a free three-hour blank tape, The Full Monty, Friends 
Windows - Naxos campaign with three CDs for £12, Titanic, Elgar's Third Symphony, Sophie Mutter; In-store - Naxos campaign, Elgar, 

se, 911, S 
n-x-won 

Singles - Louise, 911, Sashl, Eric Clapton; Windows - March sale, James, Yanni, George Martin, Iron Maiden; In-store - ;h, Eric Clapton, Teletubbies 

Maiden, James, Destiny's Child; In-store - Space, Morcheeba, Club Nation, Ultimate Disco Mix; Press ads - George Martin, New Hits 98, Louise 
Singles - Louise, 911, Janet Jackson; , Windows - Kylie Minogue, Yanni, Iran vsBH-awa / Maiden, Eric Clapton. James, Jackie Brown, The Lost World; In-store - Madonna, The Doors, lan Brown, 

Kylie Single - 911; Albums - Minogue, George Marun, ranni, iron Maiden, New Hits 98, Club Nation, Ultimate Disco Mix; In-store - MCI Showtime promotion with free sampler, four Naxos CDs for £10, 
Singles - Janet Jackson, 911, Sashl, Louise, Eric Clapton; Albums - Pressure an Halen, Marc Cohn; Windows - Iron 

Singles - Janet Jackson, 911, Sashl. Trickster, Prince Buster; Windows - Dance Nation, soundtracks promotion: In-store - John Martyn, Yanni, James, Iron Maiden; Press ads - Cappadonna, DJ Honda, Killah Priest, Aaliyah, Arab Strap 
r Singles - Albur ' - Simply The Best Disc 

W001W0RTHS * "in-store' 

BEHIND THE 
COUNTER 

KE1TH BARNES, Barneys, St Neots, Cambridgeshire 
" la y shop is 10 years old this year and I IM reckon it's one of the smallest High "■Street shops you could corne across. Although it is very much a hole in the wall that doesn't stop us carrying a tremendous amount of stock and people seem to really enjoy the character of the place. On the whole, business is pretty good and we've won the loyalty of real music lovers. This week Morcheeba's Big Calm has sold very well in its limited CD-Rom package and Van Halen's Van Halen 111 has also been shifting steadily. It's good to see Finley Quaye's album sales picking up agam on the back of Sony's renewed TV advertising and Madonna's Ray Of Light is still going strong. Singles sales represent a large part or our business and we have about 100 releases racked out around the counter area. We try hard to keep prices at £1.99 for a CD single. M People's Angel Street 
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and Ail Seelng l's Beat Goes On look as they are bound for the Top 10 and we're also doing well with Pulp and Robbie Williams. Sales are still buoyant for iast week's Run DMC and Texas singles and we're currently taking lots of preorders on lan Brown's forthcoming Corpses which has been enjoying hefty airplay. Multi-buy offers are very important to the 

id consider opening 
  .... isky. This stor does very well, but it is a continuai battle with prices and spécial offers to keep customers Interested. Luckily, l've got a great team and can still say I really enjoy doing whatldo." 

ON THE ROAD 

ANDREW PARSONS, EMI senior rep for West End, Herts and Essex 
"Hhe business has definitely become T more compétitive in the past few years I with more people trying to sell music into the stores than ever before. I handle about 38 calls a week of which a sizeable proportion are Indies. Our service is now very carefully targeted to this s 

30 ar o. The album Subtitles is 
îning pc ur Soundsite 

te their re On-site umbrella ar 
developing new This week Robbie Williams' Let Me Entertain You has kicked in nicely and its part 2 - featuring The Full Monty medley performed with Tom Jones - promises to be a winnerwhen it is released in April. Parlophone has been perservering with Liverpool act Cecll for about 18 months and it seems their current single, The Most Tiring Day, is the one to really move them on. Both retail and the média have picked up on it and MTV has been playing the 

There is quite a lot of awareness out there for Neil Tennant's new album project, 20th Century Blues, which features covers of Noël Coward songs. The tirst double A side single, featuring Shola Ama, Craig Armstrong and Divine Comedy. should help to pave the way for it. We've also got the new Louise single next week. Ifs a really radio friendly track and retailers will undoubtediy sustain their strong support for her. fi d ■ k d 
I do ail my paperwork in the evenings. Although the traffic in London is a nightmare I do a lot of walking around the West End with a heavy record bag which is definitely bénéficiai to my fitness régime. It's good to plck up the buzz in the centre of town and get a feel for what is happening." 
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ALBUMS RELEASES FOR 30 MAR-5 APR, 1098: 314 • YEAR TO DATE: 3,310 

□ PHESTOH. JOHMMy CHARV.^G E-J-VasMiaffliULfO BCDAH 16234 ra.Ob TTPfflMÉnËS, THeTeDDIE FLOYD LOCWÎG B,ACK Ember CD EMBCD 3398 £5 

,□ ElBtHT, DONHIE THc ROOTS C " ElEdmirCrGHTOfiCHESTRA 

DISTRIBUTORS 
Solomon & Pères 08494 TRI-Triag 01296 6155 
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Rates; Appointments: £30.00 per single column centimètre (minimum 4010 x 2 col) Business to Business: £18.00 per single column centimètre Situations Wanted: £12.00 per single column centimètre Box Numbers: El 2.00 extra Published weekly each Monday, dated following Saturday Copy dafe/Advertisements may be placed until Thursday 10 a.m, for publication Monday (space permitting). Ail rates subject to standard VAT WE ACCEPT MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
APPOINTMENTS 

SsdaTlolm. before publication Monday. To place an advertisement please contact Anne Jones, Music Week - Classrf.ed Department Miller Freeman pic, Fourth Floor, 8 Montague Close. London SE1 9UR Tel; 0171-921 5937 Fax; 0171-921 5984 AU Box Hiimber Replies To Address Above  

SALES DIRECTOR 
Middle East Music / Interactive 

privately owned companies. It is involved in the Intellectual Pro^erty Rights and the manufactur, 

ol th. particular référencé to the Near and Midr They should be professional yet informai, 

PO Box 422, [ i iAT 

TELEVISION PROMOTION 
The One Little Indian Group of 

Berwick Street Recording Studios in W.1 require a professional, outgoing and dedicated Studio Manager. Previous Knowledge of studio marketing essential. 
Send CV to Mr Ko Barclay, Berwick Street Studios. 8 Berwick Street, London W1V3RG. 

MUSIC WEEK FOR RATES 
RING 0171 921 5937/ 

0171 921 5902 OR FAX 9215984 

ARE YOUR CREATIVE TALENTS 
BEING STIFLED IN YOUR CURRENT 

POSITION? 

DYNAMIC MARKETING 
EXECUTIVE 

m is one of the film fr, 

TheFilnnConsortium 
Well kriown Residential Recording studios based in Surrey require a 

Studio Manager If you are highly morivatcd, dynamic, and ablc to leap small 
disposition anla œddbe^lS"31 

.'ing in clic S.W. Loncfon/Surrcy arca. if ^on are alrcady performïng 

London SE1 PUR 

handle 0171 



pppït^iiissi^ 

appointments 

AcIlVisiow 
MD EUROPEAN PUBLISHING 

jinayeHn tlie ^ e 

Thas 7 offices worldwide, with annual billings of $265m and employa 500 people.The European business bas experienced rapid growth over the last 2 years and now represents 55% of Worldwide revenues. 
Mfdear leade.hip wichin the European execucive ^ 

fS 

mrkèr^e0' the COmPany Within 3 COmPetitiVe Eur0pean ' "th ^heabi'L 
-Ssg 

ng for a Song is the fastest growing er Budget Record Label to emerge n the U.K., in a long time. We are a il! energetic team barely a year old. 

(Managing Director) on 01422 877417 or fax at 01442 870944. î 

ACCOUNTS ASSISTANT 
We are rapidly expanding Record, Music Publishinj and Management company avho require a full time accounts assistant.You will report to die Finance Manager and assist in ail aspects of accounts and toyaltiés. Computer skills and knowledge of Sage an Musicals are necessary. Salary according to âge and expenence Box No 118, 4th Floor, 8 Montagne Close, London SE1 9UR 

MOSIC ADMINISTRATOR Ihusk week 
SITUATE YOUR VACANCIES 

HERE! 
TEL: MARTIN SREEVES 
0171 921 5902 

DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENT 
SALES EXECUTIVE 

s se:: 

ftnisic week 
FOR ADVERTIS1NG 
RATES CONTACT 

MARTIN SREEVES 
TEL: 0171 921 5902 

& ANNE JONES 
TEL: 0171 921 5937 

HUI.iJlilillMlTîi 

WARNER/CHAPPELE MUSIC 

lookinc to cut 
recording costs? 

Music producer with own excellent recording 
studio (state-of-the-art programming, mixing and 
mastering facilities) seeks close association with 
active record label or music publishing company. 
For furthcr information eall 01635-86 29 29 

M 

mes. 

AUDIO BOOK AND MUSIC COMPANY LIMITED 

Audio Book and Music Company Limited 24 Somekton Road, London NW2 ISA Tel; 0181 830 7224 Fax; 0181 830 7225 

BOOK-KEEPER/ACCOUNTS PERSON 

Expérience of SAGE and MUSICALC SOFTWARE 1s an adv Please write with CV and letter to: 
•JUNGLE Jungle Records (Dept MW), Old Dairy Mews, 

COURSES 

Dancc Music Business Programme 

Intensive Music Industry Ovcrview 8 Week Part-tinie Evening Course etnauoiul. Publishing. Mjnage-nient. Royalty Calculations, eements. A&R, Manulactuiing & D.stnbulion. Mufti-Meiiû 

MUSIC WEEK MARCH 28 1998 
For An Infomialion Pack Call Global On 0171 583 0236 
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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

in store security cases 
• maximum security for audio visual display 
• compatible with ail EAS alarm Systems 
• accommodâtes ail important packaging formats 
• enhances the look and feel of the product 
• easy to use and fully guaranteed 

Pro.Loc Europe Royal Albert House Sbeet Street, Windsor Berkshire SL4 1BE Tel: 01753 705030 Fax: 01753831541 

hard disk recording, full MIDI interfacing 24 track ADAT, 24 track analogue, 80 channel total rec; Time-coded DAT, Analogue mastering to 30 ips S.R Sync to picture, voiceovers, audio duplication 3 recording areas (1200 sq.ft) visible from oontrol roon Ail rooms acoustically isolated & air-conditioned Video production, filming, editing & duplication BBC Approved Facility 
WoodLaneQigl -746 2000 2 Silver Road, W l LondonW 

BLACKWING THE RECORDING STUDIO Customers Include: MARRS, Pixies, This Mortal Coil, Ride, Jésus Jones Trans Gioba' Underground, Stereolab. Sean O'Hagan & JiejSll Uamas Perfume. Collapsed Long, Elaslica, Hea Slereo, Teenage Fan Club, Django Bâtes, Jack, HiFi Discipl Scarfo, lam Ballamy^Broadcast, Pulloyer, Sterling, Warm Je 
(We won'l break your session overnight!) Dolby SR in ail rooms 0171-261 0118   www.blaekwing.co.uk 

THE MUSIC STOREFITTING 
SPECIALISTS 

Stanley Housf - West London Programming & PrePropuctionSiudio 
The Time Machine 

INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS 
TEL; 01480 414204 
FAX: 01480 414205 

JUKEBOX 
SERVICES 

POSTING RECORDS, 
CD's, CASSETTES, DAT? 

Then use our 
PROTECTIVE ENVELOPES 
For ALL your packaging needs - call us NOW!! 
Contact Kristina on: 0181-341 7070 

REWARD 
CASH AVAIIABLE For Ihc purdiase of librories/to. slocln promolionol surpluses/privole dlttlions shop slotks/teviews, elt, ek. LP Recûfds./(omjKid Dises/ Video Cassettes Books et ail musiiol persuosian: 

CHEAPO CHEAPO 
RECORDS LTD 53 Rupert Street, london WI 

Tel: 0171-437 8272 noon-tO.OOpm 
CD CASES AT THE RIGHT PRICE? 

TRACKBACK For ail types of CD & lape cases, record sleeves, master bags. Alt availablc on noxt day delivery Contact ROY on Tel; 0117 947 7272 (24 hours) Fax: 0117 961 5722 1 Grange Avenue, Bristol BS15 3PE 

ÔÏÏIÔB-,, „ ....Album, CD Er Âr J l Cassette Browser Oividers from the market specialists.... <^%foJ MASSON SEELEY & CO LTD ^ 
rfp ciftil p^ALE'mHm horfolk' pe3b9al ^ 

ntuskwedc 
PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN 

THE SPOTLIGHT! 
CALL US ABOUT 

INTRODUCTORY RATES: 
50% OFF FIRST INSERTION 

20% OFF FOLLOWING 
INSERTIONS 

When you book: 
4-8 insertions over an 8 week 

period. 
CALL MARTIN SREEVES 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ON: 0171 921 5902 

THINKING CAPS ALL THE TIME. 

ATTENTION!! 
WE WANT YOUR RUBBISH "Impact UK" urgently require ail your unwanted, faulty, and returned CDs. DONT throw them away! GIVE US A CALL NOW! Tel/Fax; 01536 402367 (24 hrs) or Daytime Mon-Sat 01780 763941 

WANTEH 
RECORD SHOP FITTINGS 
Especially 12" vinyl browsers 

Phone 
0161 442 7968 

Lift's Market Sériés, a very small price to pay for huge CD sales, 
its proved to be a great investment. 

LIFT 
MUSIC WEEK MARCH 28 1 



breakers anyone tipped up to break celebrate eport that he enjoyod a fine DAVH BADDIEL before photo op (1) and 

— movers and shakers, big wheels A a1r STUDIOS last week. In fact, anyone  ^ ^ 8 a bottlc or two wilh SIR GEORGE MARTIN at hîsbash 
K retiring as a knob twiddler. Dooley can report tha . glass of sweet sherry with DAVH l Géorgie collared the comedian I a discussion of exactly how thoso lyrics y version of Three Lions have been changed. But ■go couldn't help himself when STEVE LEWIS as trying to deliver a tribute, advising the Echo boss to step slightly back from the mike for | better delivery. "Once a producer always a producer," quipped the silver-haired one. Sir George and LADY JUDY also got to tle their kangaroos down with sporting ROLF MARRIS (2) and his old mucker RINGO and lovely wife BARBARA BACH (3) before seeing Noddy Holder on to the milk train up to Brum (thankfully not ' pictured). 

^ Remember where 
f you heard it: 

I Tittle-tattle has it 
that Rob Dickins is enjoying running 
East West so much he might not even 
bother hiring an MD...Following Natalie's 
breakthrough for BMG in the US, we 
hear Richard Griffiths is set to exploit 
the company's wealth of European 
repertoire in the UK. And keep an eye 
outfor some new hirings...Rumblings 
from Dublin suggest a new rôle for 
highly-rated PolyGram MD Paul Keogh... 
Time to invest in a shredding machine: 
following John Reid's writ against a 
snooper who had been rummaging 
through his bins trying to get dirt on 
Elton, managers and labels are being 
warned that a second snooper is on the 
prowl, this time based in the West 
Country and posing as a journalist...So 
Roger Ames is set to return to London. 
But in what rôle?...Congratulations to 
Dave Sholin and Max Tolkoff, 

V 

and 
ed 
icock, 
Elvis 
rtant 

KCi 

Ail My 

jojo 

Life 

respectively 
former Top 40 
and Alternative 
editors at our US 
sister Gaw'n. Max has joined Al Cafaro 
at A&M, while Dave will work the west 
coast for Johnny Barbis at Island... 
Jonathan King showed an 
unaccustomed self-control when it came 
to this Saturday's Great British Song 
Contest announcement. Though phone 
lines closed a week ago, fearing leaks, 
he instructed polling company Audiocall 
not to tell him the resuit until minutes 
before the Lottery show went on air... 
Meanwhile, Eternal's Euro pop king 
Steve Allen believes he has already 
spotted next year's Eurovision winner. 
"1 had a group in here today like the 
Brotherhood Of Man. I reckon they'll be 
our entry next time and they'll win it," 
gushes the Toffees fan. But this from a 
man who is under the impression that 
Everton still have a place in the 
Premiership next 
season...The things 
people have to do. 
At last week's BMG 
Music Publishing 
bash, former Eurythmie Dave 
Stewart and 

i Specials/Fun Boy 
; Three/Colourfield/ 
i etc, etc, front man, 

Not known for outwardly 
displaying his lighter side, 
FlalFs expression - as he 
Stewart dutifully scrummed 
down with an Alfred Hitchcock, 
a Marilyn Monroe and an 
lookalike for that all-important 
photo opportunity - could have 
turned milk sour. Poor soul... 
Talking of football, after last 
week's call for the industry to 
unité behind lan McCulloch's 
Officiai World Cup song, it 
seems not everyone is rallying 
around. It transpires that 
London now has two rivais, with 

 Eternal preparing to release 
Dario G's Carnival De Paris, which, as 
the title suggests, celebrates the World 
Cup, and WEA itself putting out Meat 
Pie, Sausage Roll (C'mon England) by 
Grandad Roberts, which started life as 
an Oldham song but has been reworked 
as an anthem for the lads. Dooley's not 
so sure London's Colin Bell will be over 
the moon at the compétition. But a WEA spokeswoman says, Tm sure the 
nation is big enough for more than one 
anthem"...The final word on soccer. Big 
Eden Blackman, director of promotions 
at SizeNINE, was celebrating a triple 
header last week after his lucky Leeds 
team put five past the mighty Rams on 
Sunday. His week got better when Run 
DMC vs Jason Nevins, a song he has 
been working, went straight in at 
number one. And to cap it ail, Blackman 
took a bookie for £25 at Cheltenham... 

The Massive U.S. Hit Sing 
6.4.98 

Terry Hall, pitched 

has recently 

recently. But there were still plenty of folks who dîdn't miss the Nashville-based singer's eloctric half-hour set Including, from lefl, WEJ UK director of international and US repertoire, PHIL STRAIGHT, managing director WEA UK MOIRA BELLAS, manager HERB JORDAN, id Rondor Music's MD RICHARD THOMAS. Never mind, Elton, 

Incorporating Record Mirror 

ffl Miller Freeman SUBSCRIPTION HOTLINE; 
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fono is europe's new 
weekly dedicated to 
highlighting and 
promoting hit records 

For the first time, fono gives you a weekly European chart 
you can trust. The Euro Hit 100 is based on the top 100 
stations in 15 European countries, weighted according to size, 
Our unique layout highlights the fastest-moving songs and 
brings you the inside story behind them. PLUS fono offers 
brealcout charts of the best-performing US, UK and 
Continental records. 

Reading fono every week keeps you ahead of the game, with 
news from across Europe that's fresh and accurate. 
Our network of correspondents (we are represented in 14 
countries from Austria to Finland and Portugal to Denmark) 
makes sure that we miss nothing. We bring you news of the 
latest signings, new acts and where they're neaded, label 
changes, award cérémonies, the moves of top executives in 
the industry and much much more. 
We guarantee there is no better guide to Europe's hits and 
hitmakers. 

EXCLUSIVE FAX SERVICE 
When you subscribe to fono you'll receive, every Wednesday, 
a personal fax detailing this week's number ones, the highest 
dimbers plus new entries and the latest headline news and 
market shares. This fax also brings you our exclusive tips for 
the week. The fax is for your eyes only - only fono 
subscribers will receive it. 
fono offers the most reliable and accurate guide yet to 
the world's most exciting music market. 

RECEIVE FOUR COPIES OF FONO FREE OF CHARGE 
As a spécial introduction to the world of fono, we are 
offering you four sample copies absolutely free of charge. 
Just filfin the form opposite and we will send you a cqpy 
each week for four weeks for you to sample at your leisure. 
At the end of four weeks, we'll invoice you. Return it with 
your payment and you'll continue to receive a weekly copy. If 
you don'tj wish to continue, simply return the bill marked 
cancel'. 

There's absolutely no obligation, 

4 week 
trial request 
form 

Respond now and receive fono free for four weeks.'' 
These four copies are yours to keep. 
Then to start receiving your weekly copy after your trial 
has finished, simply return the bill we'll send you, with 
your payment. 
But you're under no obligation to subscribe - if you 
don't wish to, return the bill marked 'cancel'. 
There's no risk and no commitment. 
n k lit ^ =8 w a n 

YESrplease send me the next four issues of fono completely 
free and without any obligation to subscribe. To 
continue to receive copies after my free trial, I will pay 
the invoice you will send me. If I don't wish to 
subscribe, I will return the invoice marked 'cancel'. 

Please indicate the currency in which you wish to be invoiced; 
European subscribers: Introductory price 

«68 

Rest-of-the-world: Introductory price 

With 20% discount Ecu192 O £128 O DM360 O FF1200 O With 20% discount USS300 O 

Téléphoné 
Direct fax 
1 work in: 
O retail 1 O a trade association 6 O radio 2 O the média 7 O a record company 3 O business affairs 8 O distribution 4 o artist management 9 O music publishing 5 o something else 10 

DON'T DELAY. SIGN UP NOW! 



4 V 
t 
fl 

week 
trial request 
form 

Respond now and receive fono free for four 
weeks. These four copies are yours to keep. 
Then to start receiving your weekly copy after your 
trial has finished, simply retum the bill we'll send 
you, with your payment. 
Butyou're under no obligation to subscribe - if you 
don't wish to, retum the bill marked 'cancel'. 
There's no risk and no commitment. 
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fono 

O The best airplay data 

O 15 national charts 

The unique Euro Hit 100 

O Market shares 

O Hot industry news 

Tips for future hits 

fono, Royal Sovereign House, 40 Beresford Street, London 
SE18 6BQ, UK. Tel: +44 (0)171 921 5906 • Fax: +44 

(0)171 401 8035 • 
E-mail: fono@dotmusic.co.uk 


